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Pre face

* The successful interdiction of second-echelon forces

is inextricably tied to the close-in battle and it is also

a problem that overlaps into the joint service arena.

Today's weapon systems and the inti-oduction of new system

developed to capitalize on interdiction missions make it

more likely that U.S. forces will prevail over any aggressor.

As an infantry officer, the author was interested in provid-

ing an evaluation of how the comibination of air sorties and

Army missiles might influence movement of a motorized rifle

division on a hypothesized three-route march.
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.Second-echelon interdiction is closely tied to the

close-in battle. In reality, it is part of the integrated

battle which says that all means are used to fight the battle

at all distances. The objective of this research effort was

to examine what effect the combination of air sorties and

Army missiles would have against a motorized rif' division

(MPFD) moving on a hypothesized three-route marc A portion

of a selected East German road network was chos as the

hypothesized area through which an MRD would be ,veling

on its way to a release point.

A model of a MRD broken down into 44 units was con-

structed using the SLAM computer simulation language. Units

were broken down to battalion size, with a few exceptions.

A flight of two aircraft is used to interdict the road on

which convoys are traveling. Once a convoy is blocked by

the air strike, a retargeting is conducted against the convoy

using a generic Army missile loaded with wide-area anti-

armor munitions (WAAM). Both the sortie interdiction and

missile attack were modeled explicitly using Monte Carlo

simulation.
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STOPEM: A SIMULATION INTERDICTION MODEL

-K:. 4 OF A MOTORIZED RIFLE DIVISION

I Introductien

A topic of general interest that has sparked much

attention recently is the outcome of a possible general war

in Europe. Since the United States maintains its largest

military contingent outside its continental borders as part

of its commitment to NATO, the possibility exists for a mili-

tary confrontation between NATO and the Warsaw Pact that

A would involve the two superpowers. While a general war

brings visions of worldwide destruction involving the nuclear

arsenals of both superpowers, one scenario would keep the

conflict at a conventional level within NATO.

The system of war, with its manyN interactions, has

three escalatory levels above conventional war: (1) chemical-

biological (C-B), (2) tactical nuclear, and (3) strategic

nuclear. While no one can predict when and how C-B or

nuclear weapons would be used, the rational person would

argue that use of these weapons would probably be preempted

by use of conventional weapons to decide a conflict or con-

ventional superiority could force negotiations. As part of

this same rationale, the fact that both sides possess one

or both capabilities would be a deterrent for either side



to employ them first. Understanding the I,arsai %at' con-

ventional forces' xulnerabilities and weaknesses within

this system context is essential to stopping them convention-

ally so that the next threshold of war is not breached.

Although this is one possible scenario, another one in the

literature, "A Selective Nuclear Policy Strategy in Europe:

A Selective Targeting Doctrine?', mentions the use of Warsaw

Pact selective targeting through use of chemical and/or

nuclear munitions to facilitate capturing Europe relatively

intact, since their conventional forces are equipped to

operate in a chemical or nuclear environment (Ref 19).

While little is openly published about Soviet doc-

trine, The Offense (A Soviet View) discusses employment of

naclear weapons as an extension of firepower combined with

maneuver (Ref 53:v,vii-viii). Because of this lack of

information, little is known atout Warsaw Pact doctrine.

On the other hand, more is being written in U.S. military

journals about targeting and employment of nuclear weapons

to interdict enemy forces while they are deep in their

territory (Ref 30:2-6, 33:2, 57:35). While the Soviet's

military force is capable of overwhelming conventionally

any adversary, with the added capability for employment and

operation in a C-B and nuclear environment, the U.S. has

responded to this threat with increased technological

enhancements in equipment and weapons and with more of a

willingness to possibly use nuclear weapons to offset the

2



numerical Dviet advantage. The clear danger exists that

if a confllct starts conventionally, the side that is frus-

trated firs;t or feels that it is losing the initiative

might escalate into the next level of war. Once the war

escalates into the nuclear environment, the costs to both

sides might far outweigh the gains.

Within the last 10 years, the U.S. Army has examined

how to fight the next war. This examination has stemmed

from the misunderstanding of Field Manual (FM) 100-5, pub-

lished in 1976, to its rewriting in 1982. The many articles

published in military journals have had a great influence

on the revision of this key FM. The study of adversaries'

weaknesses and strengths, and the questioning of U.S. doc-

trine, must continue if the Army and Air Force expect to be

ready to fight and win any future conflict. Because of the

introduction of many new weapon systems now and in the near

future (see Figure 1.1), Army commanders will have at their

disposal the means to see and attack deep on the battlefield.

. Systems such as the corps support weapon system (CSWS),

ground-launched cruise missile (GLCM), multiple launch

rocket system (MLRS), and family of scatterable mines (FASCAM)

give the commander a capability to attack near and far tar-

gets. Other systems such as all-source analysis system

(ASAS), tactical satellite (TACSAT), stand-off target

acquisition system (SOTAS), and tactical fire direction

(TACFIRE) provide the detection means and the integration

3
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capability for employment of all weapon systems. Having

the weapons without the means to effectively employ them

reduces their worth. Combined, all systems in Figure 1.1

present a formidable capability. However, owing to war's

complexities, a need exists to examine how these numerous

systems will interact and how they will damage or delay

attacking forces.

Figure 1.2 is a graphical representation of the

Warsaw Pact second-echelon threat. As the figure shows, the

enemy units are deployed to achieve depth and dispersion.

Not only is the bunching of units prevented, but the majority

of the forces are uncommitted to exploit success or reinforce

other enemy formations. The echelonment of forces is an

exploitable weakness upon which NATO must capitalize if the

likelihood of victory on the battlefield is to be increased.

While "echelonment is neither axiomatic nor uniform," this

thesis assumes an attack on NATO would use the idea of

echelonment (Ref 4:40). General Starry, former Training and

Doctrine Commander (TRADOC), keyed on the i:iportance of

echelonment of forces. He stated that the Warsaw Pact

keeping a significant portion of its forces uncommitted

allowed it to retain the advantage of the initiative to

commit at its choosing either to reinforce success or to

bypass friendly forces. Furthermore, to upset the Warsaw

Pact plan, this initiative must be taken away from the Warsaw

Pact and then retained by NATO to gain victory (Ref 57:34).

54
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A simulation model of second-echelon interdiction

would give some insights about interdiction capability as

well as providing possible answers to how long enemy forc~s

*could be kept out of a sector and what their combat power

would be upon their arrival at the noint of commitment. A

simulation model of interdiction of second-echelon forces

- would give policy makers an evaluation tool to determine

where possible conventional interdiction shortfalls might

exist. An analytic approach to addressing this problem was

'K not considered because the system being examined is large,

complex, and stochastic. Thus, simulation can best be

- . employed to provide insights to this particular problem.

Having a credible, conventional interdiction capability

should lower the U.S. nuclear response. However, the uncer-

tainty of the Warsaw Pact initial response, or its response

if thwarted in any attack, still remains.

Problem Statement

What is the structure of the interdiction subsystem

contained within the overall system of conventional war,

* . how can this particular subsystem be captured in a dynamic

model, and how can this model be used to evaluate specific

policies? More specifically:

1. What are the significant relationships in Corps-

directed aircraft sortie interdiction of terrain-restricted

roads and the effects on second-echelon forces moving

through the road network interdicted?

6



2. How would a relook capability that enables

* retargeting of the interdicted point with missiles loaded

with wide area anti-armor munitions (WAAM) reduce the combat

power of delayed units or increase their delay time?

* 3. How can these relationships be incorporated into

a model that will enable military planners to evaluate

* capabilities and effectiveness of selected conventional

munitions against second-echelon threats?

Objectives

The primary objective of this research is to provide

a validated model of interdicting a selected road network

in East Germany to gain insights into how long a Warsaw Pact

motorized rifle division (MRD) could be delayed from being

committed into a corps sector and what its combat power

would be upon reaching its destination. Intermediate

objectives are:

1. Develop a basic model containing a typical MRD

broken into battalion-size units making a 100 kilometer (Kin)

road march on three separate routes.

2. Add an interdiction scheme that shows how these

effects alter the MRD's arrival and combat power, where

combat power refers to its main fighting systems (armor,

infantry, artillery).

3. Verify and validate the model.

4. Use the model to evaluate effects of aircraft and

missile sortie allocation on the MRD.

7



System Structure

This research is directed at understanding and

modeling the flow of convoys through a road network and how

to impede their flow so that their arrival into a corps

sector would either be delayed for a short time with high

losses, be delayed for a long time with low losses, be

delayed for a long time with high losses, or not be affected

at all. The ideas above represent four possible enemy force

statuses of combat capability. For example, if a force

could not be delayed out of sector for as long as a pre-

specified time, say 12 hours, then a possible acceptable

alternative might be to keep it out less time, but with a

reduced percentage of combat vehicles, such as tanks, infan-

try, and artillery, by diverting more assets to interdiction.

To achieve such goals requires that all resources be effec-

tively integrated on any future battlefield so that the

likelihood of success is increased.

Background

To set the problem in perspective, a description of

the integrated battlefield is given first. A corps sector

is described and an explanation of how the Corps commander

views the battlefield is given. Also, the conduct of the

integrated battle is described along with how deep attack

affects enemy force arrivals at the forward line of own

troops (FLOT). Next, an examination is made of the last

decade's questions about Army doctrine. Specifically, the

8



debate is traced that questions how the_ Army will fight the

next war and what the implications are of the active

defense.

System Description. Figure 1.3 is a causal loop

diagram that depicts the complex interactions of deep attack.

Such diagrams are used in system analysis as tools to

graphically represent and to aid in visualization of the

system structure and key relationships. Feedback between

or among relationships denotes that one relationship can

influence another. However, even when relationships do

exist, feedback may not exist. Connections between variables

are depicted as solid lines with an arrow-tipped end that

either has a positive or a negative sign. A positive sign

indicates that an increase in one variable will result in an

increase of another variable in the same loop. A minus sign

denotes that increasing one variable will decrease the other

one at the arrow tip. By multiplying all the signs within a

loop, a net sign is obtained. A positive net sign indicates

a positive or reinforcing loop. An outside type of control

prevents a continued increase of relationships when acted

upon by some external influence. The relationships within

the loop continue increasing unless restrained by this

external factor. On the other hand, a negative or goal-

seeking loop tends toward equilibrium or a balance when

acted upon by an outside element. The net effect of this

* process is that causal loop diagrams aid the models during

9
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the development phase by assisting in conceptualizing and

formulating key relationships. Thus, a better system under-
standing is the result.

Figure 1.3 shows part of the complexities associated

with deep attack. As the figure shows, interdiction of red

forces decreases blue's interdiction resources, but

increases red equipment destruction, red delay, red target

acquisition, diversion of red assets, red vulnerability, red

attrition, and blue's reconstitution time. As the figure

also shows, these same variables affect other variables

within the loop. For example, attrition can have an affect

on destruction, delay, or disruption. But, destruction,

delay, or disruption also affect red attrition because as

convoy elements are destroyed, delayed, or disrupted on

their routes of march, they present better targets. This

bunching of vehicles on the roadway increases red's vulner-

ability as well as facilitating acquisition. One fallacy

with stating that target acquisition is always improved is

that terrain masking may make it more difficult to detect

targets. So in actuality, target acquisition and other

- - variables could be decreased due to an inability to see

targets. This is a function of such variables as terrain,

degree of cover, time of the year, weather, and detection

equipment.

A portion of a corps sector was selected for this

problem as being the area where an MRD would penetrate the

I. lw.1



sector and become the concern of the commander. Also, this

same sector is part of an overall area of interest being

examined to provide insights to the CSWS office, Fort Sill,

Oklahoma. Figure 1.4 shows the whole corps sector organiza-

tion. A brief explanation follows of the key elements on

the figure as well as tying them to the concept of the

extended battlefield.

Briefly stated, the extended battlefield idea is a

more descriptive term that captures how to view the battle-

field in terms of time, space, enemy forces, friendly forces,

and weapons employment. Enemy forces are to be engaged while

not in contact to frustrate their command and control, and

to strip away their initiative. Secondly, all current

actions are interrelated in time in that plans for the close-

in battle as well as attack of follow-on forces are tied to

winning at the FLOT. Finally, the integrated assets of

"higher level Army and sister services" are carefully

employed in interdicting the battlefield (Ref 57:32). The

key point is to carefully employ all assets and resources so

that interdicting deep targets is tied to the close-in

battle.

As enemy forces penetrate the corps sector and are

located about 96 hours out from the FLOT, they are within

the corps area of interest. Within this area the commander

must monitor enemy movement so that he can determine what

12
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Enemy

I Mr_. 96 Hours

" IArea of Interest
72 Hours

Area of Influence

FLOT 9 0 Hours

Covering Force
Area (CFA)

FEBA FEBA

A. >Main Battle
Area (MBA)

Rear Area
-%. , X X

Fig 1.4. Organization of the Defense -Corps
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forces could affect his future operations. The decision to

interdict is made here.

Closer in exists the area of influence where the

commander is also capable of acquiring the fighting enemy

units with assets organic to or in support of his command.

For instance, a division may be maneuvering units against

the second-echelon regiments of the first-echelon division.

In order to increase the chances of success against the enemy

forces and prevent their being reinforced by second-echelon

divisions, the second-echelon divisions would have to be

destroyed, delayed, or disrupted for a prespecified period

of time and/or decreased level of combat power. This is an

area where intelligence estimates and advance planning would

pay off. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show areas of influence and

interest as functions of level of command and time distance

from the FLOT in hours.

* €.* TABLE 1.1

Areas of Influence

Distance from FLOT
Level of Command (time in hours)

Brigade 0 to 12
Division 0 to 24
Corps 0 to 72

(Ref 16:53)

14
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TABLE 1. 2

Areas of Interest

Distance from FLOT
Level of Command (time in hours)

Brigade 0 to 24
.. .Division 0 to 72

Corps 0 to 96

(Ref 16:53)

The remainder of Figure 1.4 depicts the location of

friendly forces. The point where the forwardmost friendly

elements, the covering force, are located is defined as the

FLOT. From the FLOT back to the forward edge of the battle

area (FEBA) is designated the covering force area (CFA) where

the corps covering force (CF) will provide early warning to

the forces in the main battle area (MBA) about the enemy's

intent and direction of main attack, "to develop the situa-

tion, and to delay or defeat the enemy's leading fighting

force" (Ref 30:10-8). As the battle develops in the CFA,

commanders make final preparations in the MBA. Also, as the

CF fights back to the MBA, the CF hands the enemy over to

the forces in the MBA, where the majority of the fighting is

anticipated as taking place. Consequently, it is in the

MBA where the majority of friendly units are located.

Finally, the rear area is to the immediate rear of the rear

boundary of the MBA, where command and control elements,

15
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reserve, aind support units are located. This quick, simpli-

fied description of how a corps sector is organized. is more

complicated than exnlained. fowever, the points covered are

the highlights.

As Figure 1.5 shows, the advancing enemy force moving

in is detected and engaged in the area of interest. Within

this area, the enemy forces are subjected to attack by all

available resources. The result of continued interdiction

all along its movement path toward the FLOT combined with

maneuver create the result in Figure 1.6. Finally,

Figure 1.7 shows the reconstituted FEBA, after destruction

of the first-echelon forces. The reconstituted FEBA is

better prepared to engage the new units entering or that

have entered corps sector.

~~~Ar~ orJ u i- 7

Fig 1.5. The Deep Battle (Ref 57:39)
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SCi rn ve

S. 12 hours

Fig 1.6. The Integrated Battle
(Ref 57.42)

72 hours

Fig 1.7. The Outcome (Ref 57:43)
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A plot of this effect of interdiction is shuv.rn in

Figure 1.8. The upper portion of the plot of enemy front-

line strength against time shows that no interdiction allows

the enemy forces to maintain a fairly constant density of

forces at the FLOT. This translates to more combat power

to maintain the initiative and to overwhelm the friendly

force. The bottom curve shows the effect of interdiction

and attack. As interdiction destroys, delays, or disrupts

enemy forces, windows for action are created where a time
period exists that friendly-to-enemy force ratios are favor-

able to attack. It is within these windows created by inter-

dicting that maneuver and firepower will produce destruction

of enemy forces. This curve shows why it is absolutely

necessary to destroy, delay, or disrupt any enemy forces

that could interrupt the maneuvering friendly units before

they get to finish their destruction mission. The resul+-

from the figure were generated from simulation comparisons

conducted by the Army's Field Artillery School, Fort Sill,

Oklahoma, of 1980 European corps battles (Ref 57:42).

3 -' m , ,I ,!
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Fig 1.8. Why Deep Attack? (Ref 57:45)
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Doctrinal Refinement. Two discernible periods of

Army doctrine refinement can be traced from the wriiing of

"-. FM 100-5 in 1976, to the time between its initial nublica-

tion and its republication in 1982. The original FM version

was "notably flexible and deliberately nonrestrictive"

(Ref 60:3). The active defense called for latt-ral movement

along the FEBA to achieve concentration of forces at the

threatened point. Depth on the battlefield was achieved by

a series of delaying actions conducted all the way back to

the rear boundary. These actions were the maneuvers asso-

ciated with the active defense. Offensive action was inter-

preted to be practically nonexistent. At the rear boundary,

the defense ended up being linear. "It was this rigidly

limited form of defense which attracted most of the attention

of critics and prompted the long series of debates which

still goes on." (Ref 60:3,4) Colonel Tate and Lieutenant

Colonel Holder in their article, "New Doctrine for the

. Defense," went on to say that the doctrine in the FM 100-5

was interpreted to be dogmatic, when in fact it was supposed

to be flexible and nonrestrictive. Hence, the ensuing debate

. and the eventual rewriting of this manual.

The author's perception is that a critical transition

occurred with an enlightening article written by Colonel

Wagner, "Active Defense and All That." Colonel Wagner gave

->. his astute conceptualization of how the active defense was

1to be fought. Using his command, the 11th Armored Cavalry

19
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Reiment as an exunple, he reintroduced ofense into the

active defense. Through his example, he described his

command performing a covering force mission using all avai2-

able assets, terrain, and maneuver to defeat an attacking

force (Ref 63). The scenario and tactics he described

represent the essence of the active defense. This particular

article did more to crystalize the flexibility and intent of

active defense than any other article up to that point.

The article by General Starry, former TRADOC com-

mander, entitled, "Extending the Battlefield," was a bench-

mark in further clarifying the integration of all assets and

thought to the complete depth of the battlefield. Commanders

t -- and staff had to view the battlefield as closely interrelated

parts of the close-in battle and deep battle. This careful

integration of all assets in fighting the extended battle-

field reminded all commanders that success in the close-in

battle was tied to the deep one (Ref 57).

Other journal articles before and since the Wagner

and Starry articles also deserve some brief comment to

reflect the breadth and intensity of attempting to clarify

doctrine and, in some cases, introducing innovative ideas.

Articles such as Brittingham's, "Use the Lightning," describe

an expanded role for attack helicopters to capitalize on

their potency as very mobile anti-armor forces. The mobility

" and flexibility in this weapon system gives the commander an

excellent counter penetration force. Other ideas include

20
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doctrinal questions previously discussed as well bs articles

by some Air Force authors from defining the mission of battle-

field air interdiction (BAI) to the effects of European

weather on round-the-clock air operations. In True's

article, "The Tourniquet and The Hammer," the author suggests

in his title the analogy of deep interdiction using two his-

torical raids on the Romanian oilfields at Ploesti (Ref 62).

Frizzo writes about some unique ideas in the rapid deploy-

ment of U.S.-based forces to Europe being used as infantry

reinforced with an anti-tank capability. These forces

represent mechanized units or light infantry units deployed

without heavy equipment to be employed against the second

echelon forces (Ref 22). Porreca advocated a rethinking of

tactics to use the indirect approach as espoused by

B. H. Liddell Hart. One of his major points is that military

school students have become so enamored of the most current

terminology to describe current doctrine that they are just

parroting the party line without offering any new insights

(Ref 48). An examination of the bibliography gives an indi-

cation of some of the professional thought that has served

to enlighten, to question, to analyze, and to present ideas

that are relevant to this crucial issue. This brief excur-

sion plus the synopsis of the following studies will serve

to illustrate the intensity and concern being shown by mili-

tary professionals and others in both branches of the service

and outside agencies.

21



Air-Land Forces Apolication (ALFA) Agency. hcad-

quartered at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia, is a joint

service orgranization examining the problems associated1 with

conduct of the deep battle. Since the Air Force possesses

more assets to conduct deep interdiction, to include second

echelon forces, both the Army and Air Force have had to

reexamine the doctrine of interdiction beyond the FLOT in the

Army's defined areas of interest and influence. Tradition-

ally, the Air Force had had almost exclusive say in what

was interdicted beyond a certain point in the battlefield.

But,. now Army commanders want a bigger input in influencing

action in what has been traditionally an Air Force domain

because affecting the arrival of echeloned forces has a

direct impact on maneuver schemes in the close-in battle.

Since both services are working toward the same end, it is

desirable that better cooperation and compatible doctrine

exist between the services in order to purposefully employ

4 . limited assets to get the greatest effect.

Two Army agencies !hat are also examining the problem

of second echelon interdiction are located at Fort Sill,

Oklahoma, and Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Fort Sill is the

home of the Corps Support Weapon Systems (CSWS), a Department

-= of the Army task force. The group there is working with

Sandia National Laboratory and their network interdiction

model to evaluate nuclear strikes targeted against follow-on

* forces. The model is a computerized simulation that depicts

real time movement of two Soviet divisions moving on two

22



routes from assembly areas into their objective areas Thea s" -t - ar a .• h

personnel working on the model are still adding refinements

to the model that will capture all the effects of strikes

of this nature. This work is ongoing at Sandia National

Laboratory, Livermore, California (Ref 14).

The Fort Leavenworth group, The Combined Arms Combat

Development Activity (TCADA) (Ref 42), is examining how

revived offensive capability in the form of maneuver is

"o affecting outcomes in the close-in battle. The ideas being

examined are similar to the ones put forth by Wagner in his

articles on the active defense. Results of these studies

stress the creation of lighter and more mobile units with

the capability to fight in a very dynamic battlefield

environment.

The level of interest in this second echelon inter-

diction problem extends to other agencies, student thesis

efforts, and numerous interesting articles in professional

journals. The DCUBE Model (Destroy, Disrupt, and Delay),

an Air Force analytical model developed for it by A. T.

Kearney, Inc., evaluates mobility disruption by air strikes

by both Blue and Red air forces against the opposing side's

ground forces. The model uses an Arrival Rate (AR) sub-

po model to determine force arrival rates at the FLOT. These

results are then fed into the Ground Battle (GB) sub-model,

which uses a modified Lanchester Square Law in its simulation.

23
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The model's measure of effectiveness (MOE) is

battle outcome. Parametric studies were conducted tco deter-

mine the model's sensitivity to weather effects and force

variations. Plots against time were then made that show

the arrival of reinforcements and combat forces remaining

on the battlefield for these parametric variations (Ref 59).

These model outputs verify the same results the Fort Sill

study obtained in Figure 1.8. "A Simulation of Second

Echelon Air Interdiction" is an AFIT student's thesis attempt

at correcting weakness in the DCUBE model to develc his

own air interdiction model. Bennett identified weaknesses,

such as constant number of attacking air-craft, no incorpora-

tion of variance, and constant kill rates for airplanes and

trucks (Ref 59), that he thought should be corrected by his

formulation in an attempt to get a better representation of

interdiction. His thesis compares his model's arrival rate

output against results of the DCUBE model to arrive at

similar conclusions. Identified weaknesses in Bennett's

effort include the following: the second echelon forces

were modeled as trucks only and many replications are needed

to get results (Ref 5).

Dees' thesis (Ref 17) gives a good background dis-

cussion on second echelon interdiction, how similar problems

are being examined in the Army community, and on his recoin-

mendat ion to apply Queueing-Graphical Evaluation and Review

Technique (Q-GERT) in the development of his proposed
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Model Q-STAR (Queueing supplement to STAR (Simulation of

Tactical Alternative Responses) combat model). He stresses

the utility of how O-GERT can be readily used to model sec-

ond echelon forces in Q-STAR. This thesis sets a foundation

for later development of Q-STAR (Ref 17).

Interdiction Planning is an unnublished paper ob-

tained from Major Starner, formerly of CSWS at Fort Sill.

This source discusses a general approach to interdiction

planning and then applies this methodology to a particular

sector in Germany. This article reinforces General Starry's

message of practicing interdiction planning now with current

resources so that expertise is developed at all levels.

Targeting is examined for both division and corps levels

(Ref 54).

An examination of the remainder of the bibliograph-

ical references shows other articles, books, and studies on

work done by both Army and Air Force personnel. Included

are also works by other governmental agencies or contractors.

The level of interest displayed is indicative of the impor-

tance attached to the particular problem of second echelon

interdiction.

Methodology

A systems approach was the methodology applied in

this research effort. Since the subsystem described pre-

"5". viously is part of a large and more complex system, a
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systems alproach can best be used for this policy anals ,

because it aids in understanding the system more fullv.

The Systems Approach. By using the proces'- dcescrib-d

by Schoderbek, Schoderbek, and Kefalas in Management Systems

Conceptual Considerations, a more complete understanding can

.' be gained about that system so that the perceived problem or

required policy to be studied can be isolated into its com-

ponent parts for analysis: "the input(s), the process(es),

the output(s), and the feedback control" (Ref 50:14). A

mathematical model can then be formulated to represent this

isolated part of the system so that an analysis can be made

between feedback structures and system components as they

interact over time. Once the model is built, studies can

be conducted on the model to obtain insights on how changes

affect the system or to analyze new problems. The value of

this effort does not lie solely in information obtained, but

also in gaining insights about the system all during the

model development.

Thus, systems analysis can provide a valuable tool

in correctly specifying, delimiting, and understanding the

problem to be studied prior to time being wasted on answering

the wrong question.

Applied Methodology. How system analysis was used

in the research phase follows. Since second echelon inter-

diction is a subsystem of the main system of war, a narrowing

of the overall, general system was necessary to isolate key

26
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relationships essential to understanding how the subsystem

operates and interacts. A cyclic process was used through-

out the model development until the model was finally

accepted as an accurate system representation of the inter-

diction process. This iterative process was a constant, on-

going thing to insure system accuracy. Figure 1.9 depicts

this process as it relates to the simulation process.

Initial system conceptualization and ideas were

obtained on visits to the CSWS office at Fort Sill, Okla-

homa, and Sandia National Laboratory at Livermore, California.

Further readings and research aided in further understanding

the system process. From those efforts, system causal

relationships were developed.

A thorough map analysis of a road network in East

Germany identified choke points on the routes hypothesized

for movement of a motorized rifle division (AIRD). From the

identified choke points emerged an idea of where to cut the

roads with general purpose bombs so that convoy passage

would be blocked. The MRD was selected as moving on three

separate routes to minimize the convoy length and to repre-

a-. sent WP doctrine of maintaining unit dispersal. Unit

characteristics, such as number and type of units, types of

vehicles, convoy lengths, were obtained from Opposing Forces

Europe (Ref 31). The terrain restricted points on the route

imply that the terrain restricts the movement of the units

to the roadway only because high ground to either side of
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the road coes not allow bypass. Also, selecting these

restricted points included insuring that no other alternate

roads in the immediate area would allow easy routing around

the obstacle. Targeting an area other than these points

would not impose appreciable delay or create unit bunching

because units could bypass the obstacle by going around it

either by use of an alternate route that easily puts them

back on their original route or by simply going off the

road and back on the road again. Once the convoys are

blocked, a relook and retargeting capability would allow for

retargeting of the area with one or more missiles loaded

with wide area antiarmor munitions (WAAMA). This targeting

process should tell a commander where to make the necessary

cuts so that he can destroy, delay, or disrupt the flow of

incoming enemy forces and thereby create a tactical situa-

tion that allows for destruction of the first echelon while

delaying the arrival of the second echelon. The above

implementation is described in subsequent chapters.

Order of Presentation

The next six chapters present the implementation of

the research methodology, policy evaluation, and recommenda-

tions for further research.

Chapter II is the model Description and Development.

Within it, key points discussed include how parameters were

developed, what assumptions were used, how the interdiction

29



was formulated, and how all parts of the model wcre inte-

g*rated.

The Simulation Model is next in Chapter III. Within

this chapter, how the model was computerzied is described.

Validation and Verification, Chapter IV, disucsses

the process of verifying the functioning of the model.

Data Collection, Chapter V, discusses experimental

design and sample size determination.

Chapter VI presents the data analysis for the experi-

mental design. Finally, Chapter VII presents the Conclusions

and Recommendations, and Recommendations for Follow-on Study.

Summary

Presented in Chapter I has been the problem, the

research question, a background on research, and the applied

methodology for this research project. Chapter II follows

with the model.

3
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II System Structure

The model STOPEM was developed to analyze the problem

stated in Chapter I. The purpose of this chapter is to pre-

sent the methodology involved in developing the structure

for STOPEM. The main components of this structure are:

convoy movement, sortie attack, missile attack, damage assess-

ment, and delay assessment. STOPEM's initial development

consisted of modeling the physical convoy movement of the

44 motorized rifle division (MRD) units through three sepa-

rate routes. Once the physical movement development was

completed, the actual interdiction and damage assessment of

the convoys were added. This particular method aided in

model verification. The following will trace the develop-

ment of these ideas.

Convoy Movement

Both Opposing Forces Europe (Ref 31) and Soviet Army

Operations (Ref 32) were consulted to obtain the necessary

information to build this initial portion of the model.

V. Soviet Army contains the basic Soviet Doctrine on convoy

movement, convoy intervals, rates, and use of multiple

routes to maintain dispersion. Appendix A of Onposing Forces

lists descriptions of units from company to Warsaw Pact

FRONT, their equipment, and personnel assigned.
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From Opposing Forces Europe (Ref 31), a MRD was

broken out into 44 different units of approximately battal-

ion size. The exceptions to this breakdown are division

headquarters (modeled as two entities--main and alternate,

both of equal size), the regimental headquarters (five),

three anti-aircraft batteries, a target acquisition battery,

and the services-rear security. Table 2.1 shows the break-

down into the various elements, their route designation, and

the average length of the convoy. The three anti-aircraft

batteries are detached from their regiment unit to provide

air defense within the three columns. The only MRD unit not

considered in this formulation is the division reconnaissance

battalion. This unit is omitted because it would be operat-

ing about 50 kilometers in front of the MRD (Ref 32:9-4).

Thus, it would not be cost-effective to delay this unit

since it could radio back to the main force about blockages

ahead and that would allow the MRD an early option to select

an alternate route.

Sampling from a triangular distribution is conducted

for convoy rate, convoy length, and convoy interval because

variables are considered to be stochastic in nature. Since

data for these parameters in Soviet A-my Operations (Ref 32)

is given in minimum and maximum values, a triangular distri-

bution is selected as the sampling distribution because the

description of the process and the absence of real data fit

* the circumstances when this distribution could be used. In

32
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TABLE 2.1

Motorized Rifle Division Units

Unit Average Length
Number Description Route (KM )

1 1st MR Regiment Advanced Guard Blue 3.6
2 Ist Regiment HQs. Blue 1.13
3 Tank Bn (-) Blue 1.35
4 MR Bn Blue 1.65
5 MR Bn (-) Blue 1.5
6 Services - Rear Security Blue 3.75
7 Tank Bn Blue 2.1
8 Division HQs (alternate) Blue 1.31
9 Target Acquisition Battery Blue 0.6

10 Artillery Bn (152 mm) Blue 2.4
11 Artillery Bn (122 mm) Blue 2.4
12 AAA Battery Blue 0.75
13 Anti - Tank Bn Blue 2.85
14 FROG Bn Blue 1.95
15 Transportation Bn Blue 7.65

16 2nd MR Regiment Advanced Guard Green 3.6
17 2nd Regiment HQs Green 1.13
18 Tank Bn (-) Green 1.35

19 MR Bn Green 1.65
20 MR Bn (-) Green 1.2
21 Services - Rear Security Green 3.75
22 Artillery Bn (122 mm) Green 2.0
23 Artillery Regiment HQs Green 2.25
24 AAA Regiment (-) Green 2.25
25 Engineer Bn Green 3.75
26 Signal Bn Green 2.25
27 MLRS Bn Green 2.7
28 Chemical Bn Green 1.65
29 Maintenance Bn Green 2.55
30 AAA Battery Green 0.75
31 Medical Bn Green 1.35

32 Tank Regiment Advanced Guard Red 2.25
33 Tank Regiment HQs Red 0.75
34 Tank Bn Red 1.5
35 Tank Bn (-) Red 1.2

Note: (-) = Unit minus some forces
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TABLE 2.1 (Continued)

Un it Average Length
Number Description Rout e (iK,)

36 Services - Rear Security Red 3.9
37 Division HQs (Main) Red 1.31
38 AAA Battery Red 0.75
39 3rd MR Regiment Advanced Guard Red 3.6
40 3rd Regiment HQs Red 1.13
41 Tank Bn (-) Red 1.35
42 MR Bn Red 1.65
43 MR Bn (-) Red 1.5
44 Services (Div & Reg)-Rear

Security Red 5.55
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other wods a triangular distribution "is used when a most

liekir value can be ascertained along with minimum and maxi-

mum values, and a piece-wise linear density function seems

appropriate" (Ref 49:30). The mode for the distribution is

calculated as the average of the minimum and maximum values

given. Once these three parameters are available, sampling

can be conducted. A flexibility of this distribution is its

ability to vary the mode to meet changing conditions. For

example, -:he mode for the rate would be expected to decrease

over time because of the effects of degradation of road

surfaces and interdiction.

Next, the parameters for convoy interval, rate, and

length are obtained as follows. The minimum and maximum

values for the above parameters are obtained from Soviet

Army Operations (Ref 32:3-20,3-21). The interval between

all units is taken to be between three and five kilometers,

with a mode of four. The exception is the advanced guard

element on a route. The interval between it and the main

body of the convoy is between 20 and 30 kilometers, with a

mode of 25. A mixed convoy rate for daytime conditions is

selected because a day road march is assumed. A day road

march is assumed due to constant convoy movement forward.

The values for the minimum, mode, and maximum are 20, 25, and

30 kilometers per hour, respectively. Minimum and maximum

convoy lengths are computed by multiplying the number of

vehicles in the convoy (discussed in subsequent paragraph)

by the minimum and maximum interval between vehicles
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(25 and 50 meters, respective>v) plus the minimum and maxi-

mum intervals between companies within a battalion ('25 andi

50 meters, respective>\). This method of computation

assumes a measurement interval from mid-vehicle to mid-

vehicle. Once these minimum and maximum unit lengths are

computed, an average value (the mode) is computed. This

value appears in Table 2.1 as the average length.

To compute unit minimum and maximum lengths, the

number of vehicles in a convoy has to be determined.

Opposing Forces Europe has what appears to be an incomplete

listing of the number of vehicles under the IMRD table

(Ref 31:A-12). For example, the engineer battalion has

385 personnel, but only 10 wheeled vehicles to carry these

personnel and equipment. This is resolved by going to

- - another page of the same appendix to find the same unit with

a complete listing of vehicles. In other cases, units listed

do not include any vehicles at all. In these cases, a

similar organization found under a separate listing is used

as a comparable substitute. For example, the data for the

medical battalion was found under divisional services for

the AIRD. In Figure 2 of Soviet Army Operations, a regimental

headquarters is shown being augmented with another unit such

as a regimental artillery group. Since this represents a

* particular attachment for combat and not a general case as

* this model portrays, regimental headquarters in the model
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are portrayed without special attachments. Of course,

having additional attachments implies that the unit length

parameters would increase. What these examples attempt to

portray is that exact figures for all units are not available

so cross checking made above is used to calculate the number

of vehicles. The sources examined represent the most com-

plete unclassified listing available.

All track vehicles (tanks (all types), infantry

fighting vehicles (BMP), self-propelled artillery pieces,

and engineer vehicles) and all wheeled vehicles (towed

artillery pieces, trucks, and reconnaissance vehicles) are

grouped into either track or wheeled vehicle categories.

Once total number of vehicles per unit is determined, unit

length is computed. For example, unit one has 57 track

vehicles and 32 wheeled vehicles. Units 1, 16, and 39 are

all advanced guard elements for three different motorized

rifle regiments. This element is a motorized rifle battalion

reinforced with an armor company, a reconnaissance company,

mortars, an engineer detachment, an artillery battery and

various combat support vehicles. To compute unit minimum,

maximum, and average lengths for this unit, the following

is done:

min length = (number of vehicles)(minimum interval) +
(number of companies)(minimum interval)

= (89)(25) + (6)(25)

= 2375 meters

= 2.375 2.4 kilometers

-' 37
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max length =(number of vehicles)(maximum interval) +
(number of companies)(maximum interval)

=(89)(50) + (6)(50)

=4750 meters

=4.75 z:4.8 kilometers

averge _minimum length + maximum length
unit2

length2

_2.4 + 4.8
2

=3.6 kilometers

A similar calculation is done for all other units. Once all

intervals are calculated, convoy number plus values for

number of track and wheeled vehicles, unit lengths, and

unit rate characterize each convoy entity.

Convoy order on each route is established with an

advanced guard element at the head, with the remainder of

each reietand ohrunits behind i.The diiinmain

and alternate headquarters are placed on separate routes

for redundancy. Combat service support elements are placed

to the rear of columns, and the main combat elements and

their controlling headquarters are placed toward the head

of each column.

Figure 2.1 is a static depiction of how convoy

movement is modeled and Figure 2.2 is a simplified road

.V.' network depiction. As mentioned earlier, this model assumes

a hypothesized three route move for a MRD. Figure 2.2 shows

the representation of the main route for each convoy. The
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numbers between nodes (circles) represent the distunct, in

kilometers between these points. Convoys are assumed to

have been moving for 50 kilometers prior to enterir:- the

road network of interest. These values were obtained on a

visit to Sandia National Laboratory and at random verified

using manual plotting on a military map of the area in

Germany. This is a simplified network because the extremely

complex road network axailable (other roads and forest

trails) is not shown. Since this model assumes a hypothe-

sized travel route based on Warsaw Pact doctrine, these

routes are selected to approximate where convoys might

actually travel. Based on this route of travel, terrain-

restricted points are selected for interdiction. In most

cases, a node is a terrain restricted point.

The convoys are modeled as having a head and a tail

entity. The vehicles in between represent the time it takes

for a convoy with all its elements to pass from one point

to another point. This is referred to as passage time.

Since the length of the convoy is stochastic, the vehicles'

distance in between the head and tail of the convoy varies

by a triangular distribution. The head of the lead unit in

each convoy starts at "time now"' (TNOW), which represents

zero time. The tail of the convoy is computed to start

behind the head of the convoy at the time TNOW plus the unit

length divided by the rate. Dividing the unit length by the

rate, also drawn from a triangular distribution, converts
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the distance to time so T-NOW can be added to it. All tirr.es

are in hours. Since the interval between convoys is also

* . stochastic, a sample taken from a triangular distribution

divided by the rate of unit one determines how far back the

second unit head is located. Adding this time (interval

- . between units divided by rate) to the time for the tail

* element of the first convoy gives the starting time for the

head of the second convoy. As with convoy one, the loca-

tion of the tail element for convoy two is computed after

sampling frk,-n a triangular distribution with parameters for

unit two's lengths. This procedure continues until all

convoys are on the road with a head and tail entity. The

march rates for all convoys behind the first unit on each

route are adjusted to insure that the units finish in the

same order in which they start. Rates are adjusted by decreasing

or increasing the rate, depending on whether it is greater

or less than the lead rate. In actuality, the rate of the

* . lead unit determines the march rate for units following it

- because failure to maintain a rate less than or equal to

the lead rate would create congestion or an accordion effect

on the vehicles.

Sortie Attack

The movement of the convoys in the preceding section

represents the steady state condition of the system under

-4. .'study. The time to travel the portion of the network being

examined represents the time that the MRD would take without
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any impediments such as interdiction. This section will

outline how air interdiction might affect the steady Stat.e

time. Examining the system with interdiction will give

insights into how additional time delays will affect arrival

times of convoys at the battle area. The difference between

the steady state time and the time with interdiction v.ill

represent the delay time. Also, the destruction of vehicles

computed as a result of interdiction represents the decrease

in combat power of the MRD.

A flight of two aircraft, each loaded with 12

500-pound MK-82 general purpose bombs, represents the strike

mission. The assumption is made that the aircraft are

F4D/E, with a 6000-foot slant range, in poor combat condi-

tions, using a dive toss bombi g run. Each aircraft is also

assumed to make one pass and drop all its bombs in pairs.

Figure 2.3 depicts the assumed pattern of impact. Consulting

JEMM, Weapons Characteristics (Ref 39:1-184G), an unclassified

estimate was obtained on crater diameter for a MK-82 dropped

on 12 inches of concrete with medium soil underlayer. JEMM

says to treat roads as runways. The crater estimate for

this 12 inches of concrete was about 35 feet. Even though

the road being modeled is not 12 inches of concrete, the

crater diameter of the bomb is assumed to be 30 feet. In

reality, the crater diameters would probably be greater due

to the road material not being 12 inches of concrete. The

intravolometer setting is assumed to be set so that the
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timing of release between b.-)mbs would give the pttern in

Figure 2.3. A 25-mil circular error probable (CEII) is also

assumed to arrive at a 150-foot CEP in the ground plane.

-.- The 150-foot CEP was computed by using the relationship

that 1 mil at 1000 feet equals 1 foot. So, multiplying the

slant range by the 25-mil CEP gives 150 feet.

Since the intention of this model is to capture

interdiction effects, and not aircraft interdiction, the

interdiction of the roads is modeled by determining the

probability of cutting an assumed 50-foot road width. To

gain an understanding of the geometry involved, a model was

built to examine the problem. This appears in Appendix B.

By varying different parameters, such as CEP, range error

probable (REP), deflection error probable (DEP), attack

angle, target width, and target length, an estimate was

obtained of the probability of cutting the assumed road for

1000 bomb drops. Next, a group of fighter pilots was con-

' sulted about the reasonableness of the estimate obtained.

Conditions as outlined above were also presented to them.

Based on the geometry model parametric studies and these

conversations, the probability arrived at was 0.35. Thus,

based on the given conditions, roads are assumed to be cut

35 percent of the time by a two-aircraft sortie.

Another assumption made was that aircraft penetrate

the FEBA without loss. Also, enemy engagement of the

attacking aircraft is ignored, but partially considered
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in the CEP calculation by assuming poor combat coriditio)n..

A higher CEP allows for target area unfamiliarity and the

threat environment.

While a suecific scenario is fixed for this study,

in reality the aircraft interdiction process is a complex one

that is full of variabil ity and uncertainty. For instance,

each aircraft has its own system weaknesses and strengths,

pilots have different levels of proficiency, delivery condi-

-: tions are dependent on such factors as air speed, delivery

angle and target type, and the threat environment is such

that the probability of success of aircraft penetration,

target attack, and egress is decreased.

The total number of daily sorties available for the

corps sector is assumed to be 30. Considered was that a

percentage of aircraft would be nonoperational. and that

about 10 percent of the total aircraft available would be

* committed to other special missions. From the remaining

number of aircraft, an allocation has to be made of aircraft

.%% to interdict this three-route move of the MRD. A further

complication involves knowing that the MRD under study is

probably one of several forces in the corps sector that

require interdiction such as Figure 1.2 depicts. Thus, the

allocation of sortie resources within the corps sector is

among competing activities. The actual basis for allocation

will involve the design of the experiment, to be discussed

in Chapter IV.
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Damage Due to Sortie Attack

The convoys are assumed to be targeted at the head

* element. To simplify calculations of vehicles damaged due to

the air strike, any vehicles within the radius of the bomb

* impacts are considered destroyed. Because the majority of

- targets bombed are hard targets (tanks), the assumption made

is that bombing would kill at most one vehicle per pass.

So, a total of two vehicles are assumed killed. Once the

destroyed vehicles are subtracted, the convoy length is

adjusted to reflect the loss in vehicles.

Delay Due to Sortie Attack

An Algorithm for Determining Delays Imposed on Ground

Forces L-e To Interdiction Air Strikes Revisited, Technical

Paper 5-79 (Ref 3), was consulted to understand more about

air interdictions and the effects on ground forces. Other

papers examined include Minutes of an Exploratory Meeting on

* Interdiction Study, AC 243, NATO Panel VII (Ref 46, NATO

RESTRICTED) and An Algorithm for Determining Delays Imposed

on Ground Forces Due to Interdiction Air Strikes, Technical

Paper 3-79 (Ref 25, NATO RESTRICTED). These two references

were used for background information.

TP 5-79 explains the "four mutually exclusive,

exhaustive delay events, with associated delay times defined

as follows:"?

Heads Down Time (HD)--the initial reaction of the
Red Force to Blue air attack.
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Damage Assessment Time (DA)--the time required
for a commander to receive reports from his
subordinates, assess the situation, and then
report to his higher headquarters.

Damage Control Time (DC)--the time required
to treat personnel casualties (first aid) and
recover damaged and/or slightly damaged
vehicles.

Impaired Movement Time (IM)--the time required
to bypass craters and remove burning vehicles
and other obstacles from the road (Ref 3:1).

This study does not calculate the individual times for the

above four events. Instead, based on ideas obtained from the

NATO Panel study, an assumed distribution for delay time is

used. If the convoy route is cut and block, sampling is made

from a triangular delay distribution with minimum, mode, and

maximum values of 30, 34, and 38, respectively. This time

is in minutes. If the road is not cut, then a delay time is

still imposed to capture the time associated with getting

the convoy reoriented, reporting to higher headquarters, and

negotiating the road damaged by the strike. Sampling is made

from another triangular distribution containing parameters

for minimum, mode and maximum values of 10, 12.5, and 15,

respectively. Triangular distributions are selected for the

same reason given in development of convoy movement Dara-

meters.

Since the lead element of each convoy is a reconnais-

sance element operating in front of the convoy at greater

distance than the interval between the other units, inter-

diction of this lead element allows it to radio back the
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resulting attack, whether successful or unsuccessful. The

rest of the convoy is then assumed to take an alternate

-, route to bypass the obstacle or damaged road on the original

route. The lead element is asmdto be delayed by the

amount required to repair and negotiate the obstacle and

continue on the original route. The idea is to continue

moving the rest of the force and minimize delay or bunching

of vehicles as an obstacle is approached and negotiated.

Thie lead element is not allowed to turn around and attempt

to resume its lead place in the pack. Convoys continue in

the route specified without attempts to rernerge them because

2: to merge remnants with the original convoy requires waiting

time for some part of the convoy. This is considered

unrealistic given that Warsaw Pact doctrine requires con-

stant movement forward.

If the lead element is not interdicted, but allowed

to pass on, then the next element of the convoy will be

bombed. By allowing the reconnaissance element to go on

uninterdicted, the main column presents a bigger target of

opportunity due to shorter intervals between units. The

reaction time to radio back the bombing and the issuance of

orders to change routes would cause the following units to

quickly close the interval. Assuming, an average interval

of 4 kilometers and an average rate of 25 kilometers per

hour, a unit following the interdicted one would close the

* distance between them in about 10 minutes. Unless immediate
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action is taken, units begin to pile up, This model assu.-k-s

that the second unit will not be able to find a bypass and

waits behind the lead unit until the obstacle is repaired.

The third unit and others behind it are assumed to have

received the order to take an alternate bypass. As before,

* - the blocked units, once the obstacle is negotiated, do not

* - rejoin the rest of the convoy at a point down the original

route.

A few observations are in order to discuss the

implications of the above convoy actions. The unit's elec-

tronic signature surfaces when communication silence is

broken to report the attack to higher headquarters. This

action may facilitate target acquisition or detection.

Also, interdicting the reconnaissance element in the column

and successfully cutting the road will leave the rest of

the convoy without a quick obstacle repair capability to its

front because the lead element will have to fix or negotiate

the obstacle. Taking away this capability by delaying and

separating it from the main column reduces quick obstacle

re air. It also reduces MRD advance warning time about

future activities. At any future obstacles, the convoy will

have to depend on what is at hand to repair, that is, man-

power, or wait for some type of engineer equipment to make

its way up to affect repair. On the other hand, interdicting

* . this element will give the main body of the convoy more time

to react and select another route. This would allow the main

body to move on without slowing it down.
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Interdicting he lead element of the main body

appears to offer more in the way of destruction and disrun-

tion. Not only is there less reaction time available to

following units to make a quick route change, but there is

more bunching of units. A more dense and lucrative target

is created for wid -area anti-armor munitions (WAAM). The

possibility then exists for greater disruption and destruc-

-tion. By modeling the process of moving separated units

into different routes, congestion at some future point is

eliminated. Otherwise, units will be stopped while waiting

for another unit to be inserted. Vulnerability is decreased,

but disruption is increased.

All the above assume perfect intelligence and good

weather.

Missile Attack

Once the road is interdicted, a determination needs

to be made about retargeting the same area with a

ground launched Army missile loaded with wide-area anti-

armor munitions (WAAM). As mentioned previously, knowing that

there is a stationary target located behind a road blockage

removes the uncertainty of target location. Cratering or

damaging the road with air interdiction should create a

target suitable for WAAM engagement. A generic missile

capable of carrying WAAM is assumed to have an approximate

CEP of 110 feet. This CEP is obtained by using unclassified

Eq (1) taken from a letter requesting data from the Corps
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Support Weapon System (CSWS) office Fort Sill Oklahoma

(Ref 15:3) (CONFIDENTIAL). The system CEP is assumed to have

a circular normal distribution.

CEP System / CEPMPI 2 + CEPP 2

where CEPMPI = 0.5877(RSIGMPI + DSIGMPI)

CEPP = 0.5887(RSIGP + DSIGP) (1)

Values assumed for computing system CEP follow:

Range: 100 KM

RSIGMPI: 20 M (65 feet)
(Range deviation, mean point of impact)

DSIGAPI: 20 M (65 feet)
(Deflection deviation, mean point of impact)

RSIGP: 20 A (65 feet)
(Range deviation, precision)

DSIGP: 20 M (65 feet)
(Reflection deviation, precision)

The shape of the dispersal pattern for the WAAM is assumed
;..

to be elliptical with a minor axis value of 46 meters

(approximately 150 feet) and major axis value of 240 meters

(approximately 800 feet). All vehicles within this pattern

are assumed killed. Assumptions made for the missile include

reliability of one (for pre-launch and in-flight) and perfect

communication and intelligence to allow for notification of

air interdiction mission. Also, another assumption made is

that the WAAM always impacts with the major axis of damage

parallel to the road. As with the air sortie interdiction,
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the missile attack is not modeled explicitly. How i t is

done follows in the next section.

Damage Due to Missile Attack

A probability density function is computed to deter-

mine damage due to WAAM attack. Knowing that the minimum

spacing and maximum spacing between vehicles are 25 and 50

meters (approximately 80 and 160 feet), respectively, a

methodology is needed to determine the probability of killing

vehicles based as a function of vehicle spacing and munition

impact. Vehicles are assumed to be on the roadway center

line. An average of both extremes of spacing is determined

to be 120 feet [(80 + 160) -L 2]. Vehicle spacing is deter-

mined by dividing the unit length by the number of vehicles.

This number is then converted to feet. Once spacing between

vehicles is determined, the value obtained is compared

against this average. If the value obtained is less than

the average, then the assumed interval between vehicles is

80 feet, and 160 feet otherwise.

Using the minimum interval of 80 feet and an

assumed vehicle length of 20 feet, an average of 8 targets

are hypothesized as being within a road cut made by the

ellipse of between 750 and 800 feet. Figure 2.4 depicts

the elliptical pattern given that the roadway cut is ±400

feet from center of missile impact, or 800 feet for the total

length. This represents the maximum cut possible since the

major axis is 800 feet long and 8 vehicles is the maximum
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number that could fit into this interval given their length

and interval. Using an interval of 100 feet (20 + 80 =100),

subsequent calculations are made to determine the average

number of vehicles within that interval. Another assumption

made is that a half or greater portion of a vehicle within

this area cut is also considered destroyed. Table 2.2

represents the interval road cuts and the number of vehicles

killed within that distance.

TABLE 2.2

Road Distance Cut and Number of Kills--
Minimum Interval

Distance (feet) Kills Probability

cut < 50 0 0.1074
50 < cut < 150 1 0.0068

-~150 < cut < 250 2 0.0118
250 < cut <350 3 0.0238
350 < cut < 450 4 0.0338
450 < cut < 550 5 0.0584
550 < cut < 650 6 0.1052
650 < cut < 750 7 0.2282
750 < cut < 800 8 0.4246

An equation for an ellipse is used to determine the

distance of the y cut knowing the x distance cut.

Equation: x 2  2 1
+ +_

a 2  b 2  (2)

where x = value of cut in the x direction
pa = the value of the major axis

y = value of' cut in y direction
b = the value of the minor axis
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This equation is solved for y by, taking one half the maximum

x value in each interval. This vvalue is then normalized

by dividing it by the system standard deviation of 93.43

feet. A normal distribution table is then used to integrate

from zero to this normalized value. Doubling this value

and subtracting it from the value obtained for the previous

y cut (explained below), gives the probability of killing

that many vehicles.

Two exceptions to this method are determining the

probability of zero and eight kills. Any y value greater

than the minor axis value is outside effective radius of

kill. Dividing the minor axis by the standard deviation

gave a normalized value. Finding the probability for this

value in the normal tables and doubling it, then taking its

complement gave the probability of zero kills. Once the

probability of zero kills was known, 0.1074, the remaining

probability mass, 0.8926, was used in calculating the other

probabilities. For example, using the doubled table values

of one kill, 0.8858, and subtracting it from 0.8926, gave

-s the probability of killing exactly one vehicle, 0.0068.

Using the doubled table value for two kills, 0.8740, and

subtracting it from the doubled table value for one, 0.8858.

gives a probability of 0.0118 for killing exactly two vehi-

cles. This process is continued to determine Table 2.2.

The complement of the sum of the number of zero to seven

* kills then gives the probability of eight kills.
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The same process is used in arriving at the values

in the bottom half of Table 2.3, the case for the ma-.imum

interval. Instead of 80 feet between vehicles, a 160 feet

interval is used. A random number drawn from a uniform

(0,1) distribution will then be used to determine destruc-

tion by WAAM. Vehicles destroyed are then subtracted out

of the rest of the convoy. A new convoy length is then

computed and the delay time associated with this attack is

determined.

TABLE 2.3

Road Distance Cut and Number of Kills--
Maximum Interval

Distance (feet) Kills Probability

cut < 170 0 0.1074
170 < cut < 350 1 0.0424
350 < cut < 530 2 0.0804
530 < cut < 710 3 0.2290
710 < cut < 800 4 0.5408

Multiple missile attacks are treated as independent

events by assuming targeting points on the same convoy being

at least four standard deviations apart. Treating multiple

missile shots this way maximizes coverage of a linear target

like a convoy.

The delay time associated with this attack is dis-

cussed next.
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Delay Tiue t( Missile Attack

The same four mutually exclusive delay events

. associated with air interdiction also applv here. Although

* - the road is not cut as was done with the aircraft interdic-

tion, damage due to missiles imposes delay due to more likely

destruction of vehicles and disruption over a wider area due

to the wide area coverage of the WAAM.

Delay time imposed varies as a function of number of

, vehicles killed and the completed actions necessary prior to

commencing the march. This model assumes that the missile

attack comes at the end of the impaired movement (IM) time

due to air attack. The delay associated with the missile

attack is added to the old delay time.

Imposed delay time varies as a function of number of

vehicle kills. If five or less vehicles are killed, then

delay time is obtained by sampling from a triangular distri-

bution with parameters 15, 18.5, and 25. For kills less

I,. than or equal to 10 vehicles, the triangular distribution

parameters are 22.5, 30.0, and 37.5. Finally, if the number

of kills is greater than 10, the distribution parameters

are 30, 41.5, and 50. These parameters were obtained by

comparing against the parameters for the air sortie case.

While no actual distribution exists for interdiction with

WAAM, the distributions hypothesized above represent the

idea that as more targets are destroy;-I, more delay time is

fX imposed because more time is needed for clearing roadways
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of destroyed vehicles, administering first aid, anc3 restor-

ing order to continue the march. Once the unit accomplishes

-:the required actions, it is ready to continue movem-ient.

Summary

Chapter II has described how the problem was concep-

tualized so that computerization can begin. An MRD was

described as broken down into 44 units. The 44 units

traveling on the hypothesized three-route network represent

- the steady state condition of the system. Route interdic-

tion consisted of bombing the road at preselected points so

that the convoys are blocked. The assumption was that the

aircraft and convoy to be interdicted arrived simultaneously

at the point of interdiction. The strike mission consisted

of a flight of two aircraft each making one pass and

V dropping all 12 500-pound bombs in one pass. The resulting

stationary convoys would then increase the probability of

striking the convoy with one or more missiles loaded with

-7-.wide-area anti-armor munitions (WAAAM>1

4 .. Chapter III follows with the computerization of the

system described.
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II Simulation Model

This chapter describes how the system structure in

Chapter II was computerized. The description includes the

convoy movement of the 44 units through the road network, the

effects of interdiction on the reconnaissance element on each

route, and the subsequent effects on the arrival time for

the MRD. The model structure is network based and it incor-

porates the use of nodes to model specific geographic fea-

tures. The time to travel between nodes represents the con-

voy travel time for the distances represented between nodes.

The network structure of STOPEM and its interdiction

process were both modeled using Simulation Language for

Alternative Modeling (SLAM). SLAM is a powerful simulation

language that provides the user multiple capabilities to

model networks, discrete events, and continuous events or

any combination of these three processes. Since the system

structure has a network base and interdiction processes,

SLAM's power and flexibility provided the capability to

model the network with event nodes. The interdiction pro-

cesses, representing changes of state within the system,

- . were modeled within the event nodes utilizing user-written

subroutines. Another feature of SLAM allows the modeler to

assign up to 100 attributes per entity. However, STOPEM

only uses 16 attributes per entity. SLAM's global variables,

XX(-) with their values known to all subroutines within the
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program, provided the capability to denote such events as

interdiction and to act as indicator variables. One capa-

'.4.'bility not exercised, but available to global variables is

SLAM's capability to provide time statistics on global

variables specified by the user. This capability is above

what would normally be associated with global variables

being passed within user-written subroutines. Finally, the

waiting time for interdicted convoys was modeled using

AWAIT nodes, a form of QUEUE node. The few SLAM capabilities

exercised in this model represent but a small portion of

SLAM's overall power. The reader is referred to Introduction

to Simulation and SLAM (Ref 49) for a more complete descrip-

tion of the language and SLAM's capabilities.

Network

A total of 44 AIRD units are entered into the road

network represented by the Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, corres-

ponding to Routes BLUE, GREEN, and RED, respectively. This

represents the MRD movement on the hypothesized three-route

march through the portion of the corps sector being examined.

Route BLUE, Figure 3.1, will be used to explain the computer-

ization. References to EVENT and ENTER nodes, and other

SLAM structures will be made using node labels associated

with each structure. This label is located immediately

below the structure in the referenced figures. Similar

logic was used on Routes GREEN and RED.
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An initialization subroutine, INTLC, is used to

establish the units for the model. The reader is referred

to Appendix A, the SLAM computer code, for further details.

Fach of the 44 units has 16 unique attributes. Attribute

one, the unit number (same number that appears in Table 2.1),

is used to rank the units within the model structure. SLAM

uses a system of files to maintain order as specified by

the user. This order is specified as a ranking within the

file. The entity file ranking specified for file one was

low value first of attribute one, the unit number. This

means that unit one with all its associated attributes is

first, unit two is second, and so on within the file. This

ranking scheme allowed for ease of accessing the units out

of the file and scheduling them for movement as will be

explained shortly. Table 3.1 contains a description of the

other 15 attributes. Other attributes within this table

will be explained as they are introduced.

The start of convoy movement on the road network is

initiated in the model by the last three statements in INTLC.

CALL SCHDL (1, 0.0, ATRIB) for Route BLUE is a SLAM state-

ment that schedules event one to occur at time of 0.0 or at

the start of the simulation. The last argument, ATRIB, is a

vector array of an entity's attributes being called within

that event. SLAM dimensions ATRIB to a vector (1, 100), but

the model only has a (1, 16) array since each entity has 16

attributes. All 40 events used in STOPEM are found within
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TABLE 3.1

Entity Attribute Description

Attribute
Numbers Description

1 Unit designator

2 Head/Tail designation
(1 = Head, 2 = Tail)

3 Number of track vehicles

4 Number of wheeled vehicles

5 Minimum unit length (km)

6 Maximum unit length (km)

7 Average unit length (km)

8 Unit length (km)

9 Travel time for first node (hrs)

10 Travel time for subsequent nodes (hrs)

11 Day travel rate, mixed convoy (km/hr)

12 Interval between convoys (km)

13 Convoy start time (hrs)

14 Convoy finish time (hrs)

15 Event code (Assigned by SLAM)

16 Event time (Assigned by SLAM)
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subroutine EVENT. The schedule statements for the three

routes (1, 20, and 32) represent the event number that

initiates convoy movement for thai route. Within each event,

the first unit and its associated attributes are referenced

by a CALL COPY (entity, file number, atrib) statement that

copies the referenced entity with associated attributes

from the appropriate file. For Route BLUE, since unit one

is the advanced guard for that regiment, it is called first

0 from file one. Since the time keeping mechanism of SLAM is

stopped while within an EVENT node, all operations within

the EVENT node are of zero time duration. It is within the

EVENT nodes that attributes can be changed to model system

* structure changes.

Even-c one, EVT1, schedules the entry into the net-

work for the head and tail entities for convoy one and the

head entity for convoy two. This is accomplished by the

use of the SCHDL subroutine. A counter variable, I1, is

used within event one to keep track of which unit out of

file one is being addressed. Its initial value is assigned

by the global variable XX(1), initialized to one and incre-

mented by one before the event termination. Thus, Il is

initially set equal to one. Within GREEN and RED, the

counters are initialized to 16 and 32, respectively, corres-

ponding to the lead units on each route. To regulate convoy

rates, Subroutine RESHUFi is called. A global variable XX(4)

is assigned the rate value for unit one. XX(4) is then used
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in subsequent calls t(, RESIIUFi to compare against other unit

rates. Based on whether the following units have rates that

* . are less than or equal to or greater than this global vari-

>3 able, unit rates are adjusted up or down to match the lead

unit rate. RESHUF2 and RESHUF3 perform the same function

on Routes GREEN and RED. This assumes that all units within

that convoy maintain the rate set by the lead element. The

head of the lead unit starts the convoy movement at "time

now" (TNOIV) of zero. Its entry time into the network is

placed in attribute (13). ENTER node ENT2 inserts the head

entity into the network. As its name implies, the ENTER

nodes functions to place entities into the network at the

appointed time. The tail entity for the first convoy is

scheduled to enter the network at enter node ENT3 at the

time equal to the passage of vehicles between the head and

tail. The length of the convoy, attribute (8), is divided

by the rate, attribute (11), to obtain the travel or passage

time. Attribute (8) was sampled from a triangular distribu-

-~ tion composed of parameters of attributes five, six, and

seven. This calculated time is added to the time of entry

for the head entity, which is zero for the first unit, and

used to schedule entry time for the tail. To distinguish

the tail from the head, the value of attribute (2) is changed

to two. The time it enters the network is then stored in

attribute (13). Ii is incremented by one and the attributes

of unit two are copied into the array ATRIB. The head

Me 'in' 
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entity of the unit two is scheduled to arrive at the time

that the tail of one entered plus the time between the tail

and itself. The value of attribute (12) for the first unit,

the interval between the two units, is assigned to the vari-

able CINTi (CINT2 and CINT3 on GREEN and RED, respectively).

This distance is converted to time by dividing CINTi by the

adjusted rate of attribute (11) for unit two. RESHUF1 is

called again before this operation to insure the rate is

adjusted to match the lead rate. The time is then added to

the entry time for the tail of unit one to obtain the entry

time for head two. This calculation reflects when the head

.1'..-of unit two enters the road network. As with the other two

entities, its entry time is recorded in attribute (13). To

continue this process, the scheduled time of convoy two

triggers event one again. The last operation before exiting

the event is to increment XX(1) by one so that the next time

event one occurs, the counter Il will be set to two to

schedule the tail of convoy two and the head of convoy

three. This cyclic process continues until all convoys are

moving on the road network.

At the conclusion of each event, the SLAM event

.. v. calendar, which keeps record of when to schedule entities,

is updated with the unit and its associated attributes.

When TNOW equals the value of that entity on the event

calendar, it is processed at the next SLAM structure if the

duration activity between the two structures is zero. The

%JO
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activities between SLAM structures represent the branches

where explicit time delays are modeled. Otherwise, if the

duration activity is greater than zero between the struc-

tures, the entity takes that long to get to the next struc-

ture. This represents the convoy movement between nodes.

The duration between structures mentioned above

represents the time in the model associated with the network

travel. This aspect is modeled by dividing the distance to

-~ travel between event nodes by the rate. For the first node,

this value was assigned to attribute (9). For subsequent

travel distances, the travel time is assigned to attribute

(10). Both values for these attributes are initialized in

INTLC, but recomputed within EVENTS 1, 20, and 32 because

convoy march rates were adjusted in these events.

Other attribute values that characterize each unit

are read in by INTLC for appropriate attribute array for

all units. These values include designation for the head,

and the number of wheeled and track vehicles.

Discrete Events

As was mentioned previously, SLAM provides the

capability of modeling the system changes of state within

each event node. For example, within selected event nodes

user-written Fortran subroutines are used to model system

changes such as interdiction due to aircraft and missiles.

Before interdiction is described, a network description is
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given of the system's steady state. The next section then

* discusses how the interdiction processes are modeled.

* . Steady State. Figure 3.1 is the description of the

system steady state. An indicator variable, XX(1O), is

used to denote when there is interdiction. A value of zero

denotes steady state, while a value of one denotes inter-

diction. Afs shown on Figure 3.1, entities leaving the two

enter nodes encounter a GOON node GOl. This GOON node

functions as a continuation node between EVT1 and EVil.

The branch or activity time from the enter nodes to G01 is

zero because there is zero travel time involved between the

structures. The activity time between G01 and EV1l repre-

sents the travel time for convoys. The number two in the

box beneath the branch between the structures is the activity

number that uniquely identifies that branch. Once at EVil,

representing event eleven, a conditional statement is used

within the event node to recompute attribute (10) since it

changed from the value computed in INTLC. An exiting entity

EV1l encounters conditional branching. The value of one in

each EVENT, ENTER and GOON nodes denotes that only one branch

can be taken on the exiting end of the structure. This

logic models the convoys taking only one route. Since the

system is at steady state, that is XX(lQ) equals zero, and

all units on Route BLUE are to go on this branch, that is

attribute (1) is greater or equal to one, only one branch

can be taken and that is the top branch. The value for
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attribute (10) computed in EVIl is used for the duration

from EVl to EV14. This time reflects the passage time for

the head and tail entities for each convoy. The same pro-

cess continues through the remainder of the network. Values

for the convoy passage for the next branch are computed in

the preceding event node. The conditional statement at EV16

routes the entities to EVI8 since it meets the top condi-

tion first and only one branch can be taken. EV19 is the

last event for Route BLUE. A conditional statement within

EV19 permits only the tail entity of each convoy to enter

the enclosed subroutines. The subroutine calculates total

time in the system for each entity by subtracting from TNOW

the value of attribute (13), when the entity entered the

road network, and assigning the value to attribute (14).

Selected values are sent to a tape, which was used in model

verification, discussed in Chapter IV. A sample of these

tapes 14 and 17 appear in Appendix E. Also, event 19 main-

tains a count of armored vehicles by incrementing XX(23)

every time an entity enters EV19. When the last unit

finishes (its tail entity), its finish time is assigned to

XX(19). This represents the total travel time for all units

on BLUE. Subroutine GAFMGF is then called to increment

XX(22) by XX(19) so that XX(22) represents the total time for

all three routes when the other two route finish times are

added to it also. For the other two routes, this occurs at

EV31 and EV40. XX(28) is incremented by one within EVI9
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and used as a test within GAFMGF to determine when the last

unit of the INRD has finished. Once the very last unit has

finished, an average finish time for the MRD is obtained and

divided into the total number of armored vehicles to arrive

* at the measure of effectiveness, number of armored vehicles

per unit time. This value and other values (discussed in

Chapter IV) are sent to an output tape. A sample of this

p output tape appears in Appendix C.

Upon exiting EV19, conditional branching occurs again.

* -The head entities take the bottom branch and are routed

through another GOON node, GOE, to the terminate point where

the entity disappears from the network. This action corres-

ponds to the head of the unit arriving at its release point.

The tail entity takes the top branch and is routed through

two COLLECT nodes. These nodes collect statistics on the

* entities passing through them. The collection information

is a function of the argument in the left portion of the

node. For example, COLl collects interval statistics on

the time between arrival of entities based on attribute (13).

C01 collects the value of attribute (3), armored vehicles,

and records it. At the end of each simulation run, the

statistics collected are printed in table format. The tail

entity travels through GOE on its way to the terminate node,

where it is deleted from the system. The tail entity arriv-

.s~. ing at this point represents the completed movement of each

convoy.
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-- Interdiction Processes. By changing the value of

XX(10) to one, the system structure now has interdiction.

Another global variable, XX(ll), denotes the number of mis-

siles targeted against convoys. The combi" ation of these

- variables denote interdiction and the levels of interdiction

within the model. Level of interdiction is defined as the

combination of one sortie and either one, two, or three

missiles. These levels will be discussed further in the

4--'. design of the experiment.

4.-" ;.All processes discussed in the steady state section

pertaining to convoy movement and calculation of travel

times apply within this section also. The difference now is

that the system structure has been subjected to interdic-

tion. System interdiction is modeled only for the recon-

" naissance ele-ient. STOPEM as it is now does not incorporate

targeting the main body. The model interdiction occurs at

EVENT nodes 12, 23, and 34 for Routes BLUE, GREEN, and RED,

respectively. The basic process within each event is similar.

One difference in EVT1 of BLUE is that attribute (9) is

recomputed when therp is interdiction because, when the

reconnaissance element is interdicted and the main body

bypasses the point of interdiction, the distance used in

INTLC has changed from 64.784 kilometers to 50 kilometers.

- . Since convoy one continues on its original route when it is4-

interdicted, EVIl computes the remaining distance time

originally computed in INTLC for attribute (9)
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(64.784 - 50 14.784). This value divided by the rate is

then assigned to attribute (10). This attribute (10) is

the time duration from EVIl to EV12. EVIl also calculates

the new adjusted attribute (10) for the main body. This

new time represents the time to bypass the new distance and

" .is the time duration from EVl to EV13.

Conditional statements within EVENT 11 insure that

the appropriate values for attribute (10) are assigned to

the correct units. Conditional branching on the exit end

of EVl only allows unit one, both head and tail entity,

to be routed to EV12. The main body of the convoy is routed

.4. to EV13 using the bottom branch. This structure simulates

main body bypass of the interdicted unit at EV12. This

process simulates Warsaw Pact doctrine of pressing forward

with the movement. The main body continues on through EV14,

w EV15, EV16, and EVI7. This process portrays the main body

moving through the road network without interdiction and is

similar to the steady state description. The main body will

be discussed again at the conclusion of the discussion of

interdiction at EV12.

As the middle branch exiting from EVil shows, only

unit one can take this branch when there is interdiction.

The activity duration models the time until the head entity

is interdicted at EV12. A conditional statement at the

beginning of EV12 insures that only the head entity is

allowed to enter the interdiction subroutine. Once within
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EV12, subroutine SORTIE is called and a two-ship strike

mission is simulated against the head of the convoy. In

SORTIE, the variables DTIME and DTIMEP represent a sample

from a triangular distribution denoting full or partial road

blockage, respectively. SORTIE then draws a sample from a

uniform (0,1) distribution and assigns this random variate

to the variable PASS. If PASS is less than or equal to

0.35, then the road is considered cut. If PASS is greater

than 0.35, then partial road blockage is obtained. A

counter variable, XX(9), is incremented by one if the road

is cut and zero if the road is partially blocked. Another

sample is taken from the uniform distribution to denote the

second aircraft pass. The same test is performed on PASS to

determine if it is less than or equal or greater than 0.35.

SORTIE returns a value for XX(9) of zero, denoting partial

road blockage, or a value greater than zero denoting that

the road was cut. This value of xx(9) is then tested to

determine how much delay time was imposed as a result of

interdiction. Attribute (3) is decreased by two to denote

two armored vehicle kills. The event time is increased by

the delay time imposed, which is either DTIME or DTIMEP.

The event time represents when the entity will be scheduled

on the network again. SLAM places the entity event time

in the attribute that is two greater than the maximur.. number

of attributes for the model. Since the maximum number of

attributes is 14, the event time is stored in attribute 16.

%%
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Since entity one has suffered damage and delay, the number

of armored vehicles is adjusted and its event time is

increased by an appropriate amount as sampled from SORTIE.

Since the assumption made was that the delay time

due to missile attack would be added to the delay time due

to missile attack would be added to the delay due to SORTIE,

subroutine MISSILE is called next. A delay time correspond-

ing to the number of kills is sampled from a triangular dis-

tribution and assigned to the variables DTMIS1, DTMIS2, and

DTMIS3, where the order of variables indicate an increasing

time delay. The number of missiles shot is assigned to

MSHOT by XX(11). Either one, two, or three missile salvos

can be fired at the target. The number of missiles fired

will be a function of interdiction policy, resource con-

straints, and target priority. In order to compute target

kills, the spacing within vehicles is required to be computed

for each unit. The value of attribute (8) is decreased by

the value represented by the number of companies within each

unit times the average interval (37.5 meters) between units.

This value is then divided by the total number of vehicles

in that unit and converted to feet. MISSILE then uses a

looping structure to simulate firing from one to three

missiles. For each loop passage, a random sample drawn from

the uniform (0,1) distribution is assigned to SHOT. Then

based on the vehicle interval computed outside the loop, the

subroutine tests to see if the vehicle interval was less

83
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than or equal to 120 feet or greater than 120 feet. The

variable SHOT is then tested within the appropriate branch

and the number of kills is assigned to the variable NUMKIL.

NUMKIL is incremented for each missile shot. MISSILE

returns to event 12 the number of kills and the delay time

imposed. The number of vehicle kills is subtracted from

attribute (3) and the event time is incremented by the delay

time. If the number of armored vehicles is less than zero,

attribute (4) (wheeled vehicles) is decreased by this

-~ amount to model the correct number of kills. The head

entity exits the event and is filed on the event calendar.

Once the event calendar schedules it again, the delay time

has transpired and it travels to AWAIT node MAF, with dura-

tion equal to attribute (10).

* The lower portion of event 12 contains the condi-

tional statem-7 for the tail entity. Its values for attri-

butes three and 16 must be adjusted to correspond to the

head entity values. Two variables in the head entity block,

VALl and DELCH1, are assigned the head's values for attri-

butes 16 and three. These variables are then assigned to

the tail entity's attributes three and 16. Additionally,

attribute (16) is increased by the separation distance

between the head and tail. This is accomplished by dividing

attribute (8) by the rate. Once this is accomplished, the

tail entity exits the event and is filed on the event

calendar. When it appears again on the event calendar, it
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travels to AWAIT node MAF, with duration equal to attri-

bute (10).

.4 AWAIT node MAF stores convoy one in file two while

unit one waits for GATE BLOKi to open. SLAM's concept for

a gate is as its name implies. A GATE is either opened

* or closed and either allows or denies passage, respectively.

In this model, the initial gate status for BLOK1 is closed

as denoted in the GATE block to the left of EVTl. This

SLAM structure shows that BLOKI is initially closed to

* , model that the main body will not stop or slow up to allow

interdicted units to re-enter between units of the main body.

This action is modeled in this fashion because allowing the

interdicted unit to re-enter would cause congestion on the

main body or a slowing down that might present a better

target owing to units' interval decrease. The ranking of

file two is based on low value first of attribute two.

This implies that the head entity is filed before the tail

entity. Opening BLOKi is modeled by the tail entity of the

last unit, unit 15. The exit end of EV17 shows the top

conditional branch being reserved only for the tail entity

of unit 15, the last unit in the main body. The structure

at STRI is an OPEN node that opens BLOKi. This action models

the tail entity of 15 clearing the road junction for the

%A blocked unit to enter. No~ interval distance is modeled
V

between units 15 and one to denote that unit one enters

immediately behind 15. The bottom branch exiting EV17 is
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taken by all units, including the head of 15 and unit one.

The units then maintain this order and finish with unit one

last. The remainder of the network for BLUE is as described

in the steady state case.

Route GREEN is similar to BLUE because an AWAIT node

EKF is also modeled there. Both routes, even if just inter-

q.dicted once, cause convoys to meet at some future point or

take a much longer bypass to prevent this meeting. This

particular portion of the road network creates disruption

.. and bunching of units. Even though the road network is

seemingly infinite, interdicting these two routes shows an

instance where convoy disruption can be maximized.

STOPEM only does one interdiction of the head

element of the reconnaissance unit. An examination of the

effects of interdiction for this road network on the main

body would create more lucrative targets for WAAM targeting,

with increased probabilities of destruction.

On the other hand, Route RED is an autobahn that if

interdicted offers the possibility for quick exiting and

entering again at some future point. Route RED models that

the reconnaissance element is interdicted and the main body

exits and bypasses the obstacle. As on the other two

routes, interdiction occurs and damage and delay are assessed.

* However, instead of waiting while the main body gets back on

the main route, unit one exits the route prior to the point

where the main body enters. Event node 36 represents unit
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one 's exit and event nod 38 models the main bedv -*, enitry

back onto the original route. The difference betwe--en

Routes BLUE and GREEN, and Route RED is that there are more

likely exit points on RED heading in the original direction

of travel that do not cause bunching as opposed to the

restrictions on BLUE and GREEN.

Summary

The entire MRD broken down into 44 units with

associated attributes is initialized into file one. Once

in the file, SLAM enter and event nodes schedule the entry

of convoys through the road network. Each convoy is modeled

as two entities with unique attributes except for attribute

two. This attribute denotes whether the entity is the head

or tail element. The indicator variable XX(lO) denotes

steady state when set equal to zero and interdiction when

set equal to one. The flexibility of the model is given by

event nodes where user-written subroutines model changes of

state for the system. When XX(1O) is set equal to one,

interdiction occurs in selected event nodes on each route.

Within this event, subroutines SORTIE and MISSILE are called

to determine interdiction effects. At the conclusion of

each convoy arrival at the event node for that route, data

is collected for analysis by calling subroutine GAFMGF.

The above concludes Chapter III and how model corn-

puterization was accomplished. Chapter IV is next with an

explanation of validation and verification.
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IV Model Verification and Validation

The model verification and validation process is an

important and necessary area to which the modeler must sub-

ject the model if he expects to have an acceptable level of

confidence in the inferences drawn about the model outputs

of the system. This chapter will discuss the process of

verification and validation used for STOPEM.

Shannon in Systems Simulation divides the process of

evaluating simulations into three categories:

* -1. verification - insuring that the model behaves
the way an experimenter intended.

k.2. validation - tescing the agreement between the
behavior of the model and that of the real
system.

3. problem analysis - the drawing of statistically
significant inferences from the data generated
by the computer simulation (51:30).

Chapter VI will discuss the problem analysis, while the

remainder of this chapter will discuss the first two points.

Verification

Two categories of tests were performed to verify the

internal consistency of the model. The first involved

statistical testing of distributions to determine their

behavior in the model. The second category of testing con-

sisted of using the SLAM trace option, print statements, and

data sent to tapes to verify that the model and its activi-

ties were performing as desired.
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Sortie and Missile Distributions. Appendix E con-

tains the SPSS output on testing of the Uniform (0,I) dis-

tribution used in SORTIE and MISSILE. The null hypothesis

* tested using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was that the samples

generated came from the distribution indicated. The null

hypothesis failed to be rejected.

Triangular Distributions. No statistical testing

was conducted on the triangular distributions. The idea

used to develop the distribution was based on the low and
.x.

high values given in the references cited. A mode value

was computed from these values and sampling conducted during

the simulations. Checks made throughout model development

using the SLAM trace option, explained next, showed that

the values obtained were within the specified ranges.

Trace Monitoring. Utilizing SLAM's trace option

and print statements throughout the program allowed each

entity and four other attributes to be followed from event

to event. Since the trace option also showed TNOW and dura-

tion to next event, checks were made to determine if enti-

ties were arriving at their next point at the appointed

time. This option also gave the terminate time for each

entity. By knowing when a unit entered the system and when

it arrived at its destination, finish time data was checked

for accuracy. Print statements such as shown in Appendix E

also gave feedback if interdiction subroutines were working
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as modeled. In all cases checked, the model was functioning

as intended.

Validation

Three possible tests exist for examining model

validity. The first is face validity. This test consists

of checking the model at extreme values for parameters and

examining for the reasonableness of results. The latter

method is referred to as a Turing test. This test consists

of using experts to examine model outputs to compare these

outputs against the actual system. The other two methods

consist of -'testing of assumptions" and "the testing of

input-output transformations" (Ref 51:29). These last two

methods are concerned with statistically related testing for

such things as tests of means and variances and analysis of

variance (51:29). STOPEM's validation process consisted of

a combination of the first and the last of the above tests.

The usage of these tests in STOPEM's validation is one of

degree, as will be discussed after an explanation for the

purpose of the model is made.

STOPEM represents an abstraction of the real system.

To balance the reality of the system under study with the

limitations of time, resources such as computer availability,

and tractability of the model, assumptions discussed in

previous chapters were made to formulate STOPEMf as it is

now. To simulate the complete system under study would

require a model of such complexity that the required time
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to exercise it would consume incalculable resource,. and time.

As an abstraction, STOPEM represents a portion of the system

with those variables perceived to be more important, that

when acted upon by external forces, present insights about

the system and its interactions, if any'. The validation of

STOPEM must be evaluated with this in mind.

Variation of the parameters for the triangular dis-

tributions was not conducted at the extreme values. How-

ever, a ten percent reduction in the mode parameters for

the convoy rate, length, and interval w~as made. These

variat ions will be discussed further in Chapter V. The

results given based on these variations proved to be consis-

tent. Results will be discussed in Chapter VI. The sub-

routines SORTIE and MISSILE contain concepts of the contri-

butions of air sorties and missile strikes. The modeling

of air sortie results in the program in Appendix B and the

discussion of the reasonableness of these results with

informed experts gave credibility to the parameter used in

determining when the road was cut or partially blocked.

The effects of a missile attack was hypothesized based on

information received from Fort Sill, Oklahoma. The generic

missile postulated and the effects gave consistent results.

Finally, tbe uniform (0,1) distribution used in MISSILE and

SORTIE was tested as discussed in the verification portion

of this chapter. All the above combined give STOPEM1

* validity.
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Once the model verification and validation is com-

plete, testing of the system can begin. This chapter has

explained how the model was verified and valIdated.

Chapter V discusses the data collection and how the experi-

ment was conducted.

I
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V Data Collection

In order to draw meaningful inferences about the

system under study once the model has been verified and

validated, an experimental design is needed to run the model

to obtain the data necessary to make an analysis (51:145).

Designs of experiments have two purposes: "(1) they are

economical in terms of reducing the number of experimental

trials required; and (2) they provide a structure for the

* investigator's learning process" (Ref 51:145). This chapter

discussos how the experiment was designed to obtain the

requirEd data.

Measure of Effectiveness (MIOE)

In this thesis, a MRD consisting of 44 units was put

through the system in each simulation run. A measure of effec-

tiveness (MOE) was developed to use as a standard to compare

model outputs. The MOE developed is the arrival rate per

hour of armored vehicles of the MRD at its destination.

This MOE was selected as a way to measure the arriving com-

bat power, represented by armored vehicles, because one

objective of this thesis was to determine how the arrival of

combat systems can be affected by interdiction. The more

the MRD can be delayed, disrupted, or destroyed, the less

the impact on the friendly force at the MRD point of commit-

ment. The design of the experiment, which follows next,
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relates how the model experimentation will be conducted to

determine the MIOE or response variable.

Exr-rimental Design

Shannon in Systems Simulation describes experimental

design as a systematic three-way process. The three steps

are: "(1) design of the structural model; (2) design of

the functional model; and (3) design of the experimental

model" (Ref 51:151). The structural model and the functional

differ in that the former presents what should be done in

terms of factors and factor levels to be analyzed, while

the latter says what can be done. This difference is attrib-

uted to constraints such as computer time or funds that might

require a reduction of factors or levels in the experimental

design. This redesign becomes the functional model. A

definition follows for factors, levels, and cells in the

context used above and in the remainder of this research.

A factor is an independent variable being examined, while

the factor level refers to a factor value. Table 5.1 pre-

sents the factors and associated levels analyzed. These

will be discussed further in subsequent paragraphs. A celL.

refers to the "basic structure or building block of an

experiment" (Ref 51:153).

Equation 5.1 was used to determine the structural

model:

N (ql)(q 2 )(q 3) .. .(qk) (5.1)
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where

Ns = number of cells in the experiment

k = number of factors in the experiment

qi = number of levels of ith factor, i=1,2,3,...k

(Ref 51:153)

Based on this formula, the structural model for this experi-

ment is (4)(2)(2)(2) = 32 cells. Because computer time was

not a constraint and the model run ;.me was not excessive,

each cell had a response. This m the functional model a

complete model as opposed to an i )mplete model that has

fewer responses than the number of -dlls.

4Sample size determination for each cell or the number

of replications per cell was based on what is considered

adequate. An adequate number of replications per cell is

eight (Ref 51:163). To determine where the response vari-

able mean would lie based on this number of replications,

Eq (5.2) was used to make a calculation to determine this.

(a 2(CZ a )2

d d2 (5.2)

where

n = number of runs

a = population standard deviation

= two-tailed standardized normal statistic
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..- alpha level

d allowable error

- .Using a =0.05 ,n = 8 , and d = ,the above equation
x

gave that the response for the sample mean would lie between

vi ± 0.70 , where vi is the unknown true population mean.

This implies that using eight replications per cell gives a

95 percent probability that the interval p 0.70 contains

the sample mean for the response variable.

In order to capture the model response due to the

variation of these four factors and their associated levels,

a full factorial design was run. A full factorial design

implies that "all levels of a given factor are combined with

all levels of every other factor in the experiment" (51:164).

This design allows for the study of the factor main effects

as well as interactions between factors if they exist.

Interactions refer to both the individual influence of a

factor and the combined influence of two or more factors on

the response variable. Also, since the effect of each fac-

tor is estimated at several levels of the other factors,

"the conclusions reached hold over a wide range of condi-

* . tions" (51:165).

The factors and the levels used in this experiment

were structured into logical patterns so that the necessary

observations could be made. As previously mentioned,

Table 5.1 contains the factors and levels. The subsequent

paragraphs explain in more detail the factors and levels.
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Factor one, the interdiction policy, was set a t

four levels to denote nlo interdiction and the combination

of one sortie plus either one, two, or three missiles.

These four levels represent four poss.ible interdiction

policies, with increasing number of missiles denoting

increased need for destruction and delay or a higher priority

target.

Convoy rate, the second factor, was set at two

levels: sample from a triangular distribution (20,25,30)

and sample from another triangular distribution (20,22.5,30).

The first rate represents the distribution with the mode as

the average of the minimum and maximum rates, whereas the

second represents a -ten percent shift in the mode to repre-

sent a partial decrease due to such effects as road damage

and weather.

The third factor, convoy length, was also considered

at two levels: the first level represents the length as

drawn from another triangular distribution with the param-

eters left as computed in the initialization subroutine.

The second level represents a -ten percent decrease in the

mode parameter for each entity. This represents the

decrease in convoy length due to mechanical vehicle losses

or prior interdiction.

The fourth factor, convoy interval, represents the

distance in kilometers between convoys. As with the other

factors, the first level represents the initial computation
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of parameters, while the second level represents decreased

convoy interval.

Table 5.2 is the design matrix for the blocks of

runs. As this table shows, a total of 256 simulation runs

were made. These 256 runs were divided into blocks of 64

runs, where there were 8 cells within each block, and 8

replications per block, for a total of 64.

TABLE 5.2

Design Matrix for Block of Simulation Runs

Run Number Policy

1-64 One (No interdiction)
65-128 Two
129-192 Three
193-256 Four

Table 5.3 shows L~ow each block from Table 5.2 was

designed. This table shows that runs one through eight

* represent the first cell with all factors set at level one.

The second set of runs, nine through 16, show that all the

factor levels remain the same except that the interval now

is at level two. This same process continues for the other

six cells. For runs 65 through 128, 129 through 192, and

193 through 256, Table 5.3 would be the same, except that

the levels for the policy would be two, three, and four,

respectively.
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TABLE 5.3

Design Matrix Within Each Block

Factors

Run Policy Rate Length Interval

1-8 1 1 1 1
9-16 1 1 1 2
17-24 1 1 2 1
25-32 1 1 2 2
33-40 1 2 1 1
41-48 1 2 1 2
49-56 1 2 2 1
57-64 1 2 2 2

The experiment was run once the measure of effective-

ness, the appropriate sample size, and the experimental de-

S. sign were determined. The analysis of this data is pre-

sented in Chapter VI.
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VI Data Analysis

The next step after gathering data from the experi-

mental design is to conduct an analysis of the data. This

part of the analysis process allows the analyst to make
5-

valid inferences relative to the model's output. Analysis

'K of variance (ANOVA) using the Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS) is an available tool to test hypoth-

eses to determine if several populations' means are equal.

ANOVA provides the analyst with a capability to determine

if response variable means are equal based on the factors

and levels. The analyst can then make inferences about the

model outputs.

Both four-way and three-way ANOVAs were conducted

on the data generated by the design of experiment discussed

in Chapter V. The terms three-way and four-way refer to

three and four factors in the experiment. Both ANOVAs were

also conducted with all second and higher order interactions

suppressed. This implies that these ANOVA tables presented

in Appendix C do not have interaction effects present. The

interactions were suppressed to gain further insights about

the main effect contributions since all second and higher

order interactions proved to be insignificant. Appendix C

contains all SPSS outputs and tape 1, which is the actual

data. A discussion follows of the results.
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Three-Way and Four-Way ANOVAs

Both ANOVAs with interactions showed that only two

of the main effects were significant using an alpha level of

... 0.05. All two-way and higher interactions proved to be

insignificant at this same alpha level. The factor length

was deleted to make the three-way ANOVA. The reason for

its deletion was based upon it having the lowest value of

significance based on the four-way ANOVA with interactions.

The lower F value pointed to its contributing less to explain-

ing the main effects. The ANOVAs without interactions show

the same two main effects being significant. In order to

gain a more robust representation of the statistical contri-

butions of the main effects, a selection was made from the

two ANOVAs without interactions of the one with the lowest

- - mean square error. The model thus selected would tend to

explain more about the main effects. The four-way ANOVA

proved to have the lowest mean square error. This is reason-

able considering that all factors, in spite of two being

insignificant, make for a more complete system representation

since the convoy length and convoy interval represent key

parts of the system.

Main Effects. Main effects refers to each indepen-

dent variable or factor. The SPSS output in Appendix C shows

that only two of the four main effects were considered sta-

tistically significant at the alpha level of 0.05. This

says that, at the stated alpha level, the mean value for the
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response variable is statisticallyddifferent for different

levels of the factors of policy an ae ographically

illustrate that this statistical difference does exist, a

plot is made with the main effects and their associated

* levels along the horizontal axis and the response variable

along the vertical axis. The lines drawn between points

only serve to emphasize changes in the response variables

due to factor levels and do not represent linear relation-

ships. As the plots in Figure 6.1 show, the change in slope

in policy and rate indicate that a difference does exist

between levels of these two factors. In contrast, the other

two factors show relatively no change in slope and hence

show no statistical differences. This implies that, for the

given levels, the two factors do not have any significant

impact on the response variable.

Main effects behave as expected. As policy level

one shows, no interdiction allows a rate of arrival of

approximately 80 armored vehicles per hour at the destination

point. The interdiction effects show up as the steep change

in slope of Figure 6.1 when going from no interdiction to

one sortie and one missile. Policies two, three, and four

show no appreciable difference. As would be expected,

policy four was a combination of one sortie and three mis-

siles and it has the lowest vehicle arrival rate. A bigger

difference between policies two, three, and four might have

been expected if the main body of the convoy had been
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interdicted also. The other factor. convoN rate, show s a

drop in vehicle arrival rate as the rate is decreased ten

percent. This is again consistent with what would be

expected because a reduced convoy rate means units arrive

at the destination later. The other two main effects, while

not significant, also show consistency. As the length and

interval go from level one to two, the arrival rate increases.

Since level two is a ten percent decrease in the convoy

length and interval, the units are neither as long nor is

the distance to travel between them as far. This implies that

a lesser distance takes less time to travel, so the arrival

rate increases.

a-' 70 ,

S60-I

50)I

.1-

PolcyLenth Rate Interval

Fig 6.1. Influence of Main Effects

Two-Way and Higher Interactions. As the SPSS print-

out in Appendix C shows, there are no significant two-way or

*higher interactions. An explanation offered for this lack
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of interactions is the measure of effectiveness (MOE)

variable. Since the MOE has time as part of its measure,

it is likely that the rate and policy factors dominate the

other two or that the amount of variation (ten percent

reduction) was not sufficient to get a bigger change in the

response variable for length and interval. A sensitivity

. analysis conducted at the extreme values for these factors

might provide some additional insights into how the model

is working. Another possible explanation for this lack of

two-way interactions and that an almost significant three-

way interaction of length, rate, and interval was close to

the 0.05 cutoff, is that the equal variance assumption

between cells might have been violated. A test for equality
'2

of variance, which was not conducted, might show that this

is the case. Since the number of replications per cell,

eight, was not large enough to invoke the central limit

theorem (CLT), the replications per cell would have to

increase to meet CLT criteria of 30 or greater per cell.

The CLT says that as the number of replications approaches

infinity the random variable response approaches normality

(Ref 51:187). Since the above are explanations that were

not tested, they are offered as suggestions for follow-on

rO work or checking of the model outputs.

This chapter has explained the data analysis of the
4.

experiment. Chapter VII presents the Results and Conclu-

sions.
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VII Conclusions and Recommendations and
Recommendations for Follow-on Study

%%4,

This thesis modeled a motorized rifle division

(MRD), represented by 44 units, moving through a hypothesized

three-route network. The experimentation consisted of com-

paring the steady state of the system, that is no interdic-

tion, against the three policies of interdiction, consisting

of combinations of sorties and missiles. The measure of
~4.4

. S effectiveness was the arrival rate of armored vehicles.

The analysis consisted of a four-way ANOVA conducted on the

data generated by the levels of the four factors. This

chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations and

recommendations for follow-on study.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The objective of this thesis, as stated in Chapter I,

was to develop a model of a MRD moving through a road net-

work to determine how interdiction would delay the MRD com-

bat power arrival rate into a portion of a corps sector.

The conclusions are as follows:

1. Interdiction of just one element on each route
does cause delay, disruption, and destruction
of the MRD.

2. The difference in increased levels of missile
usage did not appreciably show a significant
decrease in the combat arrival rate as Figure 6.1
shows. This result is attributed to the target-
ing of only reconnaissance units since the
rerouting of the main body onto a different
route to bypass the interdicted point did not
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add appreciable delay time to the NIRD. This is
due in part to a road network that permits
relative ease of bypassing the interdicted
point.

3. Modeling the interdiction of roads and convoys
by conventional munitions is a difficult task
that requires close coordination between the
Army and the Air Force.

Based on the above conclusions, the following

recommendations are made:

1. That the model be enhanced further to include
interdiction of the main body to gain insights
into further decreasing the combat power
arrival rate.

2. That efforts to improve coordination between
the Air Force and the Army continue to insure
the greatest effect of employment of limited

* resources against the second-echelon threat.

Recommendat ions for Follow-on Study

Since this research effort could not address all

aspects of the system studied or provide insights to all

the questions that need to be asked, some areas are recom-

mended for thought or follow-on study concerning second-

echelon interdiction.

As was explained, STOPEM assumed a hypothesized

route for the MIRD. Developing a model that would determine

shortest route distance based on time to travel would pro-

vide ideas on which routes would be more likely travel

routes. Such a model would necessitate a decision structure

that would incorporate type of road (autobahn, primary,

secondary, or tertiary); the load carrying capacity of any

bridges along that route that would limit route to vehicles
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I J* 4less than a certain weight classification; a route that

would facilitate convoy passage (whether a winding road,

hilly, numerous defiles); road interdiction potential; and

the number of built-up areas to traverse.

The effect of interdiction and convoy passage will

degrade the road quality over time. As time into the con-

flict increases, convoy rates would decrease as a result.

The hypothesized triangular distribution for the rate then

might better be represented by a mode that is closer to the

low value parameter instead of the average of the low and

high values.

This model assumes that the head element of the

convoy is always interdicted. This process needs to be

modified to include the stochasticity of when and where the

sortie and convoy would actually meet at the point of inter-

diction. The model assumes perfect intelligence to say that

existing technology and new technology will facilitate tar-

get acquisition. Also, sortie generation is considered

constant, with no modeling of the FEBA penetration.

One aspect not incorporated is the refugee problem and

how it would affect the movement of both combat forces and

the logistical effort. Until the refugee problem subsides,

it can be expected to have a lowering effect on convoy

. movement rates.

Development of an interactive Drogram to model real

time movement of convoys would provide a valuable training
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tool for training of corps and division staff elements in

the process of getting a feel for how rapidly second-echelon

F forces will close the gap from detection to commitment.

Such a program would show the importance of getting timely

intelligence, processing it, deciding whether or not to

target, ordering the mission, executing the mission, and

analyzing the result. Such a model might show that incoming

data could easily overwhelm the information processors, and

thus delay the order to interdict, resulting in a missed

P~. opportunity. This overwhelming of the processors would be

due to the amount of incoming information and the arrival

rate of this data.

Since the Warsaw Pact Armies are expected to consume

prodigious quantities of both petroleum products and ammuni-

tion with their rates of advance and reliance on firepower,

an indirect approach to getting at this one weakness might

be to examine what the required rates are to maintain this

momentum and how interdiction of these factors would affect

the capability to fight or sustain an offensive.

STOPEM assumes that echelonment of forces is taking

place. While the technique of echelonment is not charac-

teristic in all attack scenarios, attack without echelonment

would mean a dispersal of forces along a wider frontage.

Intelligence nets, processing of information, and decision

making would be deluged with inputs. This would make it

difficult to stop the attacking forces conventionally
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because the enemy force density would be fairly uniform,

arriving at the FEBA simultaneously. However, this might

raise the U.S. nuclear threshold because of presented target

densities. This might also increase the case for more and

more lethal wide area weapons to stop this wide attack. One

key point here is: do not assume away the possibility of

an attack on a wide frontage if Warsaw Pact intention is to

overwhelm a dispersed defense and prevent lateral shifting

of forces. Also, if the Warsaw Pact perceives NATO's reluc-

tance to use nuclear weapons, the Warsaw Pact could use high

speed roads such as autobahns to double up convoys abreast

and get units to the front faster. Without nuclear weapons,

conventional forces would be strained to stop such rapid

movement. As before, such a movement tactic could be

countered with WAAM type weapons. The point of all this is

that any studies done need + remain cognizant that echelon-

ment and dispersal a-e not fixed doctrine because circum-

stance could dictate exceptions to what is considered normal

operating procedure.

STOPEM assumes that the interval between vehicles

and units varies between 25 and 50 meters. A study to deter-

mine Warsaw Pact equipment operator driving habits and how

they affect intervals and march discipline might provide

some interesting insights of how accurate estimates are. One

would expect that little or no previous driving experience

of the average Warsaw Pact soldier would mean stricter
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% d compliance with intervals. The contrast with the western

counterpart who has more driving experience and thus

carries bad habits (failure to maintain interval) with him

when operating military vehicles while in convoy would

probably show that the Warsaw Pact armies have better march

discipline. This characteristic might make it harder to

create vehicle bunching.

The areas mentioned in this chapter are considera-

A tions for further study with STOPEM or as separate efforts.

Some are rltddirectly and others indirectly since second-

echelon interdiction is a small subsystem of a much larger

and complex system. The ideas presented in this chapter

were meant as much to stimulate thought as well as possibly

provide ideas for enhancement of STOPEM or creation of new

models or studies.
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The computer model starts on the next page and is

divided into three parts: (1) job control cards; (2) the

SLAM coded portion; and (3) the FORTRAN coded portion. The

SLAM portion has an explanation of the global variables and

the attributes. The FORTRAN coded portion has comment cards

at strategic points to further clarify. The user is cau-

tioned about numbering of enter nodes. SLAM is limited to

25 enter nodes. Thus, any enter nodes numbered greater

than 25 will result in a SLAM input error. A way to get

around this, as this model shows, is to number any enter

nodes with the beginning numbers of the network, that is

all network enter nodes are numbered one through eight.
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(:AF,r'l 16510fl,T-4no, 1040On. T2 n38 0 , FULTON, 42 rP
ATTACl1, PROCFIL, ID=AP 10 17 1, SN=ASDAUD.

ATTACH, PROCFIL,SIA'-PrOC', I D=AFIT.

GET,T"F22, ID=FULTON.
* GFT,TUS22,ID-FULTON.

FTN 5( I=TLYS 22, ,AN SI =O) .
FEGIN, SLAMI I, , I=TfIE22,M=LCO.
FYIT, 1'.
REWIND, TAPE 11.

REWIND,TAPE 15.
RE14INDTAPE IQ.
P.EWINT),TAPF23.
PEPLACE, TAPEI1I,1D=FHILTON;.
REPLACETAPE 15,ID=Ft!LTON:.
RF.PLACE,TAPE 19, ID=FULTO':.

REPLACETAPE23,ID=FULTON.

* Or

Al

GEN,G.A. F[LTON,STOPFM,03/10/93,256;
L111ITS, 3, 14, 300;
PRIORITY/1,LVF(1);(INITIAL FILE WITH 44 EN'TITIES)
PPIORITY/2,LVF(2);CAlWlAIT MODE PLOKI)
PRIORITY/3,LVF(2);(AWAIT NODE BLOK2)

NETWORK;

DESCRII'rIOn~ OF VEY GLOBAL VARIAELES AND) ATTRIBUTES FOLLOW. EACH OF
THPE THREE ROAD NE7.M\KVS IS; OUTLINED BELOW. INITIALLY,ATTRIBUTES
9 AND 10 ARE READ INTO FILE OINE. SUBSEOPENT VALUES FOR ATTRIYRUTE 9 & 10 ARE

* , RECOMPUTED DUE TO RATE CHANGE IN SUBROU'TINE EVENT. CATES BLOK] & RLOV2

ARE INITIALLY CLOSED TO DENOTE THAT THlE MAIN BODY HAS PRIORITY AT A ROAD
JUNCTION & THAT THlE UNIT ENTERING HAS TO WAIT.

XX( 1)-COUNTER TO ACCESS ATTRIBUTES FILE 1(ENTITIES 1- 15)
YX(2)-cou!:rER TO ACCESS ATTRIBUTES FILE ICNTITIES 16-3 1)
XX(3)-COUNTER TO ACCESS ATTRIBUTES FlI (ENTITIF.S 32-44)

XX(4)-VARIABLE FOR TESTING RATE,RESIIUFl
* ; XX(5)-VARIABLE FOR TESTING RATE,PSESHUF2

* XX(6)-VARIA19LE FOR TESTING RATE,RESTHUF3
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XXY(7)='-:U\IRtP, OF: c)0771FS,

XX(P)=NUMRNfER OF MISSILTflS
X X(q)=COU'NTEP. IN SORTIF FOR NVMEE! R Or KILLS
yX( 10)=VArIABL.E TO INDICATE :r!E OF, OT INTrRPlICTIO':(fl--NO; ]--Yr-)

XY(11)=COUNTER FOR NUNIER OF MISSILES Sf'OT(1,2,OR,3)
XXx(12)-VARIA3LE TO INDICATE TEAT EVE.NT 12 HAS OcCURRE 'f

V(0--NO; 1--YES),IN'ITIALI7ED TO 0).0 It: INTLr,
XX(13)=VARIARLE TO INDICATE THAT EVENT 23 HAS OCCURRED

(0-O -- YES),INITIALIZED TO 00I NL

XY( 14)-VAPIABLE TO INDICATE THAT EVE.NT 34 HAS O)CCIU'REPf
(0--NO; 1-YFS),INITIALIZED TO 0.0) IN INJTLC

XX( 15)-VARIARLE TO ADJUST MODE PARAMIETER IN CONVOY LENGTH
DISTRIBUTION(O-NONE;0.1-1% REDUCTION)

YY( 16)-VARIABLE TO ADJUST W)DE PARAMETER IN CONVOY PATEr
DISTRIBUTION(25.O--REGULATI;22.5-1O% REDUCTION)

XY( 17)-VARIABLE TO ADJUST MODE PARAMETER IN CONVOY I NTERVAL
D)ISTRIBUTION--RECON UNITS ONLY(UNITS 1,16,32)
(25.O--REGULAR;22.5--O% REDUCTION)

XX( 18)-VARIABLE TO ADJUST MODE PARAMETER IN CONVOY INTERVAL
DISTRIBUTIONS-ALL OTHER UTNITS
(4.O--RECUIAR;3.6-1O% REDUCTION)

XX( 19)=TIM-E OF FINISH FOR CONV'OYS ROUTE #! I
XX(20)=TIMfE OF FINISH FOR CONVOYS ROUTE #l 2
XY.(2 1)-TIME OF FINIS!' FOR CONVOYS ROUTE # 3
YX(22)-(XX(19)+YX(20)+XX(21))/3--TIMEF OF TRAVEL NMRD
XX(23)-ARMORED VE11ICLES FINISHED ROUTE #i I

* , XY(24)-ARMORED VEHICLES FINISHED ROUTE #' 2
* , XX(25)-AMIORED VEVICLES FINISHED ROUTE 4 3

XX(26)-XX(23)+XX(24)+XX(25)--TOTAL ARMORED VEHICLES FItNISH!ED

* ; XX(27)=MEASURE OF MERIT-NUMBER OF ARMORED VEHICLES ARRIVED AT
*TERMINATION POIN T PER 110OR--XX(26)/XX(22)

XX(28)-COUNTER USED IN" OUTPUT 5UPROUtrINE GAF-1rF
ATRIB( 1)=UNIT TYPE
ATRIB(2): ]=HEAD OF CONVOY, 2=TAIL OF CONVOY

Sd ; ATRIB(3-NO. OF TRACK VEHICLES
ATRIB(4)=\'O. OF 1J!TrEL VEHICLES
AT7I( 5)=!fIN UNIT LENGTH (KMI)
ATRIB(6)=MAX UNIT LENGTH (K-1)
ATRIB(7)-AVG UNIT LENGTH (KM)--(ATRIB(5)+ATRIB(6)/2)

, ATRIB(8)=UNIT LENGTH ,SAOMPLE FROM TRIANGULAR DI1ST (WM

ATRIB(9)=TRAVEL TIME FOR 1ST NODE (DISTANCE/ATRI(]1)--TIRS)
ATRIR( 10)= TRAVEL TIME SUBSEQUE',T NODES (DISTANCE/ATRIB(11)--IIRS)
ATRIB(11)-DAY RATE,MIXED CONVOY,SA.MPLE FROM TRIANGULAR DIST (KM/lR)
ATRIB( 12)-INERVAL, LENGTH,SA!'MPLF FROM TRIAFGULAR DI1ST (K1(M)

* , ATRTI( 13)-TIME ENTITY STARTS (TNrL.4)
, ATRIB( 14)-TIME ENTITY FI NISHFS (TNOW-ATRIB( 13))

ATRIB( 15)-ASSIGNED BY SLAM AS; "AX NIMBER. OF ATTRIBLTS( 14)+l,
AS EVENT CODE

-- ; ATRT'B( 16)-ASSIGNED BY SLAM AS 4'AY rNNRER OF AITRI. UTS( 14)+2,
EVENT TIME
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,RO*2TE PLUE(F"T ITITEq 1- 15)

GCATF/PLOY 1,CLOSE,2;

4 GATF/BLOK2,CLOSF,3;

rVT1 EVENT,],];
A7T? ACT,,,C01;
NT I ENTER?]

ENT2 E N'PR, 3, 1;
A7T]I ACT/l,...GO];
FNTR E NFR, ., 1; (NOT US ED)

ACT,ATRISIO1),,MAF;
GOI COON, 1;
ACT3 ACT/2,ATRIB(9);
FV1l EVENT,11,1;
ACT4 ACT/3,ATRIB(IO),XX(10).EO.O.O.AND.ATRIB(l).GE.l.O,EV14;

EV12 EVENT,12,1;

A A-T/4,ATRIEt( 10),,MAP;

FV13 EVENT,13,1;
ACT/6;

FV14 FVF.NT, 14,];
ACT/7,ATRIB( 10);

FV15 EVENT, 15,1;
ACT,ATRIB( 10);

FV16 EVENT,16,I;
ACT,ATRIH3(1O),XX(1).Eo.O.0.AND.ATR( ).CE.1.O,EVIP;
ACT,ATRIR( 10) ,xx( 1).EQ. ].O.AND.ATR(1) .CT. 1.O,FN 17;

EVil FVENT,17,1;
ACT,ATRITB(I0),XX(1O).EQ.1.O.ANID.ATRIB(]).EQ.15.0.AND.

ATRIR(2) .Eo.2.O,STR1; TI(1.F 50r 2ACT,ATRIB(10),XX(lO).EO.1.0.AN:D.AIP()L.].,VE
STRI OPE N, FLOK 1, 1;

EVI8 EVENT 1P, 1;
ArT,ATPRI7( 1);

HFAT) OF TH1E CONVOY RYPASSFS COLLECT !,0,)::. TMlS NOIM:
ONLY INTERESTED IN TAIL TIME FINISH OF EACH ENTITY AND THEN
LAST UNIT FINISH TIME.
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ACT ACT,,ATRT!R(2).EQ.l.0,GO7;
ACT6 ACT;
MOI COLCT,INT(13),UNIT TIME RTfl;

Co01 C0CTATRIB( 3) ,ARMOTRE VEHICLES;
ACT,,,GOr;

;ROUTE CREENCENTITTES 16-3 1)

EV20 EVENT, 20,1;
ArT, ,,G011;

ENT4 ENTER,4,1;
ACT, ,,C.0]I;

E'T5 ENTER,5,1;
ACT/S, ,,GO 11;

ENT ENTER,9,1;(NOT USED)
* *ArT, , , EF;

Coll GOON, 1;
ArT/0,ATRI1B(9);

* *EV21 EVENT,21,1;
ArT/ 10,ATRIA( 10);

EV22 EVE NIT ,22, 1;
ArT/11,ATRIR(I0),XX(10).E.O.0.0.AND.ATRIB(l).CE. 16.0,EV25;
ACT,ATR( 1),xx( 10).EO. 1.0.AND.ATRIB( 1).EO. 16.0,EV,23;
ACT,ATRIP( lf),XX( 10).EQ. 1.O.ANID.ATRIB( 1).GT. 16.O,EV24;

EV23 EVENTr,23, 1;
* ACT! 12,ATRIR( I0),,EKF;

EKF AWAIT(3),BLOK2,l;
ACT/13,...EV26;

EV214 EVENT,24,1;
ACT/ 14, ...EV25;

EV25 EVENT,25,1;
ACT! 15;

EV26 EVENT,26,1;
ACT,ATRIR( 10),XX( 10).EO.0.0.AND.ATRIB( 1).CE. 16.0,F.V2R;

-- A -~ ACT,ATRIR( 10),XX( 10).EQ. 1.0.AND.ATRIR( 1).EO,.3l.0.AND.
ATRIiB(2) .EQ.2.0,STR2;

~T2ACT,ATRIB(IO),XX(I0).EQ.1.0.AND.ATRTIR(l).GE. 16.0,EV27;
ST2 PEN,1RL0K2,1;

ACT,,,EV28;
FV27 EVENT,27,1;

ACT,ATRIF(10),XY.(10).EO.1.0.ANP.ATRIR( ]).CE. 16.0,EV2R;

* ACT! 16,ATRIB( 10);
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FV2 0  F VE'T, 29, 1;

ACT,ATRIP( 10);

11EAD OF THE rONVIOY BYPASSES COLUTTCT "ODE. THIS NODEn
ONLY IN7FPErSTFD I7 TATIL TIE. FINISHI OF EACH ENTTITY AN:D T117-1.
THEr LAScT UNIT FINIISHI TIME.

FV31 EVP.T, 31, 1;
ACT ,,ATRIB(2).EQ.2.O,GOF.;

* - ACT;
COL2 CnLrT,I,%T( 3),U'lIT TI RT#2;

ArT;
C02 COLCT,ATRIR(3),AR"OREO VEPICLES;

AC-T,,,COF;

;ROITE PFD(E'N7TIIS 32-44)

*EV32 EVF NT, 32,I1;
ArT ,,,G021;

F.NT6 ENTER,6,3;
ACT, ,,C021;

E 77 EN'R, 7, 1;

ACT! 17, , CG02 1;
r. IN 10 NTER,1O,1;(NOT USED)

ACT,,, G030;
C021 ('OON, l*

ArT! 1F,ATRIIR(9);
*EV33 EVENT,33,I1;

AC-T,A-RIB( 1O),XX(IO).EO.O.O.AN:D.ATRIB( 1).CE:.32.O,EV36;
ACT, ,ATRIR( 1).EO.32.O.AN'D.XX( 1O).Fo. 1.O,EV34;
ArT,ATRIRI( O),ATRTB( 1).GT.32.O.AND. XX( 1O).FO. 1.O,EV35;

FV34 EVET,34,1;
C00ACT, ,,G030);

G'3 OON,];
* ACT,ATPR( 10), ,EV36;

* EV35 EVENT,35,1;
ACT;

EV36 EVENT,36,1;
*ArT,ATRTR( 10) XX( 10) FO.O.0.AND.ATRIP( 1).CE. 32.n,EV17;f

ACT,ATRIH( 1O),XX(I0).EO. ].O.AND.ATRIR( 1).CT.32.O,EV3S;
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A-T,ATRIP,( 10),YY( 10l) .P.. l.0.!AD. AT PIP( ]).r-. 32,.O,nV39;
FY37 EVENT ,37,1;

AC:T/ 19,ATRIP,(10);
rV3PR EVEN'r,3e,] ;

ACT/2O,ATRIB(l10) ,,FY40;

FY39) EVENT, 39, 1;

ACT/2 1,ATRIR( 10), ,FV4O;

-,HEAD) Or THEF CONVO0Y BYPASSES COLLECT NODE. THIS N1ODE.
ONLY INTERESTED INll TAIL TIME FINIS1 OF EACH ENTITY AND) TllfEN
THE LAST UNIT FINISH TIME.

FV40 EVENT,40,1;

* ACT,,ATRIB(2).EO.1.O,GOE;
N ACT;

SC0L3 COLCT,INT(13),UNIIT TIME PT#3;

ACT;
C03 COLCT ,ATRIB (3),ARHO'RED VEHlICLES;

ACT, ,,COE;

ME COON,]1;

*TE TERMl;
F ND)

* INIT,0, 150;

START OF 256 SIMULATION RUNS, D)ONE! IN BLOCKS OF

8, RANDrOM NUM'BER SEEDS RE.INITTIA!,IZED AT START OF
* , EACH BLOCK OF 64 RUNS.

* INTrLC,XX(1O))=0.0,YY(11)=O.O,XX(15)=O.O,XX(16)=25.,XX(17)=25.l,
XX( 18)=-4 .0;

S.9EEDS;

S TMULIATfl;
SI 1MULATE';
SIMULATE;

SIA SILATE;

SIMULATE;
*~ SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMU41LATE;
INTLC,XX(1O)-o.O),x(i 1)-n.o,Xy( 15)=O.0,YX( 16)=25.0,YX( 17)-22.5,
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Y%'( 19) 6a

17 I!'LATE;

* IULATE;
SIMULATE;

F ITLA T;
r IOU LA T 7
SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
SI'lULATE;
INTLC,XX( lo)=0,.n,yy( I ])=.0,xX( 15)=-).0,XX( 16)=22.5,XY( 17)=25.,

XY:( 18)=4 .0;
SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

SIMILATE;

SIMULATE;
S IULATE;
SIM"LATE;
SIMULATE;
I .WL,, XX ( 10)--0.0, X( I ])--o.n,XX ] 5)--0. 0, XX 16)--2 2. 5, XX 17) =22. 5,

SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
S I'ULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMLATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
I N7ULr, Y X( O) O( 10 ='0)=YX 1 . 0, X. 15=0. 1, XX( 16)=2 5. 0, XV( 17)=2 5. n,

XX( 1P)=4 .0;
SEEDS;
SIMULNTE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
I'rrLC,XY( 10)=().r),XX( 10-0.0, XV(15)='). 1,YX( 16)=2 5.0, X×(17)=22. 9,

XX(I1)=3.6;
SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SINILATE;
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11 TL %TF

SIMULATE;
IN7Lr,Yx( 10)=O.O,Yx( 11)=0.O,XY( 15)=t). ,YX(]16)-22.5,Xx(7)=2.0l,

XK( IR)=4.O;
S E FPS;
SII'TLATE;
Sl'I IIULA TE;
SIKIULATE;
SIMTLP TE;

SP'lUL.ATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

INTLC,XX( 1O)=O.O,XY( Il)=O.O,XX( 15)=O. 1,YX( ]6)=22.5,XX( 17)=22.5,
XX( S)=3.6;

SEEDS ;
* SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
S I MVLA T1;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;

* SIULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

2ND BLOCK OF 64 RUNS STARTS HERE.

* . INTLr,XX(IO)=1.O,Y.X(11)=1.0,XX(15)=O.O,YX(16)=25.O,XX(17)=25.O,
XY(1P)=4.0;

SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
F 1MI1LATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIULATE;
SIMULATE;
INTLC,XX(10)=1.O,XX(11)=l.O,XX(15)=O.O,XX(16)=25.0,XX(17)=22.5,

XX(1g)-3.6;
SFEDS;

SIMLATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
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S I l,'LA TE.

SIMULATE;
SIMULATF;
SNIULATF;
SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

SIMILATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMIULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMILATE;

SIMULATE;
- SIMULATE;
* SIMULATE;
* SIMULATE;

* SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

SSIULATE;

* SIMULATE;
* SIMULATE;
* SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMiULATE;

* SIMULATE;
SIMIULATE;

SIMULATE;
* SIMULATE;

SIMUL1TE



T "U LA T F

!;IMILATE;
SIMULAXTE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

YX( W,)=3.6;
SEEDS;
SIMITLATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
S IM ILA TE;
SIMULATE;
SIMIULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

3RD BLOCK OF 64 RUNS STARTS HERE.

INTLC,XX(10)=1.O,X:X(11)-2.0,XX(]5)=O.O,XX(16)=25.0,XX(17)-25.O,

SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULkTE;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;
S IMULATE;
SIIMULkTE;
S IMULATE;
IN"TL,XX(1)=.O,XX(11)2.,X(5)=O.O,XX(6)25.0,XX(]7)-22.5,

XX( 1P)=3.6;

SEEDS;
.ILLS IMULATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMTIATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIULATE;
IN4TLC,XX( 10)1.O,XX( I1)'=2.0,XX( 15)=0.O,XY( 16)=22.5,XX( 17)-25.O,

XY( 18)4.O;
SErDS;

SIM!ULATE;
op SIMlULATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;
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* S 1T! 1,AT ;

\X( lF)=3.6;
SEEDS;

Y SIMULATr;
* . SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;
SI!!ULALTE;
SIM1ULATE;
SIMUL-ATE;
INTLC,XX(10)=1.0,XX(11)=.0,XX(15)=0.1,XX(16)25.0,XX(17)=25.0,

SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
S I MILA TE
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
S IMULATE.;
INTLC,XX(10)=1.0,XX(I1)-2.0,X'X(15)=0.1,XX(16)=25.0,XX(17)=22.5,

* XX(18)-3.6;
SEEDS;
SIIMUlATE;
SIULATE;

* SIMU'LLATE;
SIMILATE;
FNLAE

SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SItILATE;
S IMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMU4"LATE;

XX( IR)-3.6;
EEEDS;
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,11,!'ATF;
SIMULATE;

,I'!ILATE;
SIMULATE;
SIULATF;
SIULATE;
SIMULATE;

4TH BLOCK OF 64 RUNS STARTS HFRE.

I FTLC, X X( 10) 1 .0, X11)=3. lX X15)=f ., X( 16)=2 5.0, XX(17=25. .0,
XX( 1R)=4 .0;

SEED)S
* SIMULkTE;

SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMUL-ATE;
SIMULATE;
ScIULATE;
INTLC,XX(1O))=I.O,XX(11)=3.0,xx(15)=0.n,XX(16)=25.0,\X(17)=22.5,

SEEDS;
% SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;

SIMULATE;

SIMILATE;
SIM'ULATE;
SIMULATE.;

lINTLr,YX(1O)-1.o,XX(11)=3.0),XX(]5)-f O,XX(IF6)-22.5,YX(]7)=25.0,
YX(18)-4.0;

ISEEDS;
SIMULATE;

* SITULATE;
* SIMULATE;
* SIMILATE;

SIMULkTE;
S IMtTLATE;

FIMULATE.;
%Jp% S IMULATE.;

SrFES;

SIMULATE;
PfIlULATr;

SIMULATE;
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ILATE;
S I MULATF;
SIMULATE;
STILILATE;
SIU LATE;

XX(18)=4.0;
SEEDS;
SI'IULATE;
'IMULATE;
SIMULATE;
S IMIIATE;
SIMULIATE;
ST4ULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
INTLC,XX( 10)=I.O,xx( I1)=3.0,vX( l5)=O. 1,X( 16)=25.0,Xv( 17)=22.5,

XY( lA)=3.6;
SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
SIMULA TE;

IULATE;
SII LATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
S ILATE;
INTLC,XX( lO)=IJ(),XX( l1)=3.O,XX( ]5)=O. ,XX( 16)=2 2.5,XX( 17)=25.fl,

SEEDS;
SIULATE;
SIMULATZ;

J. SIMIULATE;
SIMILATE;
SIMULATE;
S IMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;

YX(18W-3.6;
SEEDS;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMILATE;
SIULATE;
SIMULATE;

S SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
FIN;
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U PGAl MAI N-II-,T IT UTP = P.. AP =U UT AE7 AE5

DIESO SE(10n

COMN -MI/TIP(10,D 0)DD(10 TO ,1,MAM4P!'-N-
+- CR. - INRUNI T T ESS10),SS 0 EY

+ *X o)

*011NOE(100

PNNSV)N=SE( 1000
CALLONSAMI/TI(10,DLOD(0)DNWIFSOCN
STOPRN~NNUNETNAES(10,S(0),NXN7

ICRI)RNrSRT(TN U,,'STNAF-,S10,S(0)T 10000)

+SET 10000
CALL1N/CO' SLAMIr-ITM2TIi3TM4,Il5 OLC,~
S ,TOP3J1J,3nF1DI2DFT ETT FPN~IITS1

+ DI2DIS, J

REVALE USMETIETHROUGH OTIMTHE 10GRAMAE5,IFIIIZD AD EA IT
+ FTIEME,}IErErDI THE RANK!ING DI BSE ONTH LOMVLU

* N TGRIBT 1,11,I3,JJIT 2,JSIG ,ATIO N rLCPUE

+ UYLN*LN'!~O

+XX(2)100

COMONUCM /TIETIE],TIE2 TM13,IEIEOIYRUF



R. 7 -' * V-

Y(3)=32

YX(5)=O.O
yx(o;)=l. 0
YX(7 )=3 0.
XX(P)= 100.0
XX( 12)=r).f

N..-.YX( 13)=O.O

XX( 14)..0.O
XX(209)=O.fl
XX(2 J)0r)

XYY(21)=O.O

XX(24).-O.n
* XX(23)=O.)

X(24)=O.O
XX(25)=O.n
XX(26)=O.O

* PO.TE BLUE (ENTITIES 1-15). ATRIBUTES 1-12 FOR PV'TTS 1-15 ARE
* RFAD) INTO FILE ONE. ATRIBUTE ONE IS TILE UNIT NUMBER. OTHER

* . * ATRIFUTES APE EXPLATED IN THE SLAM CODED PORTION Or THE MODlEL ABOVE.

A(3)=57

A(4 )-32
A(5)=2.4
A(6)-4.9
A(7)=3.(6-XX( 15)*3.6

AC] 1)=TRIAG(20.l,YX( 16) ,30.0, 1)
AC 12)=TLRIAG(20.0,Y.X( 17),30.O,3)
A(9)-64.784/A( 11)
AC 10)- 14.864/A( 11)
C~ALL TVIL:M( ],A)
AM1-2

A()1.0
AM3-5
A(4)-25
A(5-0.75
A(6-1.5
A( 7)- 1. 12 5-XXV 15)*]1. 12 5
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4=- AC12)=TrIAC(3.f,XX(lP),5.0,3)

A( Inl)-=14.86~4/A( 11)
CALL FILE'T( 1,A)

A(2)w 1.0
A(3)=29

A(4)-2
A(5)=0.9
A(6)-1.9

A(7)-Tl.35.=X(5),*I.39 6,4

A(12=TRIAC(2.,XX(9),3.0,)

A( 10)= 14.964/A( 11)
CALL FILEM-(1,A)

A(2)-l.0
A(3)-33
A( 4)-9
A(5)-l. I
A(6)-2.2
A(7)-.iA5-\XX(15)*1.65
A(8)=TRIAfG(A(5) ,A(7) ,A(') ,4)

A(C 11)-TRIAC-(2rO.O,XX( 16),30.0, 1)
ACl2)-TRIAG(3.0,XX( 18),5.fl,3)
A(9)='64.794/A( 11)
A( 10)-14. 964/IM 11)
("ALL FIL':1( 1,A)
AC 1)-5

4 A(2)=I.O
A(3)=30
A( 4)=')

A(6)=2.0l
A(7)= 1. -XX( 15)* 1. 5

A(Il)-wTRIAG(2.0,XX(16),30.0, I)

AC 12)vTRTAG(3.0,XX( 18),5.flJ)
A(O)-=64.784/A( 12)
AC 10)- 14.FR64/A( 11)
CALL !FILFE1( ],A)
AC 1)-6
A(2) I.fl

A(4 )-7k

A(5)x2 .5
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A(6 )-5.0
A( 7)- 3. 75-Y,\ ]5)*3.75
A(F)=-TRIACG(A(5),A(7) ,A(6) ,4)
AC 11)-TOIAC(2.0)y(16)

3r)OI)

* . A(10)=14.P64/A(])

* 5'. A(1)=~7
* .. A(2)-2.0
* A(3)-5 1

A( 4)-2
A( 5)=1.4

A(R)=TRIACG(A(5),A(7),A(6) ,4)
A( I )-TRIAc(20.0,YX( ]6),30.0, 1)
A( 12)-TRTAC(3.0,XY( 19),5.0,3)
A(Q)=F,4.794/A( 11)
A( 10)-14. R64 /A( 11)
CALL FILEII(I,A)
A( 1)-8

AM1.0
A( 3)-5

A(5-0.875
W;A)- 1.75

A(1l2)-TRlAC(3.0,XX( IP),5.0,3)
A(9 )-64.794 /A( 11)
A( 10 )- 14 .964f/A( 11)('ALT. FIL.F.M( ],A)

A( 3)-r9

A(4)- 15
A( 5)-0.4

A(7)u-O.6-XX( 15)*0.6

AC 11)-TRIAC20.0,XX( IA),30.0, 1)
AC l2)-TRIAC(3.n,XX(IP),5.0,

3)

AC 10)_n]4.R64/A( 11)
CALL FILF.M( 1,A)
AC 1)-In
A(2)-l.0
A(3)-0
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7 r r - . ,. -

A5=1.6

A(8)=TRIAG(20.fl,AX()16)3 ., )

* A( 12)=TRIAC(3.0,XY(IR),5.0,3)

- . A(9)=4.784 /A( 11)

CALL FILE"'(],A)
A(1)=11

A(3)=1
A(4)=59
A(5)= 1.6

- . A(6)=3.2

* A(7)=2.4-XX(15)*1.4

A(1])=TRIAC(20.0,Y'X(16),30.0,I)

A(9)-64.7S4/A(1))
A( 10)= 14. 8641/A( 11)
CALL FILE1( 1,A)
A( 1)=12

A( 3)=0

A(5)=0.5

1()-.0
AC7)=0.75-XY( 15)*0.75

* A(8)=TRIAG(A(5),A(7),A(6),4)
* A(11)=TRIAC(20.0,YX(16),30.0,I)

A(12)-TRIAC(3.0,YX(18),5.0,3)
A(9)=64.784/A(11)

CALL FILEM( 1,A)
AC 1=13
A(2)-1.0

A(3-0
A(4)-71

A()1.9

A(6)=3.8
A(7)-2.R5-XX( 15)*2.R5
A(R)-'TRTAG(A(5) ,A(7) ,A(6) ,4)
A( I )-TRIAC(20.0,XX( 16),30.0, 1)
A(12)s.TRIAC(3.0,XX(IA),5.0,3)

* A(10)-14.P64/A(11)
*CALL FIL~l( ],A)
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A( 2)= 1.0)
A( 3)

.A(4 )-49
AC 5) = 1 .3
A( 6)=2 .6

A(7)- l.05-YY( 15)*1A9)
A(P)=TRIAG(A(5),A(7),A%(6) ,4)
A 11)=TRlAG(20.O, XY( 16) ,30.0, 1)
AC 12)-TRIAG(3.0,XX( 18),5.O,3)
A(Q))=64.7P4/A(ll)
A( 10)= 14. 864 /A( 1])
CALL FILEl( ],A)
A(l)-15

AC 3) =0
A(4)-202
A(5)-5. 1
A(6)= 10.2
A(7)=7.65-YX( 15)*7.65
A(9)=TRIAG(A(5),AC7),A(6) ,4)
AC I1)=TRIAC(20.0,XX( 16) ,30.O, 1)
AC ]2)=TRIAG(3.0,XX(lS),5.0,3)

A( 10)= 14.864 /AC 11)
CALL FILEff(1],A)

* ROUTE GREEN CENTITIES 16-31). ATRIRUTTES 1-12 FOR ENTITIES 16-31 AR~E
* READ INTO FILE OME. ATRIBUTE ONE THlE UNIT NVIBER. OTHER~
* ATRIBUTES ARE EXPLAINED IN THE SLA'l CODED PORTION OF TITE ',OD'EL AB'OVE.

BC 1)- 16
% R(2)1.0

B(3)-57
* BC4)-32

B(5)-2.4
B(6)=4 .P
PC(7)=3.6-XXC 15)*3.6
RC8)=TRIAGCB(5),BC7),RC6) ,4)
BC 11)-TRIAGC2o.O,XX( 16),30.O, 1)
PC 12l)=TRIAGC2O.0,XXC17),30.O.,3)
B(9)-64.972/B(11)

* P(10)-7.628/BC1)
CALL FILEII(1,B)
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P(3)=S
Bt(4 )-2 5

R( 6)= 1.5
PI(7)-l. ]25-XY(15)*J.125

BC 12)=TRIAGC3.0),XX(IS),5.0,3)
P(9)=64.9721p( 11)

CALL F ILP-11( I, F
B(1)=]R

1()-.0
P(3)=28

P(5)=01.9

ft( 7=1 .35-YXY( ]51 .3 5
A P(8)=TRIAC(P.C5),R(7),B(6),4)

Ft( 11)-TRIA(C(20.0,YxX.( 16),30.0, 1)
R(12)'TRIAC(3.0,XXCIS),5.0,3)
Pt(9)=64.q72/R( 11)

* - B( 10)27.628/P( 11)
CALL F ILEM( I, B)

R(3)-33
P.( 4)=9

t( 5 )-1. 1

Ft(7)=1.65-XX( 15)*1.65
R(S)-TRIAG(FC5),P,(7),B(6),4)

* PC 11).TRIAC(20.),XY( 16),30.0, 1)
P( 12)-TRIAfl-(3.0,XY( 18),5.0,3)

R( 10)-7 .628t/R( 11)
CALL FILF!M(1,R)
PC 1)-20
P(2)- 1.0

E(4)-9
R( 5)- 1.0

B,(7)-l.5-XX( 15)*1.5
R(9)=TRIAG(B( 5) ,B(7) ,B(6) ,4)

11I)-TRIAGC20.0,XX( 16),30.0,1)
P( 12)-TRIAG(3.0,XX(Is),5.n,3)
9(9)-64.972/B( 11)
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LiV

CALL FILE!-%( 1, P.)

.J. .(2) 1.0

B( 5)-2.5

R(7)=3.75-XX( 15)*3.75

Ft( l1)=TRIAC-(20.0,XX( 16),30.n, 1)

CALL FILF'1( 1,R)
P,(])=22

* B(6)-3.2
* B(7)-2.4-XX(]5)*).4

P( 11)=TRIAC(?0.O,XXCI6),3l.o, 1)
BC 12)=TRIAG(3.0,XX( 18),5.0,3)
B(9)-64.972/B( 11)
.( 10W=7.62P/B( 11)

CALL FlLE'I( 1, R)
B( 1)-23

f2)-1.0
P(3)=-0

BC(6)=3.0
S(7)-2.25-XX( 15)*2.25
T(S)=TAGCBC(5),B(7),BC6),4)
BC 11)-TRIAC(20.0,XX( 16),30.0, 1)

P(12)=TRIA0(3.0,XXI),5.0,3)
B(9)-64.972/BC 11)

CALL FILEk'I,B)
* R( 1)-24

R(2)-1.0
EC3)-O
B(4)-56
P(5)=1 .5
RM-)3.O
Bt(7)-2.25-XY( 15)*2.25
FB(8)-TRIAC(B5),RC7),BC6),4)
Il1)-TRIAG,(20.0,YX( 16),30.0, 1)
t( 12)-TRIAC(3.0,XXC 18),5.0,3)
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A. ~~~; N .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

F( 10) 7 .62 B( 11)
CALL FTIY~'( 1,P)
B( 1)=25
Ft ( 2 )- 1. 0
V(3 )=2 2

R( 4)= 76

P(6)-5 *0

B(7)=3.75-XY( 15)*3.75

* P(1)=TP IAG(3(5),XX(7 ,B) ,.)

4--P( 10)-7 .62FP/P( 11)
CALL FILE" (I,P.)
P( 1)26

B( 3)=0
P(4)=56
PC 5)- 1.5

R(7)=2.25-YX( 15)*2.25
BC9)=TRIAG(B(5) ,B(7) ,B(6) ,4)
R( 11)-TRIAG(20.0,XX( 16),30.0, 1)
BC 12)-TRIAC(3.0,XX(1S),5.0,3)

R(9)64.972/P(11)

CALL FILEM(1,B)
R( 1)27
BC 2)= 1.0

-IN R(3)=0
B(4)=66

P(6)=3 .6
B(7)=2.7-YX( ]5)*2.7
R(S)-TRIAG(P(5) ,F(7) ,R(6) ,4)
B( 11)-TRIAG(20.0,XX( 16),30.0, 1)

R( 12)-TRIAG(3.0,XX(1S),5.0,3)
R(9)-64.972/B( 11)
P( 10)-7 .628 /B( 11)
CALL FI LERi( I, R)
BC 1)-28
B(2)-l.0

4. PC3)-O

4. B(4)-4.0
* B(5)-l.1

P(6)-2.2
R(7)-l.65-XX(15)*1.65
RCA)-TRIACCB(5) ,B(7) ,B(6) ,4)
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!'(I I )=rRTAcC(20.r),V\( 16),30. n,

P(9)=611.Q72/P( 11)
P.( 10)=7 .62P/Bt( I1I)
CALL FILEW(1,B3)
TP( )=29
R( 2)= 1.0
P(3)=S
B(4 )=60

a BC7)=2.55-XX(15)*2.55

BC 11)=TRIACC2O.O,XX( 16),30.O, 1)
- ~ ~ IBC '2j=TR1AGii.0,XX( 18) ,5.O,3)

B~c))=64.972/B( 11)
BC 10)=7 .62P/P( 11)
CALL FI.lt'( I, B)
B( l)=30
B(2)= 1.0
B(3)=0
i(4)=]S
B(5)=0 .5
R(6)= 1.0
B(7)=O.75-XY( 15)*0.75
B(8)=TRTAC(B(5) ,B(7),R(,) ,4)
BC 11)=TTUIAC(20.0,X( 16),30.0, 1)
BC 12)=TRIAG(3.0,XX(l18),5.0,3)
R(9)-64.972/B( 11)
B( 10)=7.62F/B( II)
CALL FILEMC 1,B,)
P~(3)=31I

P(2)=].0
B(3)=O
R(4)=31I

* B(7)-].35-XX(15)*1.35
P(8)=TRIAG(R( 5) ,B(7) ,B(6) ,4)
R(I1 )-TRIAG(20.O,XX( 16) ,30.O, 1)
BC 12)-TRIAG(3.O,XX( 18),5.0,3)
R(9)-64.972/R( 11)
PC 10)-7 .628/B( 11)
CALL. FILE1( 1,P)

* * ROUTr RED (ENTITIES 32-44). ATRIBUTES 1-12 FO:! ENTITIES 32-44 ARE
* * READI INTO FILE ONE. ATRIBUTE ONE IS TKE UNIT NU't'MBER. OTHER
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* !TRIPUTFS AR E ~YlAlNWl~l 1IN Tilt- SLA'! CnD rpio7'N F TY 'mL FVT

C,( )=37

r'(3)=5

M 1.75

C(7)=1.3125-XX( 15)*].3125
C(8)=TRIAG(C(5),C(7),C(6),4)
CC 11)-TRIAG(20.fl,XX(16),30.n, 1)

C,(12)-TRIAG(3.0,XX(I8),5.0,3)
C(9)=56.628/C( 11)
CC 10)=11.616/C( 11)
CALL FILEM(1,C)
C(1)=32

1()=.0
C(3)=39

C(5)=1. 5

C(6)=3 .0
C(7)=2.25-XX(15)*2.25
f(P)=TRIAG(C(5),C(7),C(6),4)
CC 11)=TRIAC(20.0,XX( 16) ,30.n, 1)
C(12)=TRIAG(20.0,XX(17),30.0,3)

- NC(9 )-56. 628/CC 11)
r'( 10)=11.616/C( 11)
CALL FILEM(1,C)

C(1=33
C(2 1I.0
C(3=6
r(4)-10

C(5)=0. 5
C(6)= 1.0
C(7)-n.75-XX( 15)*0.75
r(8)-TRIA(-C(5) ,r(7),C(6),4)
C( 11)'TRIAG(20.0,XX( lrb
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';4-.. ~C(1?)=TRA(.0'v1),.l3

r(2)= 1.0
r(3)=33

CC 5)= 1.0
r.( 6) =2 .0n
C(7)=1.5-XY( 15)*1.5

- C(R)=TRIAG(C(5),C(7),C(6),4)
C( 1])=TRIAO(20.fl,yx(16),30.0, 1)
l( 12)=TRIAC(3.0,YX( IP),5.fl,3)
C(9)=56.628/C( 11)
C ( 10) = 11. 6 16 /C ( 11)
CALL FILErI(1,C)
CC 1=35

C(3)=23
C(4)=0

ft ,.C(5)=0.7

C()1.7
r(7 =1. 2-XY( 15 1.2

-: C(1I1)=TRIAC(20.O,XX( 16) ,30.0, 1)
CC 12)=TRIAr(3.0,.Xx(lR),5.0,3)
C(9)=56.62P/C(ll)
C ( 10) =11. 6 16 /CC (1I)
CALL FILEM( 1,C)
C( 1=36

C(3)=15

C(6)5 .2
C(7)=3.9-xy(15)*3.9

CC 11)-TRIACC20.0,YX( 16),30.0, 1)
C( 12)-TRIAG-(3.0,XXC 18),5.0,3)

* C(9)=56.62t/r(I11)
C( 10)-I 1.616/CC II)
CALL FILrM( 1,C)

4 C(l)=3P
CC2)-I.0
Q,3)-O

r(4)=]P

1()-.0
r(7)=0.75-YX( 15)*0.75
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r )5 6. 6 2 '/ C( I1

CALL FILE(1,r)

C( 2)"1 .0
C ( 3)5 7
r'(4 )=32
C( 5)=2 .4

* .C(6 )=4. P
C(7)-3.6-XX.(15)*3.6

r(12)=TRIA(3.n,XY(I8),5.0,3)
C(9)"56.62P/C(11)
C( In)=ll1.616/C( 11)
CALL FILt~l( 1,C)

1()-.0
r,( 3)=5
C(4)=25
C(5)=0.75

r()1.5
C(7 )=1I. 125-Y.X( 19)*l. 125
r(R)=TP.IAccc5) ,C(7) ,C(6) ,4)
C(11)=TP.IAC(20.0,YX('16),30.0,I)
(-(12)=TRTA(3.,XX(IR),5.0,3)

*4* C(9)=56.62F/C(1])
C( 10)=l 11.6 IA /C( 11)
CALL FILEI(1I, r)
r(]1)=41I

C(3)=2R

C(4)=2I.

('(7)= 1.35-xX( 15)*1.35
r(R)=TRIAC(5) ,C(7) ,C(6) ,4)

C(12)-TRIAC3.(),XX(]8),5.0,3)
C(g)-56.628/C( ii)

If)1)- 11.6 I6/C( 11)
CALL FILE'-( I,C)
CC 1)=42
('(2 )=1.0
C(3)-33
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- .

(1)=TRl'IAC (20. ,X( 16) 3 .n,]I
C(12)=TRIAG(3.0,YX(IP),5.0,3)

r( 10)- 11. 616/IC( 11)
CALL F ITYM'( I ,r)

* r(])=43
* Cr(2')=1.O

r(3)=23
* C(4)-9

CC 5i=] .P
C(6)=1.6
C(7)=1.2-XX( 15)*1.2
r(R)-TRIAG(C(5),C(7),C(6),4)

* CC 11)=TRIAG(2O.n,XX( 16),30.O, 1)
- * C(12)=TRIAGC3.09XXC1B),5.0,3)
* CC9)=56.62P/C( 11)

C( 1f)= 11.616/CC 11)
* CALL FILEM( 1,C)

CCI)=44
* .~ C(2)=].O

07(3)-14
C( 1-24

C(5)=3.7
C(6)-7.4
C(7)=5.55-YC15)*5.55
C(9)=TRIArC(r(5),r(7) ,C(6),4)
CC 11)=TRIAG(20).O,YX( 16),30.0, 1)
CC 12)=TRIAC(3.O,XX( 1P),9.O),3)
rC)=56.62P1C( 11)
C( 1O)=11.6 16/CC 11)
CALL FILE'f(l,C)

V. * NT.TOR1( PASSACE IS 11,ITIATED BY CALLING THE EVENT~ NOD-.
* AT THE START OF FAC!H ROAr EW~K

CALL SCIEDL( 1,O.O,ATRI!3)
* CALL SCll1L(2,.,ATrTB)

CALL. SCflDLC32,0.0,ATRIPl)
RETURN
E ND
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FV .QN

'C+

" xvino

*~:A I IF I: ,O'O/~v / TI( 100) M 3D , 100 ,PDL(, 100) 5,DT m,I1 ,MAMSO D ~ ' 3
+ T ' ENRM, TPTM T SN,N S,Tl 1 ,T1O0),SL(1ll,~x~

+ XX( 100) 10

+ 20,13, ,2,J3,DIF 19,DIF2,DI3DTTME,IMEP,NvM,35r'I6nO3100

+ PnMIS,DTMIS300,IJ

INTL THENTIM.1TWIMTI TIE3TEENTERMOE52&DI ATIEDI"r2EAALOW3,O
+PTIMAE O TTI EP VETMI LF 1,TIN'PTMTIS3,THEMFM'DTIL '!BF(-E:TEE

- NTCEE 1,1TF 1T,RII2,2,JJ1,J2,J3,ELyN, mLIHEROUTEnj

% 100 TF(XPOL1CY=YX( 1) )T'r

CAO TO(10,0,30,005060,008090,00,1 0 ,2 0 30

+OVO 1400, 1500 160A 10,J80,USTED.20,20,20,2f

CAL 250,60,70,80,90,00, I0,2030,4030,6l,70

at, * + 3800,390000)IlN
* *..-5 ./A R B~l

E, N I

*FIIE.ITE

* DOU~T IE-BUTENIIS -9.FIS VETNDESAT Tl CHDLN

4 * RECOMU~~~TEB A3)TIUE OT IM HRUH H NX NDS

9 * ENDTIN ISCOM~JTD AD SNT O TPE N EENT19

*~~~~~~% WHNARPT AUEI ,II ERSET H ALO h



CALL L(,ITAP1

r. 'D IF
ATRIB(2)=2.0

P FIATTTIAL17E ATTRIRLTTF(q) DTTE TO aATE ClIAwNCF

ATRfB(A)=64.7q4/ATRIR(ll)

r ND I F
rl NT 1=ATRIP,( 12)
ATRI'R( 13)=TN0OU,

4 * SCI2EPULE TAIL ENTITY

CALL SCTT L(3,TIME,ATRIB)
IF(I1.E0.15)GO TO 150

CALL CrT'Y( 1, 1,ATPRIB)
CALL RF.SPUF I

* ATE ATDJY'ST r7T

IF(XX( 10).E0. 1.O)THE.N
ATRIB(9)=50.O/ATRIR( 11)

F.NN I F

IF(XX(10) .Eo.n.n)THlEN

ATRTlR(9)-64.784/ATRIP( 11)

*SCHMF.PLE HEAD ENTITY OF tEXT CONVOY

CALL SCI'DL(2,TT,ATRZIP,)

* ATRIR( 13)=TPIhE

RESCHIEDU1LE EVrEN"T #1 TO CONTINUE PRIOCESS

CALL SrClDL( 1,TI?!fE,ATRIR)

15 XX(I)-Y F +

RFTUR N
200 CALETER(2,ATRTR)

RETUR N
3On' CALL FENTER(3,ATPIP)

SrZETUP',
Ann CALL Et?1'ER(P,ATRIB)
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IF( C fX( ln.' (ATR'IP( I1 .C. 1 .n) )T~rp

ATRIIP,( 2r))= 14.PQO/AP.I( 1 1)

ATPT'RN 479 ATIR

*INTERDICTION op COMV('yy 01 ,!!FA vuF .NT

Al. 1200 IF((ATP.IR(1).Ee.1.0).A:D.(ATRIIB(2).Ec.I.o).A 'p.
+ (x1)E.)A:.x(2.r~.)T!~

CALL SOR~TIE
~.1IF(yy(q).EQ.n.O)Tllrr

*2 KILLS SUBTRACTED OUT & EVENT TIME ADJUSTEP

ATRIR( 3 )=ATRIB( 3 )-2

ATRIP( 16)=ATRIR( 16)+yrITMET/6O).n

ELSE

*2KILLS SUBTRACTED OUT & EVFENT TIME ADJUSTED

A ATRIR(3)=ATRtIB(3)-2

ATRIR( 16)=ATP.IR( 16)+DTIME/ 60.0

F NT)IF
CALL M ISSILE

ADJST DTMITSl=DTMIS/60).0 + 0.0

ADJUS ATTRIRIUTF(3) CONVOY LENCTH1 rORRFCTIO', INCLUPFS
*KILLS FROM SOP.TIF,AVERArF INTrRVAL. PET17EY VEHICLES
*ASSUME(25+5/27.5). CONVERSION llADE TO V11.
*SA"EF APPLIES FO7l TWO ELSE STATE'TFYTS IR!-Ln.

* *EVE'- TIMEF IS ADJUSTED) DUE DELAY.

ATRR( 3 )=ATRIR( 3)-,,*NT 1,
DELCH I-ATRIBIR(3)
IF(ATRIB(3) .LT.0)ATRIB(4)=ATRIr3(4)+ATRP3(3)
ATRI F(B)wATRI B(19)- ( (N1 Ki1,*3 7. 5+2 *37. 5) 1000. 0)
AT!!1 R( 16)-ATRIB( lC)TMIS I
ATPR( 10)=23.S97/ATPIB( 11)

9. XX( 12)-1.O
IVALI-ATRIR( 16)

ELSE IFNVMWIL.L!E. 10)THFN
DY1IS2-DTMi S2 /60. 0+0. 0
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Ir- o. 
% l

IF(ATDTR(3).LT.t))ATRIP.(4)=\?!,7I P(4)+A T RT P3

A7T I9( IA)=ATR1IP( 1)+O,'TIS?
ATRIP( ]O)=23.P97/AT77R'( 11)
)YX( 12)= 1.0
VAL I=ATPRIB( 16)

TF(ATRIP(3) .LT.O))ATRIE(4 )=ATF.TB(4 )+ATRIR( 3)
ATRTR(S)=ATRTE(P)-((NL!M$Ill*-7.5+2*37.5)/]000.0)
ATRTP( 16)=ATRIR( 16)+PT!MIS3
ATRIB( 1O)=23.P9)7/ATRIR( 1])

N VALI=AT.IIB( 16)

E! DDI F

*TAIL OF CONVOY I#] RESCHDIULED WITH NEW EVENT TIE.

ELSE TF((ATRIR( l).FO. l.0).ANDT.(A-TRIB(2).ECn.2.0).AND.
+ (Y:X(10) . 1.).M'T.(XX( 12)F. 1.0))TIIE',

ATRI,( 16)=(ATRIP(R)/ATIR( 11))+VYALI
* ATRIR(3)=DELCII1

ATRIB( 10)=23.987/ATRIB( 11)
UNDIF
RETURN

1300 ATRTB( 10)=4.O/ATRI9.( 11)
RETUR'N

1400 ATRIR(Il)=3.PR/ATRIR( 11)
'RETU'RF

1 500 ATRIY,( 1f)=1 .P24/ATPR( 11)

RF.TURF
1600 I(Y(O.OOO.~l(TI.1.EJ0)U'

ATPIR( IVD=7 .24/ATRIP,( 11)
TrNDIF

ATRIR( 1O)=4.74/ATRI( 11)
ENDIF
R.ETURN

1700 IF( (XX( l).EO. 1.O).A'lr.(ATRIR( 1).-T. 1.0))TW!F:

IF( (XX( 10) F0O. 1.0) AT).(AT-,IP( 1) FOQ. .).ANJD.
+ (ATRTP(2).E0.1.0))TiTEN

TW.AIT2-FFAWT(2)
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9 ATRIB( 1)(2.5+ATI"(P))/ATl'IF( 1 )
= TIF
PE TUIR"

1800) ATRIB( 10)=]2.n2/A TRIR( 11)
RFTP RN

*UPDATE AR.MOR VEH:ICLTES TO)TAI.,OnLZY TAIL OF CONVOY

*EXITS HEFOE. THIS EVTENT TAIL TIM F ELEET IS
*RrEC0RDED A!") GAFM"CF CALL IF LAST ELEMENT.
*TPIS IS LAST OF "IF"* PLOCKS T!!MT DMNOTE ORDER OF

*FINISH FOR LAST UNIT IS PE1TNMDE r ON
* WHET!!ER INTERDICTION, OR NOT.

1900 IFATRIB(2.EQ.2. 0 )THEN
ATRIB( 14)=TN07'-ATRIB( 13)

IF(NUN. EQ. I)TIFN

-T.IT(5,' (314,3FR.2)') 1,"NRUN, POLICY,ATRTB( 3),ATRTRC 1),
+ ATRIk( 14)

F' ND I F
MX( 23)=XX(23)+ATRIR(3)

IF (A TR I B( I ) .FO. 7 5.0).AND.(X X 10) .E 0 .) )T I FN
XX(28)=XX(2R)+l

XM( Ig)=XX( 19)+TNO(W

'ALL. CAFMfGF
ENDIF
IF( (ATRIP.C ]).EQ.I. n)AND.(XX( 10).E0. 1.O)THEN

XX(2P)=YX(28)+]

.4-' CALL 0AFMCF

ENDIF

RETURN

* OUTE GREN1 (EfTTITIES 16-3 1). EXPLANATION IS THF SAME AS GIVEN
* ABOVE. 1HOWFVER,FVENT 20,AND ENTER NODES 4 & 5 FULFILL THE AlBOVr roLFS

*OF 1,2, AMPD 3,RESPFCTIVELY. COmfmENTS ABOVE APPLY TO STIMILIAI ARE:As IN

* IN GRE!EN BELO.

2000 IF(XX(2).Lr.3l.O)TflrN
J I-INT(XX2)
CALL COPY(J 1, 1, ATRIB)
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r4.l -4.-'17

ATRIP4 ( 13)=TN0',-
CALL SClW)L(4,TI"1!2,ATnUP.)

"a-.Fk.NDIF

ATRIB(2)=2.O
TIMF2=ATRIT'(8)/ATRIR( 11)
rl!NT2-ATRIP,( 12)
ATRIBM-)64.972/ATRIP4(11)
ATEIR( 13)=TNO*,
CALL SCflDl.(5,TIMF2,ATPIB)
Ir(JJ.Eo.31)C0'. TO 2050

4i J1-J1+1
CALL COPY(J],1,ATPdB)

* CALL RESHUF2
TMF2(TI'tE2+(CINTr2/ATRIR( 11))
ATPIB(c))64.972/ATRIR( 1)
CALL Srf!Dl,(4,TI!1E2,ATRlI F
ATRIP,( 13)-TIME2
CALL SCHDL(20,TIME2,ATRIB)

2050) XX(2)-XX(2)+1

RETURN
400 CALL ENTrER(4,ATRIR)

RETUP'.
500 CALL E!'TE.(5,AT.IPR)

RETURN
900 CALL ENTEW(,ATRIE)

.4 RETI'PRN
2100 ATRIP-(10)=7.628ATRI,R(11)

P ETIUR N
2200 IF((XX( 1O).En.O.0).AN'D.(ATRI,( 1).CE. 36.O))T!!T-';N

ATRIRt( O)=2.7/ATRI'B( 11)
rND IF

ATRIB( 1O)=2.7/ATRIB( 11)
ENDI!'
IF( (XX(10) .EO. 1.0) .AND. (ATRIE 1) .CT. 16.0) )TTF"'

ATRIB( 10)- 17.42/ATRIR( 11)
ENDIF
RETURN

*INTERDICTION OF UNIT P~16. SEE EVE'7T 12 AFOVE
*SAYE'F THOUC!]T PROCESS APPLIES HERE AS ABOVE,
*WITH NUMBER OF CONVOY AS EXCEPTION.

* .2300 IF((ATP.IR(l).EO.16.0).A'D.(ATRTB(2).EO.1.O).AN;D.
+ (XX( 10).EQ. 1).AND.XxX( 13).EO.0.))T'EN

% ON CALL SORTIE
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ATP1JF(1)=AT RIT"(3)-2

AT:,IP( 36)=ATRI( 3)2)T-/6

7"!DI F

CALL klISSILF

4 prlTS1=T)T"IS1/60.0 + 0.0
ATRIB(3)-ATRIB(3)'!YKIL

ATRTE(8)=ATRTB(P,)-((T' tIL*37.5+2*37.5)/In00.0))
ATRITB( 16)=ATTPI( )6)+PT ' 'IS I
ATPTP.( 1)=10.568/ATRIR( 11)
XY( ]3)=1.0

VAL2=ATRIP,( 16)
U~SE IF(NIMKIL.LE. 10)TiEPN

!TMIS2=DTMlIS2/60.0+0 .0

4.ATRIR(3 )=ATRIB(3)-NUA--KIIL

P)ELrT12=ATRIR( 3)
IF(ATRIV(3).LT.0)ATRI1I(4)=ATRlq(4)+ATIT7(3)

ATRIB( 16)=ATRIR( 16)+DTMTS2

YX( 13)=1.0

VAL2-ATRIP( 16)

ATRTP.(3)=ATRIB( 3)-NI Tlf KIL
DlGrC12=ATP Ilr( 3 )

* IF(ATRIR(3) .LT.0)ATRl1,(4)=ATRlF(4)+ATPlfl(3)
An, IB ( R)=ATRI R( P ) ((NLKI L* 37. 5+2 *3 7. 5 10W0. 0)
ATRI'.( 16)=ATRlTP, 16)+7T'fIS3

XX( 13)=1.0)

VAL2=ATP,~T',( 16)

F- Im F

ELSE IF( (ATPlB( 1).FQ. 16.0).AN .(ATPlB(2).Er).2.0).AA"D.
+ (YX( 10).E). 1.0).ANTD. (XX(13)r. 1.0))TPFN

ATPTR( 16)=(ATTTR(R)/ATP.lB11 ))+VAI.2

ATRTFR( 3)-)=ElCJi2.

T.NTIF

24O'n RETUPr
25110 ATPIT ( 10)'.10.56P/ATRIR( II)

PrTI'PN
2600 IF( (XX( 10)...0.0).ANT).(AWPMIT 1) CE..) )T!EN

ATRI.( 10)-5.9/ATRIt( 11)
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Tr( (y 1p) 1-(.0 ) A',T). Prl .7- 16.0) D
+ (ATRIP(2 ) .!r).1))7 u

Fl,!;, IF( (YX( 10) .Fe. 1.0n) A',..( A IRI B( I) .1,r. 16.0) .A':
+ CATR1 -(7).f-.2.0) )T 11

TUATT3=FFAU1T( 3
* ATRIR(10)=(3.5+ATRTP(R))/ATRIB(11)

ATRIR(l10)=2 .4/ATRTB( 11)
ENPIF,
P FTUR N

2700 1IF(X y( 10 . ..0)A 7). ( AT RI (]I.CT .16 .0TT1
ATflTB( 10)=2.016/ATRuF( 1!)

F NDI F
IF( (XY( 10) *E*1.0) .ANM. (ATPnIR( 1) .1r,. 16.0))7z

ENDI F
' FTUP

2P~n0 ATRI-( 10)=1.344/ATRIP,( 1)
R. 7'P, I'

2 9 r) ATPITB( ]()= 12.292 /ATRIR( 11)

3000 ATRIB( I0)=13.62P/ATRIR( 11)
R ETU RN

*SEE FV.\'T 19 APOVE,SAI E TPOUCHlT APPLIES HERF.

3100 TF(ATRPR(2).0.2.0)T'E'

ATflTB( 14)=TNOW-AT7RTP( 11)

+ ATP.IB( 14)
FrTDIF
YX(24)=XX(24)+ATRIB( 3)
IF( (ATRIB( 1) E.31. 0) A 7P.( XY( 10) E.E0.0) )T;]IEN.

* -XY(2P,)=XX(2S)+ 1
YX(20)=Y.X(2n)+TN0"7
CALL CAPMCF

ENDIF
IF( (ATRIP( I1) FnO. 16.0) A!,..(YX( 10) .EQ. 1.0) )THEN'

XX(2Pt)=YX(28)+]
:KY(2r))=YY(2n)+TN0!O:
CALL CAPICT

P RETI2.N
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* POUTTV Pr~ (F"T TTIFS 32-44). YPLAW TTflU I S T;F7 CA-F ll L !t~ AT-.V.

C'-* !T''lFVET',FVFP7 32 AN'D rXTFR N:or)"s 6 t 7 FUL.FILl. TIT: APM'-F 7nrs nr

% 1 ,2A"') 3, rrEEFFCTIVELY. COMMENTS AP-O.V! I': ThLIE AppLy 1,: RED rV71.

320q IF( XX(I).4 4 .0)TEEN
vI 1=TINT (X N3) )
C ALLr C0PY(KYI , I,ATTPI)

CAT. RES!!PLF3
TIn' 1.EO.32)TIE'

./45TIE4=TN'OU.

-U-'ATRT?( 13)=TrYl.
CALL SClIDL(6,TIME4,ATRI3)

ATRTE.(2)=2.O
CINT3=ATRIB( 12)

ATRIB(9 )=56.62P/ATRP.( 1)
ATRIP( 13)=TMNOW
TTME4=ATRTB(R)/ATrRIB( 11)
CALL SCHlPL(7,TTME4,ATRIR)
IF(KI.FO.44)CO TO 31290

V i=r7 1+1
CALL C0PY(YJ, 1,ATRIR)

4 CALL RFSHIT!F3

TI'- E4=(TIMIEA+(CTNT,.3/ATRIB( 11))
ATRIE(9)=56.62/ATRI,( 11)

CALL SCl!DL(6,TIP'E4 ATRIE)
-- ATRIR( ]3)=TIMF4

CALL SCrPl.(32',TP F.4,ATRIE)
321.50 XX(3)=Y.X3I+

600 CALL E'NTF7R(6,ATRTP)
PF7TUP:

700 CALL FNTE(7,ATr.Tr)

1000 CALL EN'TER(10,ATRIR)
RETURN

3 300 IF(( Y10) . Fo.fn.().ANNO1.(ATRI BI(..3 2. n) )TPE

* ATRIr'( In)- 11.6 16/ATRIIP( 11)

T((ATPIR(1).EO.32.O).ANP.(XY(lfl).EO.1.O))RET-UP"
I F( MKX( 10) . F .I. 0) .A "D. (ATR I P,( I) CT . 3 2.0) T H F

A RI1 (0)=(2 1.554+6 .049)/ATRI!( I I
E ND IF
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1 K51

34'~'.r)C7 1 F AP 9 I F QT ~2 n A: A\~T 1 R F ~" AI

340 IF(AYJ(9).FO.3.).A).\T\R().(1f)A

AT 1 U1P(3)=ATrIB( 3)-2
ATRIR( 16)=ATRI'I( ]6)+!MEP/6r).r

ATRIB(3)=ATPIP,(3)-2
ATP.IP( ]6)=AT7.T1R( 16)+TDTI./60).r)

CALL 'IISFILE

~ PTMfISI=DTtlIS3/60.0 + 0.0
ATRIB( 3)=ATPTB(l3)-N[1VfI L
DELC!13=ATRIR( 3)
IF(ATRTTR(3).LT.0)ATRIB(4).TRIB(4)+ATRII(3)
ATRIB(F)=ATPIB(8)-( (NIJMIKIL*37 .9+2*37.5)1 1000.0)
ATRTP( 16)=ATR1TR( 16)+flTSI
YX( 14)= 1.0

DELCl!3=ATRIB( 3)
IF(ATRIB(3) .LT.0)ATRIR(14)=ATRIB(4)+AT2"IP(3)
ATRIB(8)=ARI()((Np'I~pvIL*37.5+2*37.5)/1oon).
ATRIR( 16)=ATRI13( 16)-I-DT11S2
YX( 14)= 1.0
VAL3=ATRIB( 16)

FLSE
PT'1lF3=DTMIS3/6r0.O+r .0
ATRIB( 3)=ATRIP( 3)-TN.U"IL
DELC!13=ATRTP.( 3)
TF(ATRIvB(3) .LT.n)ATRIrP(4)=ATRIB,(4)4ATRIP,(3)
ATRIP(S)=ATRTB(8)-( (Nv!,,.Tyl,*37.+2*37. 5) 1000 )
ATRIP( 16)=ATPRn( 16)+DTk 1sl
XX( 14)= 1.0
VAL3-ATRTB( 16)

F.NDIF
ELSE IF( (ATPIR( 1) FO.32.0) .D.(ATRIP(2).rl.2.) A",',,.

ATRT!I( 6)-(ATRIP,(g)/ATRIR( ]1))+VAL3
ATRIR(3)-D7LClI3
T!I!AD3-ATRIIR( 16)

RrTITRN
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3'0 IF( ( ]0.Ft .) . 2 A.(r( YX1) .'7. . 0)T;PE'

ATRIT ( IO)=3.5/ATRTP,( II)
E.'DTF

IF( (ATRIB( 1 ) XGT. 32 nr) A!P (XX( 10) .EC. 1. 0) )T!HFT'

.5.F ENDIF

RF RT UP N
3700 ATRIR( 1O)=1].72/ATRIP(11)

P7TURN
3900 ATRIr( In)= 10. 3 /ATIT '( I I

RFTUR"
3900l ATRIF,( 1O)=2P.0/ATRIS( 11)

*SEP. EVENT 19 A130VE,SAME TlI0UCTll APP.IES.

40n0 IF(ATPIR3(2).F/).2.0)THF!:
:% ~ATRT9( 14)=TN0,7-ATRIB( 13)

WRITE( 15, '(3I4,38.2)' )3,T-RUN, POT~LCY,ATRTP.(3) ATRln( 1),
+ AT.IB( 14)

EN DIF

XY(25)=YY(25)+ATPII2(3)
IF(ATIP.( 1).Er,.44.O)TIEN

-. XX(2P)=YX(2R)+
XX(2 1)=XX(2 1)+TtiOW4
CALL CAF!MCF

FNDIF

F.NDIF

* ROUTE PL17". TFE F0LLO'JItN THlR7E SUPROUTI.NES TRFVENT UNITS FRO.'

*, PSSINCEACil OTllFR ONCE ON ThEF ROTE OF MAT Cf. THE LFAD t-1IT
* SETS THE COLUMN PACE. OTHER UNITT PATES ARE ADJUSTED DEIT.NDIN0
* ON IF TFEIR RATE IS LESS THAN OR EOVAL,OR GREATER THAN THET-

* LEAD UTNIT RATE. THIS ASSUMES UTNITS MAINTAIN SAM!E RATE.
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+ ~'T~n UP~T, RI':,'~!T, :T~2,~S 10J),SU 10")) TJ.Yr -,T':0-

+ lr'))

cr '0/!(c T 1/r,TkfE I 'T I"!?, k'P'7 T' -74 ,71-75,n~Ypv
+ 12,13,J 1 p2,J3,DIrI SIF IF(T ,T'FNf!LDT 2,

SAVE/UCO:! /
PEAL T1M!E,TIMIE1,TPElr2,TP lf.3,TTIE4,T1Ml!5,P1'F1,DIF2,DI)F3,

+ nlTIME,DTIl!EP,nTMIS 1,T-JTS2,TIS3,TIM7"

4NU!KVIL,N!TI.AN,!SJ!OT

XY(4 )=ATRIB( 11)
E LS r IF ((ATR I B(1I) .GT. 1) .A" D.(ATR TB ( II.LF . X4 ) ))Tfl F

DIF I=YX(4 )-ATPIB( 11)
ATflf( 1 ])=ATRIPE( I )+DIF 1

FLS E IFP( (ATRTITR( I) .GT. I) .AN D. AT RI R(11).GT .X X( 4) ))TI I F

ATI3 I 1)ATB( I )-DI )

EM:DIF
PFTU*

*Po'JrE GP&EN

SUBR0UIMTE RESHL'F2
r0M'lrNN/S17',11 I]/ATPI 9( 100), ,)( 100) ,!)I.( 100) JIT NO.,TII, FA,MSTOP,VCL 'p

+

-p ~+ XX( 100)
CO"'ION/LCC0M I/TIM!E,TIfE. 1 ,TI -2 ,TI!E3 ,TPIE4 ,TIM'E5, MLICY , Pr):TE

+ , T2, 13,.1,J2,J3,I1,D1FF3,DTIEDTIEP,UMY: IL,DTMIS 3.
+DTMIS2,DIS3, I,J

SAVEUCO'l 1/
TTEAL TI'1E,TIMIE1,TI' E2,TIME'13,TIT!E4,TIVE5,PIF I,TDIF2-,DTF3,

-- + PTI'IE,T EP,DTHISI1,DTMIIS2,DTTMIS3,TIE'I
ITEP~ I,I1,I2,13,J,J1,J2,J3,K,,L,Ml,N', LICY,ROUTE,

TF(ATP.Tg( 1).U). 16)T1TE

E.SE- IF( (ATRIB( 3).CT. 16).AMT.(ATRIR( 1 1).LE.XY(S) ))THEFN

FLSE IF((ATRIr.(l).CT.16).A?:D.(ATRI!',(11).CT.YY(5)))Tlr.'
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DITF2=ATPI3( 1I )....v(5)

,A-rTP( I 1)=AT~P,( I F2-vP

*TO'F N)

SUJBROUTINE rrESP1UF3

+ Xy( in)
CO~1N/'I/TI!lE,TI'r ,TIE2,Timc3,TIM!4, TI4F5, POLICY ,RnuTE

+ T12,13,j , J2,J3,DIFI1,DIF2,PITF3,DTIMIE,DTIMEr'P,NtT1VI L,DT!IIS 1,
+ DTMI1,S2,l)TMIS3,I,j

SAVE/UTCO'!1
REAL TIME, TIME 1,TIllE2,TImE3,TT-lE4,TIME 5, DIF I rIF2 , DIF 3,

+ DTIMIE,TTIHEFP,DThlIS1,TIIS2,PTtS3,TT!-'
INTECER I,1], 12,913,j,JI, J2,J3, K,L,!I,N, POLICY, ROUTE,

+ NTUMXIL,!:UPLAN,1S!OT

XX(6)=ATRIB( 11)
ELSE IF((ATPIB,(1).GT.32).A\ND.(ATRIB(I1).LE.XX(6)))TIEN

DTF3=YV(6)-ATRIB( 11)
ATRIB( 11)=ATRIR( II)+P1F3

ELSE IF( (ATRIB(l1).GT. 32).AND. (ATRIB(I1).CT. XX(6) ))TIHE!
PTr3=ATRTB( I )-XX(6)
ATRIB(1I1)=ATRIB( I )-DIF3

P ETLRN

SURUTN SRI
* O 1 O TTP 00D)10DL10DNWIIMFM oP CLN

SAVE/POUTI/SRI

REAL T'ION/CO TI' ,TIME ,TIrE,T rT,TI' F ,TI'1ET, POir3,PO
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+ !) 'T 111 . T)-'*fl I~ "' ' T !' ) " l!

N'PLAw1=Y(7)

GO TO 91

! TFYL Y TIF~ O\!P!'TF!)0N' ON ROAD TDAMtArG.

D)TIMFP=TR\IA,( 10.0, 12.5, 15.0,6)

DO 5n~ N=1,2

*RANDO'! # DRAWN ANDI TESTED BELOW. IF P\N LT:. 0.35
* 0VAI) IS CUT,nTI!ERWISF ROAD NOT CITT, PUT PAR~TAL TILOCI'.

WRIE 11, ' (14, Fg.2) )N RUNPS

IF( PASS.LF .0. 35)THFTN
yy(0)=-yX(n)+l

MM(9 )=XX(9 )+0 .0
ENDIF

XYPQ)=YX(C))+O.O

50 CONTNUE
N!UPLAN=NUMPAN - 2

* XY(7)=NUPLN
51 P FTLTP'N

END

SUTBROUT-INE MISSILF

+ ,RR,.7N,NN'fTU,NNSFT,NTAPE,SS(IOr)),SSL(]Or)),TE!,XT,T0r,
+ XY( 10)

roMMO~n ,/tICOM 1/TI1E ,TT"E 1 ,T~lE2,TT,,F3 ,TTIF4 ,TI'Tl-5, POLICY, ROUTE

-~~~ + , 12,13,J 1,J2,,T3,DIr ],DI'F2,DIF3,DTEDI P, WLP'I 1,
+ DTliIS2,DT~lS3,I,J

SAVE /UCo'l I/
rF,\L TIflr,TIEI ,TI'1E2,TI"EF3,TIP'T4,T I' E5, PIFI,DIF2,DTF3,

+ DTIMF,TDTIFP,DT IS 1,DTTTS2,DTNIS3,TI?E.

INTECEP 1,1 1,I2,I3,J,J1,J2,J3,Y,L,.,N.,MLICY,ROUTE,
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VP.T=.O - - -- . .-

[4* .S.L.OO)FE

CO O 7

S.'r..

MSI]T=XX.1O

IF(NUMRIFSS.F..)TEN

* ETVIN DL(.YTI'IE DEE)*IonC O17.LEVEL OF PAMATR!.)/.

APPPITE 1=RIA( 15.0, &8 5,25.0,r8) LL

TS310='vRTA(004O.O, 1)
NSITTX( 11)

E.LS. *FSO...O 12T

ELSERIP I).(. 1OTLE.N16)T

ELSE I(TIR(1)O.Lr.O)THE'lfF,,

ELLF. IF(i( ).E.2. l)TIT

EDFL9 FS1TL..4nT!!

DO 75 N1,M~161
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M .. - . .

E:Lr,[ lF(FT!PT.Lr:..S754)TW-F',

* * NMVI .='M' 1C L+7

P L5F F
ILP(SIP1T.L1r.O. 1074)THLN

N1'MKI L=NUKTI L+rO
rLSF IF(SH1OT.LEF.O. 149S)TPiE'"

FLSF Tr(SIflT.IYT...2302)THEN'
EJ~L=U'~T I L+2

EL5', IF(SlW0T.LE.O.4502)TE!N
FNTI~'l 1 L+3

E L S F.
NUMKI LNUMVIL+4

E -7DIF

75 CO NT JN'
!7 1S S=-UMT c;S-M,, !!fT
-X(R)g:niSs

76 PF.TiT!r

StRRO17IE CAFPIGF

+ X(l~l
ro~imo(N/lrm /TIr,TIME 1,TP1E2,TIM!E3,TIMF.4,TP!E5, MLIrY,RflUTF.

+ 1,1,3,j 1,,J2,J3,PIF 1,DIF2,DIF3,TI',TPIE'P,t'JJ:'IL,DT.MIS I1,
+ DTMIS2,DT'!IS3,I,J

SAVE/UNMI I
REAL TIMFE,TIMIE] ,TI"E2,TlrhE3,TP'IE4,TIMF.5,r-)Ir],TP12,T)IF3,

+ rTIME,DTI!EP,DTISI,DTMIIS2,DTMIS3,TTIEM
ITEER 1,11 ,12,13,J,Jl,J2,J3,K,L,M,N%,POLVTY,ROUTE,

+ Nt V!TIL,NT, PLAt, IS I IOT

XX(22)-YX:(22)+XX( Iq)
XX(26)-XX(26)+XX(23)
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FLSE TF(ATPUR( ]).rC..)TE

NY (2 6) -Y(26)+YY(23)
rLSE IF(ATPIP,( 1 ) FQ. 31.)~

MY(22)=XX(22)+XX(20)
XY( 26 ) =X( 26 )+Y24 )

EL';F IF(ATRI,( I ).EQ. 16.0)Tflrkl
YX(22)=YY(22)+XY(20)
YY( 26 )=XX( 26 )+XY(24 )

ELSE IF(ATPTP,(1 ).FO.44.0)T!E-,'
XX(22)=XY(22)+YX(2])
XX(26)=YY(26)+Yx(25i)

IF(YY(2R) .ErY.3.O)TH7N
XX(27)=XX(27)+(XY(26)I(YX(22)/3))

*APPROPRIATE CLOIIAL VAPIARLES UPDATED. REASON FO7-1 UNIT
*]5t1,1fl&31,44 IS THAT 15&1,16&31 FINISH IN PIFFEET
*ORnEr' DEPENDINC, ON NNIETHER INTERDICTION on :OT,
* WH1EREAS 44 AU'AYS FIN,'ISIIES LAST DUE TO 32 NOT IG
*DELANT.D LIVE TtlE OTHEFR 2.

+ XY(18),YX(27)

*PAPT OF TAPE tISED IN MODEL VERFICATION.

WJRITE( 19, '(14 )' )N*ZRUN
WPIE(9,("INSHTIMES ",3FQ.2)')X\X(1O),YX(2O)),XX(21)

11PITE(I1l,'("AVERACE TI'E ,R2)X()/
lJRITr(1 0

1 '("A.'lORED VEHI1CLES ",FS.2)')YYX(26)
ENDIF

p e
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The model presented here was used to get an idea of

how to obtain a percentage figure of when the road could

- *. be expected to be cut. After 1000 simulated bomb drops,

the number obtained was 0.35 for the parameters listed in

the program. After obtaining it, experienced Personnel were

questioned about its appropriateness. Based on the general

consensus of those questioned, this number was used as the

probability of cutting the road in subroutine SORTIE within

STOPEM.

The author gratefully acknowledges the expert assis-

tance of LTC Ivy Cook in the preparation of this model.
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L -A

I'M=~ o 15.( 00
CEPL ,THT,YEPPP2Sc:sI YYPIEI Y'

PT~=01.0

C 2=0

C3=0
C4=0
C 5=0
K=2.0
Y13=0.0
Y23=0 .0
XTDPRIN I=-3 0. n

kiYD T' IM 1=9 0.
HIAFTCTL=60.0
TIAFTCT.7=2 5. 0

*XDPRP I & YDrI~h ARE TPE UPP LEFT COPTDTIVIATES OF TVHE BO!P

* OY,CORRESIP)NDING TO THE 2ND ('tA!D-ANT. THE !LNAFTGTL & HAFTCTW7
**ARE THE DIFNSIONS OF HALF OF- THE11 POAT LENGTH1 AND WIDTH IN'

*FEET. IMSL Sl'P!ZOLTINE IS CALLED TO GENERATE 4onl) RAWY)"
*VARIATES USINC THE SEED GIVEN !ELOW AND PLACING THEM,, I\

*ARRAY A,DIlMENrIONEDP TO (1,4nnn). A TRANFORWIATION OF

*AYIS I14AD To TEE rEW C0OPJ)INA7- SYSTEIM, IN RELATION

*TO THE rOAD. CEP FORMUTLA USEP T- THIS FO7'1'LATI" WAS
* ORTAI%:rD FRO" (PEF 10). THET !' VALFF ~PEErv TPE

*RATIO OF PEP TO DEl', THAT IS T117 PEP = 5*D7EP DUE:F
*TO THE AIRCRAFT VELOCITY rCO R-TTG THE Gl~rATF-ST
* RRO'. TimE A',' LE OF ATTACK USEP 17 THIS RUN "As 30 DrEGREH5

*W!HICHl SAYS THAT THE AIrCRAFT ATTAACr 30 )EGREES OFFSET Fn'M,
*THE ROAD) AXIS.

CALL. CrMlfl( 123457.DO,400n0 ,A)
X I-XD PRIM I*CO0SPr(TFIETA)-YPPRIr 1*cIND(TF1ETA)

Y 1=XD PRIM 1*SIND(THETA )+YDPRI l*COSD(TIIETA)
Y2-YD PRIM 1*COFD(THEFTA )+YDPTM I".*STN D( 7,fETA)
Y2-XP PRIM 1*SIN D(THErTA)-YD1STI *CO7)D(TiI1TAN)
SICMAXCErP/(.6512 + Y*0.5640)
SIClfAYuK*SIG'lAY
Al=(XDPRI'!1*2.n)*COSDCTHErTA)+IIAPTCTh4
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*IF TIT A'7(!,7 IS LESS TI.A"' 1,T11"7 THES N!7YT C(VTPUTATION IS

* YP-t%;SDr) ErAUSF TIi AT'CIUNFET pI.nUS !,r.

IF(A'rS(Tf!7TA-9fl.f).LT. I)-() TO I
P=(!!AFTCT!!/XlTTPR~1 )*TA7I(TprFTA)-IEAFT!-Tl.

I PR I tT*,

PRINT*,T< IS 17.
PRINT*, 'CEo IS 'CT:Pl
PRINT*,'TIHETA IF, 'TITETA

PP.UNT*,'AI ',A

PPRINT*,'BO'IR BOX LENCT11 IS ],lO

PSINT*,'BO"P 'ROX !IDTI IS ',60

PPINT*,'TARCFT BOX LENZGTII IS I2.0*!!AFTCTIL

ThPINT*,'TAPGPT PON WIDTH 10 ',2 .O*1iAirTCWN

* RP1

*1000 BOMB DP.OPS ARE SIULATED.

no 100 N= i, looO

YRND I=A(N )*SICM0AY
N 1=11 + 1

.4.XR!,P2-A(F I ) *S I ! lY

A Y.ND2=A(NT 1)*SlICAY
N l=F1+ I

*POkir DROPS ADJUSTED DUE TO R.ANDOMl IMrACTS.

X2DIST]-XW+XrND?2
X MIST I=Y ]+XPNP I
Y2nIST ]=Y 1+YRNPT)
Y1DIST ]=Y1+YR ,MI
Y.2D15IT2=X 2+XRN"ID2
v, 1DIST2-X2+YP ND I
Y2IST2=Y2+YRND2
Y ]DIST2=Y2+YRP]1

*CIIECK MIADE TO DETERMINE IPACT OF BOMBS, TESTED
*ACAINST THE ROAD DIMEN'SIONS.

IF( (M1MIST1. CT. -]AFTT.1) .Of1. (X IDIS--T2 .LT. .A1))T]IWM'

C0 TO 3 5f

IF(ARS(TPFTA).LT. ].fl)Tilr'
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IF( (Y ThI5 T I .C'T.-l'AFTCTL) .A':!. (Y '"IST2 .'"T. HAFT T7T

( TO 30r

rO TO 150

IF(ARS;(TVEfTA- 0-. O).LT. 1)T!!E
PO 01 =Y 1r) 1, 1-2 . O*YD PP I'! I

TF( (YIDISOT I.L.1.'AFTCTL) .A"I.(RDI.T-i~CL TF
r.2=C2+ I
GO TO 100

ELS7

GO To 390

r: N!) I

Y13=Y IDIST1+( (Y1lDTST2-Y DIST I)(X IDIST2-Y1MIST I)
+ HA ~FT l!) 1I ST 1

30) iF(Y 13. C7. AN r)(Y 13. LT .1AFTCT L)7: r,

C2=C2+ I
CO TO 100

* ENPIF

*THi5S PART RFP"FSFNTS TPFE SErfOND, AI CR.AFT ATTENIPr To
*CUT TPE ROAD). PRINT FTAT FNTC! A,! C7)".R VARIAM,17S A77 !U5!TF0

*To IKF.P TP-AC!' OF ,:tTprp OF CU'TS AND '1ISSF.S.

350 CONTIN"Ur
TF((Y2DIST1.CT.-l!AFTCTU)'.0r1.(Y2TDIST2.L.T.A I)TN!7

('3=C3+ I
GO TO 450

TF(APS(TIETA) .T1. I .O)T!IF'

CO) TO 400r
F 1'S F

CO0 To .14 fl

Fr7)TI

* TF(APS)(TIIFTA- 0 0.n).LT. I)TirN
PR"OD?=Y2DST 1-2.n*Y:D 1" 1
IF( (M2IST 1.LT.l!AFTrTL) .ANDr.(PROT)2. CT. -HAPTCTL) )T'"

r4=C4+ I

On TO 109

('O TO 45n

EF
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77-

cA4=c4+j
CC' TO l0')

45r) (70 "T I "'E
095=c9+1

PRNT,~T PIES 'OTr CUT DUE TO Y-D)IPrCTIQ: #1 1,7)

1 R INT*,
!INT*, '~TIME!S N'OT CUT DUE TO X-I TO C#',3

PRTNT*,
fl7T~ ,'T J TIMES~c CU'T FY '.2

T1.1 I "T*,
PP PI NT*,i TIES CUT PM r, ',4

- PRINT*,
PRINT*,'TOTAL CUTS A!7E ' ,C2+-4

T!INT*,'/ TIM!ES NO'T CU'T AT ALL ',5

.4.. 16D
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The SPSS program for the four-way ANOVA is listed on

the next page. ANOVAs are listed in the following order:

(1) four-way with interactions; (2) four-way without inter-

actions; (3) three-way with interactions; and (4) three-way

without interactions. The SPSS programs shows the ANOVAs

excluding the variable UINT, the all other units interval,

because the reconnaissance interval also varied by the same

amount. By running SPSS with both of these factors, a

singular matrix resulted because both these columns represent

the same thing. Excluding this factor gave the ANOVA table.

Tape 1 is a complete listing of all 256 simulation runs. The

columns from left to right on tape 1 represent run number,

policy, length, rate, reconnaissance units interval, all

other unit intervals, and measure of effectiveness.

.N
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T~t\ c.j

VAPIAP'iy7 LIST !).C t hPP~:,T7,VIT
\'Ay LA,','TPDISlf), TnLTry/

UMCMTl',mr~n' LF-rTll/
PATr,CO',\VOY RATE!
TP T,RCO'N UNITS INTvRVAL/
PINT,AL7. OTHTfl UNITS TP:TERIYAL/

1~E~lD UT 1((n= I) (n. 1=2)
RECOT. p AT.E(25.0=1) (12.5=2)
lpEc'VW~r PT~(25.0~=1) (2d-.5=2)

PEC)1) 1'!-WT(4=1) (3.6=?)
d ' OrP CASES rrWl

INPUT FOPYmAT FIYFD(4X,F4.fl)9FR.2)
* LIST CASES CAFFS=2n/VAPIARLFS=ALL

ANOVA VEHPRAT BY rOTY]/)L~T11',)T-'I')
RI'T( 1,2)

STATISTIrS ALL,
P.EArl INPUT DATA
F INIS!!
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. * * * * * * * *A N A 1. Y S I S 0 F V' A 7 1 '

VE!'lAT AR'IOP1 \' Vr!i1 I.FS P' rtp,,,

flY PiLTM I.T...ICTTT. PLI (
-. " .' E::;T ' CoMvoY LE YCTI!

.ATE CONVOY RATE
" PINT RFCON UNITS IN,.RVAL

"-. [: F ZA'eC-I

SUMOFMrA"! slC"IF
7.4 SOURCE OF VARTATIO': SCUAR,, .F SAUAPE F (F F

IIATI FFFF CTS 503 1.2n3 6 93F.534 Po.4P5 .0ni

POLICY 31M3.753 3 1064.9P 112.334 .nr]

LNCITH 16.91P I 16.q]P 1.75 .P3

RATE 1796.011 1 1796.011 1P9.534 .) 1
RINT 24.521 1 24.521 2.5P7 .]o0

2-WAY INTERACTIONS 25.955 12 2.155 .227 . 7

POLICY LENGTP 1.327 3 .442 .047 .QF7
POLICY RATE 4.082 3 1.36 .144 .934
POLICY PINT .32o 3 .110 .02 ooR

LENTII RATE 006 1 .006 0O" *9(0

Lr:'GTP P I 'T s.083 1 A.003 .853 .357
RATT PINT 12.n28 I 12.02P 1.261 .261

3-WAY INTERACTIONS 32.083 10 3.208 .330 .970
P PLICY LENCTH1 RATE .05P 3 .010 Or¢2 .Qoa

POLICY IY.CTH RIN T"  .117 3 039 .0, 00no

POLICY RATE RINT .35q 3 .120 .013 .0Op
LENCTI RATE RINT 31.549 1 31.549 3.329 .069

4-WAY INTEPACTIONS .522 3 .]74 .n .007
POLICY LENCTH RATE .522 3 .174 .ni .o07

FYPLAI!ED 50P9.664 31 164.IP3 17.324 .09!

RESIDUIAL 2122.837 224 9.477

TOTAL 7212.5nl 255 2P.2P4

256 CASES WERE PROCESSED.
0 CASES ( n PCT) WERE MISSI M.
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*J.--.

******** A ,:ALYqI (F \'An1.A-r 7 ** ** *

VI'V'AT A"'!"EF7 MI(1Y5 P Pr '1"

PY POLICY IT,"',"TI'Y mLICY
,-]..- I.)YCTHi COU' LE :GTI!

RATE C;:VOY IATE

R I NT PMECoN U;ITS IhTFRVAL

' -F ' " ' F ' 7 A : q 1 C . : 1 F

SoL'RCE OF VARIATI': UAJS, Pr S('-ATE F OF F

!'AT!' EFFECTS 5031.203 6 Q3F.534 95.71n .or)

POLICY 3193.753 3 1064.5S4 121.525 nn1
LEYCTH I,6.9,1 ,  1 16.91P 1.931 .166
RATE 1796.011 1 1796.011 205.01c) .P0o
R INT 24.521 1 24.521 2.799 .O0

EXPLAINED 5031.203 6 038.534 95.72n .00]

RESIDUAL 21P1.293 249 P.760

TOTAL 7212.501 255 2P.2P4

256 CASEP WERE POCESSED.
0 CASES ( 0 PCT) IWERE HISSING.
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******.* A;" A L Y 1 O V A P. T A .- , , ***,

VEHPAT AP VE-,., -. '1T', T7 If.,P
P. PO!.ICY l ' ' ' ' '  T - " '  ML'Icy

" AT F: f;,w)Y RATE
RI T PECO Y ""ITS INTEFPV.

SU:M OF 'EA ST."

SOURCE OF VARIATION SOUARES DF SOUARPE F rF F

!1AIN EFFECTS 5014.2P5 5 1097.P57 110.335 .*q]
03ICY 3193.753 3 1064.5R4 117.126 .ani
RATF 1796.01] 1 1796.011 97. 507 1' )

1INT 24.521 1 24.521 2.69P .102

2-'4AY INTEPACTIoNS 16.43n 7 2.34P .25P .960
POLICY RATE 4.082 3 1.361 .150 .3r)
P )LICY P IN'T .32n 3 .110 .012 .00
PSATE PINT 12.02P 1 12.n28 1.323 .251

3-!'Av I:TEI'ACTIOT;S .35) 3 .120 .n13 .o9p
I)L ICY PATE RINT .359 3 .120 .013 .Q9

EXPLAI.ED 5n3].nR3 15 335.406 36.911 .001

RESIDUAL 21P1.418 240 O.o0o

TOTAL 7212.501 255 28.2P4

256 CARPS "IF'DE rnE ;Sr-.
0 CASES ( 0 PCT) WEeP '!ISSImo.
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. W- 
14 . -- .

... 
.- .- - 1-1 .

=.. ..- . 1 7 . . .. * -. . . . - -

******** ANAI Y S I F VARI A"C ' ********

VF I IRAT A " 'r) 7.r! rV 1: 1 l 1.$ F. c T .  ?!'p,

PATE C Xo';Y 1T
, INT TZY70:: U':ITS I :TEVAI,

S!'I F, S IC:1F
s0ilCE OF VARTI.- 1..UARES PDF S.UA r ..

'TAIN EFFECTS 5014.2P5 S 1002.P57 114.n54 .001

POLICY 3193.753 3 1064.5o4 121.074 .no]

RATE 17 )6.r)] 1 1796.011 204.25P .*01]
RIFT 24.521 1 24.521 2.7P0n .096

FXPLAINED 5014.285 5 1002.P57 114.054 .001

RESIDUAL 219R.216 250 R.793

TOTAL 7212.501 255 2P.2P4

256 CASES !ERE PROCESSED.
0 CASES ( rP)T) :ERE 'IISSING.

IXRD INTERDICTION ANALYSIS 03/09/83 17.22.0n. PACE 6

%

4.

17/6
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Tape 1

n n.n- 25.0Or 25.00 4.0 74.S7
2 n. Or 25.n 25.e0 4.nn' 7P.4(,

3 o .no 2 5.0,) 2 9.0 4. F 7()
4 J n.oo 25.00 25.()0 4 .0 4 .r)
S I ( ).Or 25.00 25.00 4.0o P). 76

6 1 O.00 25.00 25.n0 4.00 84.64
7 1 o.n 25.00 25.00 4 .'q n 2.75
P 1 0.O) 25.00 25.00 4.00 0,7.53

, 1 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.4o Q3.3R
V 11 1 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 83. .I

-1 1 0.00 25.0n 22.50 3.60 77.42
.012 1 0.00 25 .00r 2 2. '0r 3.60) 84.P5

13 1 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 77.33

14 1 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 R9.56
15 1 0.00 25.0n 22.50 3.60 79.49
16 1 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 P3.P9
17 1 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 77.51
19 1 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 75.76
19 1 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 75.62
21 1 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 R0.82
21 1 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 75.,6
22 1 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 74.47
23 1 n.0o 22.5n 25.00 4.00 77.32

24 1 0.00 22.%0 25.00 4.no 75.49
25 1 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 76.59
26 1 0.00 22.5n 22.50 3.60 73.43
27 1 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 81.20
23 I n.0 22.50 22.50 3.60 72.31
20 1 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 73.95
31 1 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 77.0
31 1 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 74.94
32 1 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.6'0 P2.32
33 1 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 79.qI
14 1 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 ,0.69

5 1 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 75.87
% 36 1 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 85.P4

37 1 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 Rf.54
3 ] .1 n 25.00 25.00 4.00 P6. 5
39 1 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 82.59
41 1 .10 25.00 25.n0 4.00 P6.65
41 1 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 01.28
42 1 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 R0.52
43 1 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 80.97

44 1 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 80.54
45 1 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 S2.97
46 1 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 P6.)6
47 1 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 P5.64
48 ] .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 84.1P
49 1 .10 22.50 25.00 4.n 75.64
51 1 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 74.P9
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1 .1n 22.50 25.n 4 . W.) 73.34
52 1 .10 22.9" 25.00 4.00 00.77
,5 1 .10 22.50 25.0) 4 .0) 70. 4
S4 I .10 22. S 5 .n ) 4.0) 76.52
55 i .in 22.50 25.00 4.00 73.87

* 56 1 .in 22.50 25.00 4.0) 75.31
57 1 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 77.42
598 1 .In 22.5r 22.50 3.60 P3.50
90 ] .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 79.RP
60 1 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 77.61

61 1 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 74.46
62 1 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 78.00
63 1 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 79.08
64 1 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 76.82
1 2 n.00 25.0n 25.00 t.NO 6P.06
2 2 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 71.25
3 2 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 76.9R
4 2 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 74.55
5 2 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 74.15
6 2 0.00 25.00 25.0n 4.00 77.60

7 2 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 75.19
p 2 0.00 25.0n 25.00 4.00 79.69
9 2 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 76.05
10 2 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.6r 76.26
11 2 0.00 25.0o 22.50 3.60 70.37
12 2 n.0 25.00 22.50 3.60 77.S3
13 2 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 70.5
14 2 0.00 25.00 22.90 3.60 P1.46

15 2 O.0o 25.00 22.50 3.60 72.10
16 2 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.0r 76.04
17 2 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.0n 71.30
18 2 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.n 60 .31
) 19 2 0.no 22.5n 25.00 4.00 69.74
20 2 0.00 22.50 2S.00 4.00 73.24
21 ? 0.00 22.5n 25.00 4.00 69.13
22 2 0.00 22.50 25.nn 4.0) 6P.?P
23 2 0.00 22.50 25.o 4.00 70.46
24 2 n.no 22.50 25.00 4.09 69.64
25 2 n.o 22.50 22.50 3.60 69.7 n

06 2 .00 22.50 36
26 2 22.50 3.6n 67.32
27 2 0.nn 22.50 22.90 3.60 74.76
28 2 0.00 22.50 22.50 36 65.44
29 2 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 66.62
30 2 n.n 22.90 22.50 3.60 69.77
31 2 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 68.nr)
32 2 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.6n 76.1
33 2 .I0 25.00 25.00 4.no 73.07

34 ? In 25.00 20..7
35 2 .10 2.00 25.00 4.00 69.71
36 2 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 78.62
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o J.

37 ? .10 25.n0 25.nr 4.or 77.P3
3Q 2 2 J 25.n n 5.oo 4 .o 70. 7 1
30 9 10 2 .5.0l 25.00 4 nr 74.70
40 2 .10 2.0 25.00 ,.2 7.43
42 2 .1- 25.00 22.5 n  'r .* 73.62
42 ? .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 73.23
43 2 .1n 25.00 22.50 3.60 74.11
44 2 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 72.R4
45 2 .10 25.00 22.59 3.60 7,6.2R
46 2 .10 25.00 22.50 3.6n 77.42
47 2 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 77.99
4P 2 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 76.71
49 2 .10 22.r), 25.00 4.00 6P.41
5) 2 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 60.20
51 2 .10 22.5n 25.00 4.00 67.14
52 2 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 73.23
53 2 .10 22.90 25.00 4.n0 71.2F
54 2 .10 22.5n 25.00 4.00 70.07
55 2 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 67.67
56 2 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 6R.56
57 2 .In 22.50 22.50 360 70.3]
5, 2 .10 22.50 22.50 31 .60 76.47
59 2 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 73.32
60 2 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 70.56
61 2 .I0 22.50) 22.50 3.60 67.92
62 2 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 70.Pn
63 2 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 71.87
64 2 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 70.18
1 3 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.0) 67.69
2 3 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 70.13
3 3 0.00 2 .00 25.00 4.00 77.34
4 3 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.O0 73.60
5 3 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 73.22
6 2 0 .0 25.00 25.00 4.00 76.53

7 3 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 74.04
R 3 0.00 25.0o 25.00 4.00 79.51
C 3 nro) 25.00 22.50 3.60 76.16
10 3 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 74.95
11 3 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 69.66
2 3 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 76.91

13 3 0.00 25.00 22.5( 3.60 70.47
14 3 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 81.20
15 3 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 70.95
16 3 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.60 76.19
17 3 0.no 22.50 25.00 4.0 6S.95
18 3 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 67.94
19 3 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 67.13
20 3 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 72.00
21 3 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 68.02
22 3 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 68.03
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23 3 n.0. 22 2. .. . . . . 7. .
?4 3 n.I0 22.9 2 6P.y'
23 3 o.no 22.9( 2. 3.6,) 9.61
2c 3 1.o 22.50 22.50 3.6,) 66.2227 3 n.o0 22.50 22.50 3.60 74.57
2F 3 0.O0 22.50 22.50 3.6) 65.30
29 3 0.O) 22.50 22.50 3.60 66.09
30 3 0.0 22.50 22.50 3.6n 69. 14"-, 31 3 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 67.36

*32 1 0.00 22.90 22.90 3.6,) 73.99

-o..

33 3 .10 29.00 25.00 4.00 72.4P
34 3 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 71.75
35 3 .10 25.0n 2S.00 4.00 6?.60
36 3 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 77.43
37 3 .1n 25.00 25.0 4.00 77.61
38 3 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 78.78
39 3 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 74.45
40 3 .10 25.n0 25.00 4.00 78.12
41 3 .0 25.00 22.50 3.60 73.10 
42 3 .10 25.n0 22.50 3.60 73.32
43 3 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 73.06
44 3 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 72.16
45 3 In 25.00 22.50 3.60 73.80
46 3 .I0 25.00 22.90 3.60 77.1)
47 3 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 7P.29
4P 3 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 76.65
49 3 .10 22.50 2 5.0 O 67.2n
0 3 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 67.3F'-, " 3 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00r 66.33

,2 3 I1 22.50 25.00 4.00 72.81
53 3 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 69.57
54 3 .10 22.5n 25.00 4.00 69.12
55 3 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 67.02
56 3 .10 22.50 25.00 n*l fi 67.8 
57 3 .10 22.50 22.5,0 3.60 69.75
5P 3 .10 22.50 .. 3.60 75.20
59 3 .1I 22.50 22.50 3.(0 71.P4
6n 3 .10 22.Sr 2.5n 3.6) 70. 10
61 3 .In 22.50 ?2.5n 3.6) 67.29
62 3 .10 22.50 22.50 3.6,0 71.32
63 3 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 70.n2
64 3 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 70.00
1 4 0.0o 25.00 25.00 14.00 66.46
2 4 0.00 25.n 29.00 4.00 70.02
3 4 O.n 25.00 25.0n 4.00 73.92
4 4 0.00 275.00 25.00 4.00 72.37
5 4 O.On 25.00 25.00 4.00 72.33
6 4 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.0 76.30
7 4 o.0n 25.00 25.00 4.0o 72.34
p 4 0.00 25.00 25.00 4.00 7P.30
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2° 5, 2).W 2 2.50 3.,0 75.24

0 4 (.nn 25.On 22.5n 351.r 73. 11
12 4 0. n 2 ; 9 2?. rr) 3.0C 6O.4

12 4 n.no 2 22.7) 3.)r 75.74
13 4 0.00 25.00 2?.5) 3.60 6R.PC
14 4 0.O) 25.00r 22.50 3.60 7).4P
15 4 0.00 25.00 22.50 3.6) 71.9')
16 4 0.no 25.00 22.50 3.60 73.R ,
17 4 0.01 22.5) 25.00 4.00 67.66
18 4 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.or) 67.92
19 4 0.n0o 22.50 29.00 4.n0 67.20
20 4 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.0r 71.66
21 4 0.0 22.50 25.00 4.Or 67.29
22 4 n.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 66.4)
23 4 0.no 22.50 25.00 4.0) 6P.07
24 4 0.00 22.50 25.00 4.00 66.53
25 4 0.00 22.9n 22.50 3.60 69.29
26 4 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 A5.72

27 4 0.00 22.90 22.50 3.60 71.77
22 4 0.or 22.50 22.50 3.60 64.90
29 4 0.00 22.50 22.50 3.60 65.17
.3 4 o.no 22.50 22.50 3.60 66.9]
31 4 o. n 22.50 22.50 3.60 66.74
32 4 0.00 22.50 22. 0 3.60 74.30
33 4 .1) 25.00 25.00 4.()) 71.04
34 4 .10 25.n 25.00 4.00 70.42
35 4 .10 25. 0 25.00 4.0 67.76
36 4 .10 25.00 25.no 4.00 77. 1
37 4 .10 25.0n 2.00 4.00 75.23
38 4 .10 25.0 25.00 4.00 76.86
39 4 .10 25.00 25.00 4.00 72.05
4 4 .1n 25.0 29.00 4.00 76.33
41 4 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 72.00
42 4 .10 25.0 22.50 3.60 70.QR
43 4 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 71.17
44 4 .10 25.00 22.50 3.60 70.84
45 4 .10 25.00 21.50 3.60 74.46
46 4 .10 2r.00 22.50 3.60 75.99
47 4 .10 25.00 22.0 3.6O 76.P7
4F 4 .10 25.00 22.50 3.6) 75.27
4, 4 .10 22. 25.00 4.0) 69.q4
90 4 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 65.73
51 4 .122.50 25.00 4.00 66.03
52 4 .10 22.5 25.0 4.00 71.03

,A 53 4 . Y0 22.50 2S.O0 4.00 68.02
954 4 .1) 22.50 25.00 4.00 67.23
55 4 I0 22.50 25.00 4.00 66.20
56 4 .10 22.50 25.00 4.00 67.47
57 4 .10 22.50 22.90 3.60 67.47
5q 4 .10 22.50 22.50 3.60 74.25
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-' A9 4 .10q 2?-.Y' 22.'. q 3*• f, 70*O

61 4 .1n 2?.0 22.2 2 3.r 64.9/,
6,2 A 1' 22. V) 22.5( 3.6r) 69 .r
63 4 .1' 2?.Y 22.Yr 3.60 6).5(
64 4 .1n 22. 50 22. ) 3.60) 6 ,.7 4
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APPENDI D

TESTS-vt- OF STTSIA DISTRIBUTIONS - b * ** V

18



SPSS tests for uniform distribution are presented

in this Appendix. The uniform distribution used in SORTIE

and MISSILE was tested using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)

test. The SPSS program for this analysis precedes the

results. An alpha of 0.05 was used in testing a sample of

576 random variates. A sample of 100 of these 576 numbers,

tape 12, is shown following the SPSS results

Distribution of SORTIE and MISSILE

The K-S test done tested the following:

H0  The 576 random variates came from a Uniform
(0,I) distribution.

HI: The 576 random variates did not come from a
Uniform (0,1) distribution.

i =D D 0556 = 0.057Dcrit .05,576

The underlined portion of the SPSS printout shows that the

computed value was 0.0253.

0.0253 < 0.057

JDI < D for alpha equals to 0.05.Dmax crit

Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
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FILE" %,A-r- TrA P12
VAPI %.rcJ LES T :71, -: "

* 07 CASES
INPU'T F03MAT FIXE(F4.0,FP.2)
LIST CASES CASF.S=50/VAr!IAPLEr,=AlL
'"PAr TESTS K-S(UNFTRN! 0, )EU/

PUS(0.5 )=RNr/

STAI STI S ALL
REAT) I-PUT DATA
F IN IS!,

]RANDOMI UNIFORM. -TREAl(T12515I) 02/26/P3 23. 17.21. p N~ 5

FILE - TAITII (CPATED - 02/26/c 3)

*VARIABLE 'N M'~ FTD DEV "T!71'11"!

plNUtl!i 576 .4n4 .2P7 0 i'

IRAN'()'! UNIF07" -STtRFAMI(TIIFTSlIS) 02/26/P3 23.17.21. PC 6

* FILF - TATM11 (CREATED - 02/26/P3)

------ -------------OLkl0C,(V - S"IRNOV COODNESS OF FIT "EST

RNU MlkP ANY' FPr G!7'7EPATEV

*TEST, DIST. - VNIFORM (RANr- - 0 TOl 1.nnofl)

CASES MAY(ARS rPIrF) 'IAX(+ DIFF) "~AY(- DIFF)

976 .0253 .0253 -. 016,

Y-S 7 2-TAILED P67.5
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Tape 12

.1 .15

-. 63

|..5F

( . 3 % .)
] .07 . -

.4] .7]

. 6 .57
S .q5 5 o

] .( 5 .44
,k,] .06 5 .,47

5 .47
6 1N

2 .30 6 .55
2 .42 6 .47
2 .64 6 .24
2 .65 6 .31
2 .R3 6 .35

6 .4 )
2 .72 6 .24

2 .79 6 . 0 6
2 .. 6 .06
2 .64 6 .25

2 .0, 6 .74

2 .3n 7 .2q
3 .40 7 .44
3 .55 7 .4n
3 .52 7 .05
3 .2P 7 .37
3 .94 7 9P,
3 .16 7 .77

3 .nl 7 .37
" .38 7 .40
3 .15 7 .tR
3 .P8 7 .61
i .P 7 o

3 .nl P, .61
4 .47 P .95

4 .P,4 . I
4 .1P .41
4 .79 P .50
4 .27 .P9

4 .80 P .97
4 .32 P .4n
4 .74 P .23
4 .12 8 .22
4 .34 P .16
4 .93 P .41

4 .69 .44
5 .21 .12
5 .42

9 .23
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The following outputs from the model demonstrate the

model is working as intended. The first output shows the

-4 information used in developing the measure of effectiveness.

Tape 18 shows no interdiction result on total number of

armored vehicles, the finish time for the last entity on

m~t.'Meach route, and the MRD average finish time. This tape

shows a constant number of armored vehicles, but varying

finish times. Tape 21, representing Policy four, shows the

5 variation of both time and vehicles. The last two tapes,

tapes 14 and 17, show the effect on order of finish and time

of finish for no interdiction and interdiction. Tape 14

represents no interdiction and 17 is interdiction. The

columns on tapes 14 and 17 from left to right represent

route number, run number, policy, number of armored vehicles,

unit number, and finish time. Thus, the model is maintaining

convoy order as originally intended. The last three Dages

in this appendix represent selected print statements included

at strategic portions of the model to verify the interdiction

subroutines. These show the sortie and missile attacks

results. All global variables are as explained at start of

P SLAM coded portion of network, Appendix A. The 'AT' repre-

sents shorthand for attribute. The printed values show that

the model is working as intended.
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-. .0- .S * -. -1 %W . -I.) 5 * --

Tape 18

I r!!5t "T'T!5 0.70) c% 4n .Q4?

A'.TTF,%rr' 7 T-,F n.17
AP'rnPr' VE111IFS 6'Q4 00'

2

AF 0AGE TV!F P.7 01

AR'InE' Vf'r!ICL':S 6ct400
3

FINMI T11'S P.20 9.24 A. 9)
AVERArGE TIP!! 7n
ATIC~rn Vrtir.icuq 6Q~4.00

4

AFITY TP frS 7.42 P.73 C).06(

AR"IRED VFITCLFr> 6 R4.O)
5

rINISH TI'TS~ 9.45 q.02 6.04
AVERArF TI~fr P.47

* ARTM ET VEICGL!S 6'94.nr)
6

*FIN:ISI TPES P.46 9.n? A.77
AVERAGE TI"E pnc

-. APMinarr ~'VEL!I.LS fA4 .(0
7
TNS!TIMES 7.67 9.24 7*PF

AVERACE TT'fE P.27
ARM'TIl) VE!!ICL!7Sc AQ4n0

S. P
FINIS!' TIME:S P. 16 7.97 7.30
AVERArE TIIIF 7.Fl
AR'!XOE \F ICE 6R4 .On

FI!:IS!! TIIMEs F.2P 9.20 70n5
AVZRA('E TI'T. 9.21)

.. aAT~l!O)DEP Vr'2!ICL7S 654 Or')

riiNIS! TIP17F n .26 P..5') 6.73
AVFRArE TVT P. 16
ARM17ET) \'IICLES 684 Ori

11
5%;FI:IS1! TIMES 9.36 P.7P 8.37

AVERACE TIME P.P4
APMOErP VIGL.S 0694 .n0

12
F~fSJTIM.S 9.1n 8.5P' 6.41

AVERArP TIME P.06
4,.AP'InRP VIMCLFS 6 Q4. n)
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Tape 21

rpINIS!T Tl t
: !n01 I r). 2 A %nf4

A ~ ~ ~ n TIE74

PP'?T'T'~ V:U1LT~ 647.Ofl

FIXS!'T1MS ~ 2I 10.0)9 P.55
A'ER.'XI TIM1 92

AP'REP VFI?('Lr' 6 50.0n

FINISI! TIMESc R.43 10.1() 6.92
AVERACE T IME 8.49

AT!0nnF vE!IrLES 627.00
4

FINISHT TIMFF 7.64 q. S( 9.62
.1AVERACE TIk' P.04
*4AR*40RED VEHICLES 647.00

0.FINIMH TIMES Q. 71 Q.P5 7.40
AVERAGE TIE A.(19
APM COR.EP VEHIC1LFS 6;50.00

4~4 6

FINITSP TIM.ES R.73 ~.Ps; 7.IQ

AVERACE TI P.58
AA7,"07,17 VrH!ICLFS 655.00

7
FINIS11 TIMEFS 7.97 10.14 P.37
AVFRArF TIMEF P.79
AP.M0~tFP VFIITCIrS 636.00

A. P

FI!,ISH TIES P.41 R.73 7.76
AVR4CGF TIT-I R *3r

Ajr'T0~E' VEHICLES 650.00
9

rP'TSI! TIMErS P.91 10.15 7.40

AVEAWF TI'ME P.72
Ar!f)Mt'r) VCHICLES 6 56.09~

* 10
FINISH TIES n.55 9.29 7.14
AVEWAE TIMEr 8.66

.4'AR"T07ED V7EHICLES 633.(0
11

*F1IN1IS11 TIMESl q.62 q. 60 8.q0
AV!ERArGE TI 9.37

VAv'ln0RXp VEHIICLETS 651.00

4., 12
FTNISIM TIMEF cl. 46 P.317 6.P3
AVERACE TITME' P.56

A!IIORrE VEITLrS 648.On19
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Tape 14

3 1 3q1.() 32.0n 4. .22
2 1 0 57.0 16.0) 4. ,
1 ] n 57.no 1.0.1 4.q0

n F,.()) 33.Onn 4.13
3 1 0 33.00 34.00 4. 17
2 1 0 .0o 17.00 4.S6
3 1 0 23.00 35.00 4. 15
2 1 0 2 P.n Or) I .nO 4.S7

I 1 0 5.0 2.00 4.81
3 1 0 15.0n 36. n t4.2F

2 1 0 33.n0 19.00 4.57
] 1 0 29.n 3.00 4.P3
3 1 n 5.00 37.0) 4. 16

2 1 0 30.00 20.0 4.5P
I 1 0 33.00 4.00 4.34
3 1 0 0.00 3F.00 4.13
1 1 0 30.n,) 5.00o 4.9l3

2 1 0 7.00 21.00 4.67
3 1 0 57.00 39.00 4.23
2 1 0 0.00 22.00 4.61
1 1 0 7.00 6.00 4.06
3 1 0 5.00 40.00 4.15
2 1 0 0.00 23.00 4 .60
1 1 0 1.no 7.01 4.P 5
3 1 0 2P.nn 41.00 4.17
2 1 0 0.00 24.00 4.61
1 1 0 5.00 F.00 4.S2
3 1 0 33.00 42.00 4. IF
I I n .00 9.00 4.79
2 1 0 22.00 25.00 4.70
3 1 0 23.00 43.00 4.20

1 1 0 0.00 10.00 4 .P,5
2 1 0 O.n0 26.00 4.6]
3 1 0 ]4.00 44.00 4.13
, 1 0 0.00 11.00 4.P
2 1 0 0.00 27.O -4.64

i1 0 0.00 12.n 4.P1
2 1 0 0.00 2P.On A.5q
I 1 0 0.00 13.00 4.P7
2 1 n 5.o 29.0n 4.61
2 1 0 0.00 30.00 4.54
1 1 0 0.00 14.00 4.P4
2 1 0 0.00 31.00 4.56
1 1 0 O.n 15.00 5. 1]
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Tape 17

3 1 1 26. ' Ill. or) 4.46

3 1 1 6.00 33.00 4.6A
1 1 1 5.300 ()0 4P

3 ] 33.00 3 00 4.69

11 1 20R.0 r) 2.0r) 4.9P4
2 1 1 5.no 17. (0 5. 11
3 1 1 23.00 35.00 4.67
2 1 1 28.00 .4.0 5.12

*I I I 33.0n 4.00 4.F5
3 1 1 15.00 36.00 4"Oo

2 1 1 33.O) 19.00 5.12
1 1 1 30.00 S.no 4 R4
" 1 1 5.00 37.00 4.6 °

2 1 1 31.00 20.00 5. 13
3 1 I 0.00 38.00 4.65
1 1 1 7.0.l 6.00 4.q7
2 1 1 7.00 21.00 5.22
1 1 1 51.00 7.00 4.86
3 1 1 57.0O 30.00 4.75
2 1 1 0.00 22.00 5.16

1 1 5.00 F.O0 4.83
3 1 1 5.00 40.00 4.67
1 1 1 n.o 0.00 4.P,
2 1 1 0oO 23.00 5.15
3 1 1 2M.00 41.00 4.6n
I I o0.0n 10.o 4.Pf
2 1 1 0.00 24.00 5.16
3 1 1 33.n0 42.00 4.71

1 ] 1 O.0o 11.00 4.P

3 1 1 23.00 43.00 4.72
2 1 1 22.00 25.00 5.25
1 1 1 n.00 12.00 4.82
2 1 1 0.00 26.00 5. 16
I 1 1 0.0'0 13.00 4.o
I 1 1 14.00 4.00 4.P5
2 1 1 0.00 27.00 5.In
I I I o. nr) 14. Or 4.o, ,

2 1 1 0.(0o 2 .OnO 5. ]4

2 1 1 0.00 2.00 5.16

O .OO) 31.00 5.15

1 47.00 ].o 10.0]
2 1 1 43.00 16.00 10.26
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* T .5\20 .072"70l'Th
r'\ s ':cr'T CT'T 7AM S it
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George A. Fulton was born on 6 October 1950 in

Corpus Christi, Texas. He graduated from Calallen High

School, Corpus Christi, Texas, in May 1969, and then

attended the United States Military Academy. He was awarded

a Bachelor of Science degree and was commissioned in the

Infantry in June 1973. Following completion of Infantry

Officer Basic Course and Ranger School at Fort Benning,

Georgia, he served with the Ist Battalion (M) 10th Infantry

- . at Fort Carson, Colorado. Upon completion of the Advanced

Infantry Course at Fort Benning in 1978, he was assigned

to Germany where he served as staff officer and later as

Company Commander for Headquarters Company, ACE Mobile

Force Land (AMFL). Upon his return from Germany, he was

assigned in June 1981 to the School of Engineering, Air

Force Institute of Technology.

Permanent address: 3918 Leonard Drive
Corpus Christi, Texas 78410
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